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Abstract 
Environmental hydraulics covers a very wide range of applications. including free 
surface flows in rivers. estuaries and lakes. To find engineering solutions to 
environmental hydraulics problems. 3D numerical modelling is nowadays widely used. 
However. the computation of sharp spatial gradients (such as found in stratified 
estuaries and lakes. around plumes near outfalls along rivers and coasts or in 
exchange areas of high shear). and the modelling of these processes along steep 
bathymetric slopes (such as found at the edge of dredged channels or of the 
continental shelf) remains a challenge. In addition. crude assumptions (such as the 
hydrostatic assumption) are often made to the primary differential equations in order 
to simplify the problem and enable long term prediction of environmental hydraulic 
changes. 
In this thesis. a robust adaptive mesh displacement (MiD) method is implemented and 
validated against the lock exchange case in particular. The MiD method aims at 
vertically focusing nodes within each water column to capture sharp gradients. while 
reducing the number of nodes or requiring prior knowledge of the flow structure. 
Second. a direct computation of dynamic pressure is introduced based on the equation 
of vertical momentum and validated against the analytical potential flow theory 
solution of a source-sink pair. Dynamic pressure is necessary to model de-
stratification recirculation deVices. or flow over dredge channel. or solitary waves. for 
instance. This direct computation method makes the hydrostatic assumption 
redundant. Third. a new advection scheme is implemented. whose main advantage is 
simplicity averaging over Riemann problems without solving them. while excessive 
numerical viscosity is compensated for by using high-resolution MUSeL type 
reconstruction. 
Recommendations are made in this thesis to extend the advection scheme developed 
herein for tracer advection to the non-linear shallow water equations, to the diffusion 
terms and to turbulence closure laws within the same finite element framework. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This Chapter provides an introduction to stratified shallow flow modelling in the 
context of environmental hydraulics. followed by the aim anq objectives of the 
research work. a discussion of the evolution of the research strategy. and concludes 
with a synopsis of the thesis. 
Environmental hydraulics covers a very wide range of activities. including but not 
only physical and numerical modelling of free surface flows in rivers. coastal waters 
and estuaries and lakes. t..lodelling of free surface flows include. for instance. 
modelling dam breaches and flash floods. modelling reservoir stratification and algal 
blooms. geomorphological evolution of estuaries. fresh-salt water exchanges in 
estuaries. modelling tidal and wave energy resources. impact of dredging and disposal 
activities. wave agitation in harbours. tsunami propagation coastal inundations. etc. 
This thesis focuses on numerical modelling within a subset of environmental 
hydraulics activities. Depending on the dimension of the problem. numerical 
modelling is carried out using one-. two-. or three-dimensional solvers (1 D. 2D. and 
3D respectively). each applied to a wide range of environmental hydraulics activities. 
For the past 17 years. the author of the present work has been developing and using 
numerical 3D solvers for free surface flow applications in many parts of the world. 
and in particular for applications related to the subset of stratified shallow flow 
modelling. 
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Ch.l-l. Stratified shallow flows 
Shallow flows here refer to the natural bias between the vertical and horizontal scales 
of the world of environmental hydraulics. which is here sufficiently close to a thin flat 
disk. The water bodies considered vary vertically from a few meters to a several tens of 
meters while at the same time vary horizontally from a few hundreds of meters to 
several hundreds of kilometres. 
Stratified shallow flows here refer to the presence of at least two layers of different 
densities. either one above the other (uniform flows) or one wedging under the other 
(non-uniform flows). leading to 3D processes. Density differences can be the result of 
a combination of variations in water temperature. salinity or sediment concentrations. 
In a typical estuary. for instance. the denser layer underneath is the result saltier 
waters corning from the sea while the lighter layer above the result of warmer waters 
corning from the land. Estuaries with high sediment content could develop an 
additional fluid mud layer near the bottom. Contrarily. in the ocean. hotter waters can 
convey saltier waters to the surface while colder fresh waters would plunge toward 
the ocean floor. Density differences can result in gravity current such as underflows of 
waste waters in streams preventing natural aerobic degradation. underflow of 
sediments behind hydropower dams clogging sluices and turbines. anaerobic 
condition in lakes and seas posing a serious stress to all aquatic like forms or the 
formation of sub-surface waves during the filling of locks. 
Industrialisation. climate change. population growth. development of riverine and 
coastal areas greatly impact the environment and. in particular. water and its quality. 
Modelling stratified shallow flows in environmental hydraulics aims at predicting and 
mitigating numerous practical 3D problems and their solutions. 
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Ch. 1- 1.1. State of the art of stratified flow modelling 
Already in the sixties. the US Bureau of Reclamation (1966) reported that the state of 
the art in stratified flow modelling was dynamic with many national institutions and 
organisations around the world involved. At the time. future research by its Hydraulics 
Branch was to consist of general studies concerning the influence of intake geometry 
on selective withdrawal from stratified reservoirs. 
Almost 50 years later. many national institutions and organisations worldwide remain 
active. with as many 30 free surface solvers. While free surface numerical modelling 
is nowadays widely used to find engineering and / or environmental solutions to 
problems. the number of solvers available indicates that the state of the art remains as 
dynamics as it used to be. with its gaps. strengths and weaknesses. 
Ch.l-I.2. Modelling gaps in the current state of the art 
A relatively extensive review of 30 free surface solvers known to the author to date 
has been carried out and assembled as preparation for the present research work. 
Where possible the source code was downloaded. The complete list of twenty four 3D 
solvers reviewed is included in Appendix B. Although incomplete. the list illustrates 
differences and commonalities of the principal features between solvers and provides 
an overview of the present state of the art. It should be noted that the list and its 
associated analysis was also in part used by HR Wallingford in an internal research 
and development strategy document (Curington & Bourban. 2009). and the 20/30 
Flow r..lodelling Advances strategy implemented under the leadership of the author of 
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the present work. 
In summary. the mathematical description of the physics of free surface flows is a 
relatively mature field. with most solvers based on the continuity and Navier-Stokes 
equations (see Section Ch.3-l.l) or. by extension. the Reynolds-Averaged continuity 
and Navier-Stokes equations aimed at turbulent flows. and where the free surface is 
directly calculated and related to the pressure field under the hydrostatic assumption. 
However. numerical methods and assumptions remain divided and in constant 
evolution. For instance. the list of 3D hydrodynamic solvers can be split into two 
distinct categories: those with the vertical structure of the mesh based on a sigma-
stretched transformation and those based on fixed horizontal levels. This 
categorisation reflects the inadequacy of either numerical method to be universally 
applicable. with only a few exceptions implementing a hybrid representation 
dependent on the water depth. 
In addition. the list shows that the majority of 3D solvers use the hydrostatic 
assumption (mainly because these are based on previous generations of computers). 
and either a mixing length theory or the turbulence closure model of Mellor Yamada 
(1982) level 2.5. Most of these solvers are implemented with the -Arakawa C" scheme 
(Arakawa & Lamb. 1977) applied either to finite difference and/or finite volume 
formulations. All 3D solvers known to the author to date which implement a non-
hydrostatic formulation do so by deriving a Poisson equation of the dynamic pressure 
from the 3D mass conservation equation. 
Further. the list also shows that. except for COHERENS (which is a coupled solver soon 
to become implicit). all solvers involve decoupled and semi-implicit solutions of the 
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations (or by extension the continuity and Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations.) whether in their advective or divergent form. 
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Several solvers differ from each other solely in that they implement one or a few 
distinctive features such as the Krauss-Turner mixed layer diagnosis algorithm 
(Krauss & Turner, 1967) or the "Arakawa A" spatial discretisation scheme (Arakawa & 
Lamb, 1977). Last but not least, a handful of solvers, such as ADCIRC, ICOM-
FLUIDITY and TELEl\1AC, are based on the finite element method formulated on 
unstructured meshes. Unstructured meshes are also used by certain finite volume 
solvers such as FVCOM. 
Ch.I-I.3. Significant advances required 
Three gaps, for which significant advances could be made. have been identified below 
based on the author's previous experience. Each of these gaps was associated one 
research objective also introduced here. 
Categorisation of 3D solvers 
Having collected information on many 3D shallow water solvers (see Appendix B) 
using by major national and international organisations, it is clear that virtually all 
solvers fall into only two mutually exclusive categories. depending on the vertical 
discretisation. (a) those with fixed horizontal layers; and (b) those with sigma-
stretched transformation. For illustration purposes, Figure 1.1 shows a comparison 
between vertical cross sections through an arbitrary domain with fixed layers and 
sigma-stretched transformation, left and right respectively. 
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Model free surface 
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Figure 1.1 - Fixed horizontal layers and sigma-streched transformation 
In the case of fixed horizontal layers. the 2D mesh representing the entire domain as 
projected on a horizonta l plan is intersected with the varying depth of the water 
domain . Layers are defined as horizontal slices of constant thickness made of all 
elements above the bottom of the domain. Depending on the depth. a water column as 
more or less elements and the bottom of the domain ends up fitted with steps 
depending on where the horizontal slices intersect. 
Solvers with fixed horizontal layers are applicable to modelling stratification in deep 
lakes such as the Coquitlam Reservoi r holding the drinking waters for the Vancouver 
area. Canada but are presently incapable of modelling friction-driven sediment 
transport as a continuous map following the bathymetry over large estuarial mudfla ts 
and wetlands. 
In the case of a sigma-stretched transformation. the 2D mesh representing the bottom 
of the domain is extruded vertically into a volume between the surface defining the 
bottom and the surface defining the water free surface. A constant number of 
intermediate surfaces can further discretise the vertical columns resulting in a layered 
mesh. where one layer is defined as the volume between two adjacent surfaces. Each 
surface is supported by 2D unstructured mesh; all surfaces are stacked one above the 
other and project to the same 2D mesh. 
Solvers with sig ma-stre tched transformation are applicable to modelling large 
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estuaries such as the Severn Estuary in the UK. with wettinz and dryinz (mudflats. 
wetlands) over vast areas but are presently incapable of modellinz horizontal 
stratification over steep bathymetry slopes as the mesh follows somewhat the 
bathymetry and the free surface rather than the thermal/saline layerinz of the water 
column. 
l\1oreover. for applications such as the Conzo River l\1outh with its underwater 
canyon piercinz throuZh the east African continental shelf. neither types of solvers are 
presently suitable to model it all. 
The first of the three research objectives was therefore to develop a novel numerical 
method allowinz a greater flexibility of the vertical representation within 3D solvers 
to automatically adapt to the evolvinz physics of the model. specifically to stratified 
flows. 
The novel method (so-called Al\iD method) is introduced in Ch.3-2.10. The chosen 
mathematical framework is of the Navier Stokes equations combined with tracer-
driven density or gravitational flows. The chosen numerical framework is the open 
TEL~ 1AC system. 
Absence of appropriate numerical schemes 
Again. based on the information drawn from the same collection of 3D shallow water 
solvers (see Appendix B). the second problem identified is that only a handful of 
models implement a numerical scheme that is monotonic. at least second order 
accurate. capable of capturinz the strong gradients present in stratified waters. and 
implicit for long term simulations (short definitions of these numerical characteristics 
are presented in Section Ch.2-1 of Chapter 2). A literature review of numerical 
schemes that could be appropriate to 3D stratified shallow flows (see Chapter 2) 
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confirmed that the combination of these numerical properties within the same 
formulation is difficult to achieve. Even so. these numerical capabilities are important 
in order to predict stratification processes. for instance. of the appearance. movement 
and breakdown of stratified waters under the influence of natural forces (winds. tides. 
etc.) or artificial forces (recirculation devices. thermal outlets. etc.). 
In practice. numerical modellers are presently confronted with having to make 
choices that meet one principal physical aspect while missing on the others. for 
instance. advancing tidal fronts versus tidal amplification. or flows entrained around 
the outlet of mixing devices versus long term water quality time scalc. 
The second of the three research objectives was therefore to investigate a series of 
numerical schemes for their application to stratified flows. particularly to multi-
dimensional hydrodynamics and tracer advection over long periods of time. 
The selected scheme and its novel adaptation within a finite element framework (so-
called the BCT scheme) in introduced in Ch.3-2.3. The numerical framework is of the 
open TELE1\tAC system. The mathematical framework was restrictcd to pure three-
dimensional tracer advection equation. although its generalisation to the Navier Stokes 
equation is been implemented in collaboration with the author of the present thesis. 
Computationally intensive non-hydrostatic assumption 
Finally. the information drawn from the collection of 3D shallow water solvers (see 
Appendix B). highlighted that many 3D free surface shallow water solvers do not 
implement a non-hydrostatic pressure term. and those which do do so via the 
resolution of a Laplace equation. which is computationally prohibitive for long term 
simulations. However. dynamic pressure has a very important influence on flows in 
deep waters and in stratified waters subject to natural or artificial forcing. For instance. 
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modelling of de-stratification devices in reservoirs, such as bottom outlets, jet-
circulations, or bubble diffusers requires non-hydrostatic pressure. 
The third of the three research objectives was therefore to develop a novel method to 
calculate dynamic presume without resolving to the solution to the Laplace equation. 
The novel method is introduced in Ch.3-1.8. The chosen mathematical framework is 
of the Navier Stokes equations. The chosen numerical framework is of the finite 
difference coupled solver SUUS. 
Ch.l-Z. Research aim and objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to improve the applicability of existing 3D solvers to a wider 
spectrum of problems in order to model both short and long term evolution of 
stratified flows as observed in environmental hydraulics while avoiding compromising 
on key features of these types of flows. 
Consequently, three research objectives were developed following a gap analysis based 
on past consultancy and research work experience by the author of the present thesis. 
These are as follows: 
> To develop a novel numerical method allowing a greater flexibility of the vertical 
representation within 3D solvers to automatically adapt to the evolving physics of 
the model. specifically to stratified flows; 
> To develop numerical advection schemes for stratified flow modelling that are 
monotonic, at least second order accurate, non-diffusive in advecting sharp 
gradients, fully or at least semi implicit, and correctly represent non-linear 20 and 
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3D flows and if possible be also applicable to diffusion terms and / or multiple 
equation turbulence closure methods; and 
> To develop a novel method to directly calculate dynamic presume without having 
to resolve to the solution to the Laplace equation. 
The development of these methods and schemes were validated against practical 
applications such as the lock exchange problem. the interaction between sources and 
sinks within a water column or the advection of tracer profiles. 
Finally. for reasons highlighted in the following historical evolution of the thesis. both 
SUUS and TELEMAC were used as numerical frameworks for the implementation of 
certain new concepts developed through the present work: SUUS in the earlier part. 
TELEMAC in the later part of the research work. 
Ch.1-3. Research evolution 
Prior to starting with this research work. the author wrote the finite difference implicit 
coupled 3D solver. SUUS (Bourban. 1997) to study long term water quality processes 
and recirculation in deep reservoirs. The author also worked on the finite clement 
semi-implicit 3D solver. TELEMAC (Hervouct. 2007) to examine the hydrodynamics of 
coastal and estuarial waters. The knowledge and experience gained over more than a 
decade would later guide choices made at the start of this research work. 
For the first half of the present work. the author aimed at significantly upgrading the 
numerical framework of the 3D solver SUUS (within a finite differences context). The 
original intention was to work on the latest shock capturing methods and monotonic 
high order time integrators and their application to the 3D hydrodynamics and tracer 
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transport equations. Further. it was anticipated that SUUS would be modified so it 
would be based on triangular meshes and the solver parallelised. During that time. 
SUUS was re-written by the author in a conservative form and a new non-hydrostatic 
approach implemented and validated (see Section Ch.4-2). 
However. following the departure of the author from Canada to join HR Wallingford 
in UK. the research strategy changed. The research objectives remained the same. but 
the anticipated involvement of the author on similar numerical developments moved 
to TELEMAC (within a finite elements context) resulted in a repositioning of the 
present work away from SUUS. Throughout the evolution. the research work focused 
on the implementation of new algorithms aimed at improving the representation of 
stratified free surface flows. 
Ch.1-4. Synopsis 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review focusing on implicit numerical schemes capable 
of capturing sharp gradients for application to stratified waters. Chapter 3 details the 
governing mathematical equations and boundary conditions noting the assumptions. 
A new approach is introduced for the computation of dynamic pressure in 3D non-
hydrostatic solvers. Details are given of the advection scheme chosen for 
implementation in the open TELEMAC system and its extension to 3D adaptive 
layering. Chapter 4 presents the verification and validation tests used to confirm the 
accuracy and applicability of the new algorithms. Examples related to practical 
environmental hydraulics are considered including the source-sink flow and the lock-
exchange problem. Chapter 5 lists the primary conclusions of the research work and 
offers recommendations. Appendix A lists all symbols used in the thesis. Appendix B 
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lists the merits and drawbacks of twenty four existing 3D free surface solvers. 
Appendix C details some aspects of some of the analytical solutions available to 
hydrodynamic equations, including those based on potential flow theory and solutions 
to the Laplace equation. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature review 
This Chapter 2 reviews the literature currently available on implicit numerical 
schemes capable of computing and maintaining sharp gradients for application to 
stratified estuaries and lakes. to plume dispersion along rivers and coasts and to areas 
of high shear. A detailed discussion of the various numerical schemes reviewed is 
provided in terms of their potential to fulfil the objectives of the present research work. 
in particular their horizontal and vertical representation and the degree to which each 
scheme represents shocks. is accurate. monotonic. implicit and suited to three-
dimensional and non-linear applications. For clarity. the definition of these numerical 
scheme characteristics is reminded in the first section. 
Ch.2-1. Scheme characteristics 
Ch.2-1.1. Accurate 
Scheme accuracy is a mathematical measure based on the numerical analysis of the 
convergence of the scheme for varying discretisation assumptions. The analysis of the 
convergence measures whether and how a discrete solution converges to an analytical 
solution when the space discretisation tends to the continuum. The rate of 
convergence also defines the order of the scheme. hence the naming convention 
1 sl order accurate (linear convergence). for instance. or 2nd order accurate (parabolic 
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convergence). Roaches (1998) details and opposes various definitions of accuracies 
and associated errors and ties (order) accuracy to the verification process. or solving 
the equation right whether or not the equation and its solutions bear any relation to a 
physical problem. 
One of the objectives of the thesis is to select high order accurate schemes. as they 
allow for a coarser discretisation while remaining accurate. hence faster computation 
time for long term environmental hydraulics applications. 
Ch.2- I .2. Treatment of sharp gradients (or discontinuities) 
In the field of free surface environmental hydraulics. sharp gradients or 
discontinuities can be found in many forms. For instance, 
> In a lake or reservoir for instance. a hotter thermal layer can develop at the surface 
creating a sharp gradient in vertical temperature profile with the colder layer 
below. At the interface of the two layers. the mixing is considerably reduced. in 
turn preventing the colder layer from re-oxygenating with the surface. As the 
water is being replenished form the watershed or discharged. the interface moved 
vertically with the free surface. up or down respectively. 
> In the propagation of a dam breach down a valley or a tsunami wave up on the 
coast a sharp gradient or discontinuity in the free surface level can be observed at 
the front of the water wave. In this case. the parallel is made with shock waves 
produced in a shock tube used to produce high velocity and high temperature gas 
over a short period of time. a description of which is produced by Hughes & 
Brighton (1999). for instance. 
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The numerical treatment of sharp gradients remains a difficult problem with at least 
two sorts of approaches: shock-fitting and shock-capturing methods. Shock-fitting 
methods explicitly track the position of the interface and its shock wave characteristics. 
The interface is treated as a discontinuity and the equations are solved on either side to 
high order accuracy. However. for complex flows in three-dimension with possible 
interactions between discontinuities. shock-fitting could become impractical. Rather. 
shock-capturing methods represent discontinuities naturally. by numerical design of 
the conservative form of the equation (see Ch.3-1.2). which makes these more 
appropriate to complex three-dimensional flow problems. The drawback is that 
shock-capturing methods highlight inherent spurious numerical oscillations near the 
discontinuity and loss of accuracy with dissipation needed to suppress these 
oscillations. Rawat and Zhong (2009). for instance. offer a comparison of the two 
approaches and conclude on the advantages of using hybrid approaches for high 
accuracy solution in complex flow problems tracking the front based on wave 
characteristics. 
One of the objectives of the thesis is to select a numerical scheme capable of modelling 
advection of sharp gradients or discontinuities in the conservation variables. While the 
thesis highlights the development of a three-dimensional numerical scheme for 
application to the linear laws of tracer advections. the selected scheme has been 
studied in the wider context of non-linear laws for future application to the 
hydrodynamics. Preference has been given to numerical schemes highlighting higher 
order accuracy on either side of the discontinuities. while fitting the discontinuity 
within as small a gap as possible based on the characteristic shock waves. 
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Ch.2-1.3. Monotonic 
A numerical scheme is said monotonic when an arbitrary norm of the discretised 
solution does not increase as the solution evolves over time. A monotonic scheme 
guarantees that physical maximum and minimum values of conservation variables 
would be preserved. preventing the solution from over-shooting or oscillating about 
sharp gradients for instance. An example of norm highlighted in this thesis if the so 
called Total Variation Diminishing (TYD) nonn. which ensures that two neighbouring 
local minima-maxima values cannot be farther apart than they were originally. An 
example of method to ensure monotonicity is the use of filters or flux limiters to cap 
sharp gradients depending on surrounding profiles. A list of such flux limiters found 
in the literature is reproduced in this Chapter 2. 
One of the objectives of the thesis is to select monotonic schemes to avoid computation 
of non-physical solutions. For instance. in an estuary. salinity varies sharply at the 
interface between denser seawaters and lighter fresh waters. A non-monotonic second 
order centred scheme could expand into the non-physical domain of negative salinity. 
which is to be avoided. 
Ch.2-2. Scheme representation 
Ch.2-2.1. Classification 
Numerical modelling of flow problems in the Eulerian framework essentially involves 
the solution of the governing partial differential equations in discrete form on a grid at 
prescribed locations (finite difference methods). or cells (finite volume. finite element 
and spectral methods). In the context of finite difference solvers of the 2D shallow 
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water equations. Arakawa and Lamb (1977) defined 5 discretisation schemes. i.e. 5 
possible positionings of the primary variables u. v and h when discretised on a regular 
grid (see Figure 2.1. Schemes A to E). The definition of the symbols u. v and h can be 
found in Appendix A 
Scheme A 
lI,V,1! U'9 h 
---1---<'1' 
11,\1,11 1I,\I,h lI,v,h 
- --o---<o}-- ---'o --. 
Scheme B 
U,V U,v 
: II : 
__ !~11 v .... ~ .. ~~ .~ ... 'Ulv -- . 
I til: : II : 
11, v L. ......... t u, v ~ ........... :UJ v 
---()---- ~ --. 
Scheme C 
II h h 
---cr--u-<r-tl4 --. 
y y Y 
II h h ---~~-« -_. 
v v If 
I I I 
11 11 11 
_ --0 11 0 II 6 -- . 
Scheme D 
11 h II 
---cr-v-<r-v-r -_. 
U If U I I 
h 11 h 
__ -~-V -<(-II -<? --. 
y 1 ¥ 
h h 11 
- - -6--V--6---lL-6 - _. 
I 
I 
Scheme E 
II,V 
U,\!' 
Figure 2.1 - Possible discretisation schemes of Arakawa & Lamb (1977) 
Arakawa and Lamb compared the relative behaviour of the 5 schemes to the ideal 
continuum solution with respect to order accuracy. stability and conservation 
properties. where stability is achieved if small perturbation errors in the solution do 
not result in the perturbation errors to increase as the solution evolves with time. They 
demonstrated that these properties depend on the relative position of the primary 
variables and on the definition of the gradients of these primary variables given that 
stencil. 
Arakawa and Lamb (1977) chose the von Neumann method to estimate the space 
discretisation error of each scheme on a linearised version of the 20 shallow water 
equation model. The von Neumann method determines the stability of a scheme 
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through studying the behaviour of admissible harmonic solutions. i.e. the solution is 
assumed proportional to e[i(kx-vt)]. wher k e is the wave number in the x direction. 
and v the angular frequency of the inertia-gravity. It was used by Arakawa and Lamb 
to extract the angular frequency of inertia-gravity waves. Arakawa and Lamb found 
that Scheme B and Scheme C were most accurate and that Scheme 0 was. in that 
particular case. least accurate compared to the ideal solution. Further comparison 
between the numerical analytical solutions of an initial value problem demonstrated 
that Scheme C performed best. in term of accuracy. stability and conservation 
properties. 
It should be noted that several of these schemes were established before the 
publication by Arakawa and Lamb. For instance. Lilly (1964) obtained the discrete 
conservation of mass. momentum. kinetic energy and thermal advection based on 
Scheme A. Harlow and Welch (1965) demonstrated the conservation of mass. 
momentum and kinetic energy of their solver of the divergence form of the Navier-
Stokes equations. based on Scheme C. through its application to two variations of the 
classical dam breach problem. 
Since 1977. many authors have used Arakawa and Lamb's classification. 1\1ost 30 
solvers reviewed in this thesis (see Section B.3 in Appendix B) are based on the 
Arakawa C scheme except OieCAST. which is based on the Arakawa A scheme (see 
Section B.3.5 in Appendix B). It is noted that. the solver SUUS (Bourban. 1997). used as 
numerical framework for the implementation of dynamic pressure term (see 
Section Ch.3-1.8 in Chapter 3). is based on Scheme C. 
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Ch.Z-Z.Z. Interesting observations for wetting and drying applications 
In the context of wetting and drying. Falconer and Owens (1987) obtained "much 
more realistic predictions of the time-varying water surface elevations" by locating the 
water depth h at the same place as both velocity components. while keeping the free 
surface as defined by Scheme C. The number of bathymetry points is doubled. hence 
leading to better representation of the bathymetry and topography of the model. In this 
particular case. the error analysis undertaken by Arakawa and Lamb is still valid since 
it is based on the linearised version of the 2D shallow water equations. where the 
water depth h is assumed constant. With the product uh and vh on each u and v side 
of the cell seen as the flux through that side. the work undertaken by Falconer and 
Owens seems to confirm the appropriateness of a conservative "finite volume" form of 
the finite difference method applied to the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations. 
Ch.Z-Z.3. One additional discretisation scheme 
Following on the observations made by Falconer and Owens (1987) an additional 
sixth scheme. Scheme F (see Figure 2.2) could be developed where the free surface h 
would be placed at both u and v locations. hence doubling the number of nodes for 
that variable. 
Scheme F 
I 
I I I 
---I u,h , 11.17 ~r - ' 
--l ~,h t ~,Jl l-
ih v,h v,h ---~ l.l,..b.. -6- J.4h ~ -- . 
I I 
I I 
Figure 2.2 - Proposed Scheme F. expanding on Arakawa & Lamb (1977) 
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The same analysis of space discretisation error on the angular frequency of the 
inertia-gravity waves as that of Arakawa and Lamb (1977) leads to two possible 
models depending on the computation of the gradient of h in the momentum equation, 
Scheme Fa (2. I) 
au/at - {ijXY + (g/d)(oxhY = 0 av/at + {il xy = 0 
ah/at + (H /d)(oxUY = 0 
Scheme Fb (2.2) 
au/at - {i3 xy + (g/d)(oxh)Y = 0 av/at + {il xy = 0 
ah/at + (H /d)(oxUY = 0 
Arakawa and Lamb (1977) define { as the Coriolis coefficient. H as the mean value of 
the water depth h. d as the grid step (based on a regular grid). TIle gradients are 
defined by (OxW)i j == W. 1 . - W. 1 . and the average (WX)i j == .: (W 1 . + WI.). for 
, I +z,j l-z,j . 2 I +z,j I -z.j 
any quantity wand i and j indices of the grid points along the x and y-axis. All the 
other symbols can be found in Appendix A. 
Therefore. if the solution is assumed proportional to e[i(kx-vt)J. where k is the wave 
number in the x direction. then the angular frequency v of the inertia-gravity waves 
are given by, 
(V/f)2 = cos2(kd/2) + (J./d)2sin 2(kd) 
for Scheme Fa. which is the same as Scheme D. and therefore has its properties. and 
for Scheme Fb. which is the same as Scheme C. and therefore has its properties. 
Arakawa and Lamb (1977) define the radius of deformation A = .J gH / f. 
Therefore. stability of the proposed scheme is achieved when the spatial gradients of 
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(2.3) 
(2.4) 
the free surface are taken from the adjunct and perpendicular sides (Scheme Fb) 
rather than the opposite sides (Scheme Fa) . Besides. Scheme Fb has a natural means to 
turn on or off fluxes at the interface of two cells in cases involving wetting and drying. 
as the variation of the water depth h at the cell side could be seen as the opening of a 
gate between ponds. 
Ch.2-2.4. Generalisation to unstructured meshes 
A natural generalisation of the Arakawa Scheme C and the additional Scheme F on an 
unstructured mesh of triangular elements is achieved by removing one edge from the 
square cell while keeping the velocity (defining the flux through the sides of the cells) 
perpendicular to the sides. These are here referred to Scheme CT and Scheme FT 
respectively (see Figure 2.3) . 
Scheme CT 
1I,1' ~ 1I,\' 
11 I' h 11 :' II I h 1I \ " 11 I 
, , h ' . h ' 
/ 1I.1 \ II I' 
1I,1; 1I,1 h l/I I/,I· h 
:' h h 
." '. ·· U,\I ... -:&:- 1I,\ ,.~ 
Scheme rr 
.... II, v,h .. ~ .. II, v,h ... , 
,", :". 
II V hIli, v,h lI, v,h 
" 1I,V, I ..... lI,l',h 
:.; l/,v,h / . lI,v,h ", 
lI, ~,h 1I, v,h 1/, v,hll , v,h lI, v,h 
( 1I,v,h ~. L/,v,h " 
Figure 2.3 - Generalisation to unstructured meshes. Scheme CT and new Scheme FT 
It is noted for the additional Scheme FT that the condition on the gradients of h for 
stability arises naturally from the adjunct and cross flow sides rather than the opposite 
sides that do not exist any longer. 
Finally. it is noted that Scheme CT is commonly used with solvers based on Finite 
Volume methods. where the fluxes are defined through the edges of the mesh and the 
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conservation variable as representative of the triangle value. Similarly. the additional 
Scheme FT is commonly used with solvers based on Finite Element methods where all 
variables are discretised at the same position. 
Ch.2-2.5. Vertical regular and irregular grids 
Appendix B lists the merits and drawbacks of twenty four existing 3D free surface 
solver. with a clear split into two categories: those based on fixed horizontal layers 
(also called z-coordinate). and those based on a sigma-stretched transformation (also 
called a -coordinate). A few exceptions (such as MICOM and SELFE) implement a 
hybrid representation dependent on the water depth. in order to decrease the spacing 
between mesh planes in regions of sharp vertical variations. 
The split into two categories reflects the inadequacy of either category to be 
universally applicable to problems of environmental hydraulics: 
> Sigma-stretched transformations are often used in cases where the bathymetry is 
non-uniform. smoothly varying and affects the flows. for instance in coastal and 
estuarial applications. It permits a continuous computation of the shear stress at 
the bottom and a simpler treatment of the free surface. Use of the a -coordinate 
leads to large errors in the evaluation of horizontal gradients near steep slopes. 
Haney (1991) for instance. analysed the error due to hydrostatic inconsistency 
associated with computing the pressure gradient force over steep topography. 
1\ tell or et al. (1994) demonstrated that the pressure gradient error decreases as the 
square of both the vertical and horizontal grid size. 
> Horizontal layers are often used to model stratification in applications to ocean. 
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deep lake and reservoir flows. What is a concern for the a -coordinate method is 
an advantage for the z-coordinate approach and vice-versa. Cornelissen (2004). 
for instance. offers a substantial numerical modelling comparison of the 
application of the two methods to various cases of stratified waters and concludes 
on the same dichotomy for universal application to stratified flows. 
In order to find a compromise. researchers have worked on either: (1) developing 
bottom fitting algorithms to correct the computation or shear stresses in the z-
coordinate system; or (2) correcting the artificial mixing produced by the a-
coordinate near steep slopes; or (3) developing hybrid coordinate systems gradually 
switching one into the other depending on the physics of the problem. 
In Case (1). Chen (2002)'s work is notable for describing the application to a 
piecewise linear bottom. which could either include discontinuities (staircase bottom) 
or not (continuous bottom). The solver SUUS (Bourban. 1997). used as numerical 
framework for the implementation of the dynamic pressure term (see Chapter 3 
Section Ch.3-I.B). follows this Case (I). 
In Case (2). Stelling and van Kester (1994) introduced a numerical method to compute 
diffusion and horizontal gradients of the pressure terms. based on a filter similar to 
those developed for monotonicity in horizontal advection terms. Although not 
presented here nor published yet. a new numerical scheme of the horizontal diffusion 
terms was similarly prototyped in TELEMAC-3D by M.S. Turnbull under the 
leadership of the present author. flux limiters similar to those developed for the 
advection terms (see Chapter 3 Section Ch.3-2.1) were used to characterise horizontal 
layering of a stratified water column while the mesh followed the slope of the bed. 
In Case (3). Fortunato and Baptista (1996) introduced "a loose vertical equivalent to 
horizontal unstructured grids". also called the Localised Sigma Coordinates (LSC) 
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method. for which the nodal placement is independent for each vertical. 
In principle. Case (3) resembles the adaptive mesh displacement (AMO) approach 
presented in Chapter 3 Section Ch.3-2. I O. The M 1D approach also allows nodal 
locations within one water column to be virtually independent of the nodal locations 
in the neighbouring water column. A purpose-built smoothing diffusion term is used 
to prevent the intermediate surfaces to be too steep. The principal idea of the M 10 
approach is to decrease the spacing between layers in regions of sharp vertical 
variations while maintaining a fixed number of layers. The work of Winslow (1966) 
who first introduced this type of method in a 1 D model is notable. together with the 
more detailed description of the Winslow's "variable diffusion" approach by Tang and 
Tang (2003). The solver TELEMAC-3D. used as numerical framework for the 
implementation of the tracer advection schemes (see Chapter 3 Section Ch.3-2.3). was 
also used for the implementation of the MID approach. 
Ch.2-3. Implicit and shock capturing schemes 
Ch.2-3. I. Monotonic. non-diffusive. shock capturing advection 
One of the goals of the present work is to identify an advection scheme that remains 
monotonic. yet is non-diffusive. shock-capturing and is second order at least. while 
also compatible with a fully implicit 30 framework. In the case where the conserved 
quantity is a tracer (such as temperature. salinity. sediment concentration. etc.) the 
conservation laws are linear. In the case where the conscrved quantity is momentum. 
the conservation laws are non-linear. A scheme that is applicable to both linear and 
non-linear laws is pursued in this thesis. 
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The problem at hand is related to the choices made to interpolate fluxes and gradients 
with respect to the discretised locations of the primary variables. It is well described by 
several authors including Abbott and Basco (April 1997). Blumberg and Mellor (1987) 
or Toro. et aI.. (1994). The conservation laws are a system of partial differential 
equations of a conserved dependent quantity along the 10 x-axis is written: 
(2.5) 
where T is the conserved dependent quantity. F is the flux of T. 
and t is time and x is distance. 
Using 1 sl order forward Euler time integration Eq. (2.5) becomes: 
Tn+1 = Tn - ~ [F.n 1 - F.n 1]' ) j tJ.x j+'2 )-'2 
where F.n 1 is the flux at the interface between cells j and j + 1. M is a temporal step 
j+"2 
and I1x is the spatial increment along the lOx-axis. 
Use of both first and second order schemes in space for the flux term can be grouped 
into one definition of the flux as follows: 
where (y = 1) for upwind schemes. which are monotonic but highly diffusive. or 
(y = 0) for central difference schemes. which are less diffusive but non-monotonic. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
As mentioned previously (see Section Ch.2-1.3) non-monotonic schemes could lead to 
unrealistic solutions where physical maximum and minimum values of conservation 
variables would not be guaranteed. Contrarily. accurate advection of a sharp gradient 
is particularly important in the context of stratification in reservoirs and estuaries. 
And so a numerical model of stratified flows must be able to minimize the distortion of 
features in the profile of the conservation field. satisfying the shock-capturing (or 
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shape-preserving) property of an advection scheme. 
Finding the ideal advection scheme is tightly linked to the following three aspects. the 
combination of which will give the scheme its final properties: 
> First. the nature of the interpolation of the conserved quantity at the interface 
between neighbouring cells: (a) in classical centred schemes. the conserved 
quantity at the interface is defined as the weighted average of the quantities within 
each cell; (b) in classical upwind schemes. the flux is skewed towards the direction 
from which the information flows and the conserved quantity at the interface is 
defined as the value of the neighbouring cell depending on direction of the flow 
(the sign of the velocity component); and (c) in classical Riemann solvers. a 
discontinuity is assumed at the interface. and left and right quantities are used to 
reconstruct the solution. 
> Second. the re-interpolation or reconstruction of the advected solution on the 
original mesh. In certain schemes (such as the flux-corrected transport schemes by 
Boris (1 971) and discussed below) advection is processed in two stages: (a) the 
physical transport (or advection) stage which includes interpolation back onto the 
original mesh and; (b) the posteriori flux correction (anti-diffusion) stage. which 
could itself be subject to a flux limiter. In other schemes (such as the Riemann 
solvers discussed below) the interpolation is combined with the definition of the 
flux and its limiters. Generally speaking. the numerical diffusion is very large 
during that process. 
> Finally. a numerical strategy is used to satisfy monotonicity. shock-capturing and I 
or shock-fitting, stability. implicitness. conservation. and clipping regardless 
whether the strategy relates to the definition of the flux and I or the definition of 
the gradients of the conservation quantities. Many of the early I D schemes based 
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on 151 order time integrators have spawned from the Total Variation Diminishing 
(TVD) condition (such as the ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme by Leonard (1979) 
discussed later). and ensure monotonicity. 
As mentioned earlier (see Section Ch.2-1.3). the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) 
condition ensures monotonicity of the advection scheme based on the following 
oscillation-suppression strategy: 
IIw(t + ~t)IITV :5 Ilw(t)lIrv. 
where 1I.lIrv is a norm such that IIwllrv = Ldwi - wi-II for Wi components of w. 
(2.8) 
The TVD condition ensures that two neighbouring minima-maxima values cannot be 
farther apart after advection than they were originally. For its relevance later in this 
thesis. an example of high order procedure limiting the fluxes of the conservation 
quantities to satisfy the TVD condition is the MUSCl method (Monotonic Upwind 
Schemes for Conservation Laws) introduced by van Leer (1979). A flux limiter is used 
to vary the solution between high and low resolution schemes while limiting the 
solution gradients to prevent spurious oscillations. The work of Sweby (1984) is also 
notable for its comparison of several flux limiters dependent on consecutive gradients 
of the solution. Griffiths (2007) posted on Wikipedia a series of plots showing limiter 
functions in relation to Sweby's 2nd order TVD region (see Figure 2.4). of which the 
minmod limiter. referred to later in this document. is one of. 
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Fig ure 2.4- Limiter functions in rela tion to weby's 2nd order lVD region 
The Strong tabili ty Preserving ( P) condition was also proposed as an ex tension of 
the lVO condition by Gottlieb. et a l. (200 1) for generalisation to hig her order time 
in tegrators. 
Fina lly. Rauch (1 986) highlig hted in a short communication tha t the lV c nditi n 
fails in the theoretical study of systems of conserva tion laws in hig her dimensions. In 
these cases. the TVO condition is substituted by a mean entropy decreasing criterion. 
as di scussed by Bouchut et a l. (1 996). for instance. 
For illustra tive purposes. three approaches are here presented in chron I g ical order. 
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(a) The Flux Corrected Transport scheme (see Section Ch.2-3.2); (b) High order 
polynomial splines interpolation methods (see Section Ch.2-3.3), and (c) Schemes 
based on (approximate) Riemann solvers (see Section Ch.2-3.4). Where possible these 
will be referenced for comparison with the approach presented herein. 
Ch.2-3.2. The nux Corrected Transport schemes 
Boris (1971) and Boris and Book (1973) introduced the Aux Corrected Transport (FCT) 
algorithm consisting of two major stages: a transport (or advection) stage, followed by 
a correction (or anti-diffusive) stage. It should be noted that the same article was also 
re-published later (Boris & Book, 1997). 
Within the transport stage, the physical fluxes are computed by following the 
movement of the conserved quantity in a Lagrangian sense. The resulting profile is 
then re-interpolated on the original Eulerian grid (see Figure 2.5), the later step 
producing a very large diffusion term. 
Initial solu tion Transport Averaging 
T T: Til : I T: TIl + 1 Tn I 
! I J I I J Til r - I I J + I Til I Til I I 
/+1 I U J + 11 I ::..L I ---..! I I 
I I 
I I 
U ll l I I I I 
I I 
X :x :x 
j j+l j j+l j j+l 
Figure 2.5 - Flux Corrected Transport Stage I. (Boris & Book, 1973) 
The anti-diffusive stage therefore subtracts the surplus diffusion terms but not without 
limiting undesirable effects: a limiter to the anti-diffusive term is introduced by 
correcting the fluxes transported (origin of the FCT name) . The principle of the limiter 
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is to prevent the tracer value T from going beyond the values at neighbouring points. 
The resulting algorithm. SHASTA (Boris & Book. 1973) for Sharp And Smooth 
Transport Algorithm. is written in two stages as follows along the 1 D x-axis: 
> Stage I: Transport (or advection) 
1'/+1 = ~ Q~ (1j':1 - T/) + ~ Qi(1j'!1 _1jn) + (Q+ + Q_)1jn 
with Q± = G + uj ;~) / [1 ± (Uj±1 - un ;:J and where the advection velocity is 
linearly interpolated at the interface depending on its sign: 
U'- l--u. - u. +-u. -u ._( 1In+~MI)n+~ 1In+~Lltln+~ J 2 j Llx j 2 j Llx j + 1 
I 11+-if Uj 2 ~ 0. and 
. ( 11 n+2. MI) n+2. 11 n+2. Lltl n+2. u.= l--u. 2_ U. 2+_U. 2_U. 2 j 2 j Llx j 2 j Llx j - 1 
I 
. n+z If uj < 0. 
All other parameters have been defined previously. 
> Stage 2: Correction (anti-diffusion) 
r.n+ 1 = Tn - (Ie I - Ie I) where j j j+z j-z 
Ie 1= sign (0. I)max{o,minfsign(o. 1)0. I, ~Io. II, j+z j+z t j+z j+z 8 j+z signeO. 1)0. 3J} j+z j+z 
with O. I = 1'.11++11 - tjn + 1 . and all other parameters have been defined previously. j+- j 
2 
MWith both stages conservative and positive. their interaction enables FCT algorithms 
to treat strong gradients and shocks without the usual dispersive generated ripples.-
(Boris & Book. 1973) 
Ch.2-3.3. High order polynomial spline interpolation methods 
The work of Leonard (1979) and (199 I) is here chosen for its excellent performance 
in 1 D. and for comparison with approaches developed in the present work. 
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(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Leonard (1979) first introduced the QUICKEST scheme (Quadratic Upstream 
Interpolation for Convective Kinematics with Estimated Streaming Terms) expanding 
the interpolation of conserved quantity up to the 8th order using polynomial splines 
partially centred and upwinded. Leonard writes (transformed for the reader to 
previously used notations): 
> For the first two orders: 
~:~ (lst) = u;+~ . ~ [CTP+1 + TP) - sign(Cj+~)CTP-H - TP) l (2.11) 
F~ ynd) = u~ 1 • ~ [CT/!.1 + TP) - C.+.!.CT/!.1 - TP)] j+2 j+2 2 j 2 
where the function signO is the sign function. and c. 1 is the Courant number llt u~ l' )+'2 llx j+2 
All others have been defined previously. 
> For the following two orders: 
(2.12) 
and o/+.!. = T/!,z - 3T/'+1 + 3Tp - T/'-1 
2 
> And for the 5th and 6th orders: 
(2.13) 
and o/+.!. = 1j~3 - s1j~2 + IOT/!.1 - lOTP + sT/:1 - Tp--z 
2 
> And finally for the t h and 8th orders: 
(2.14) 
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n 1 2 2 2 [6 1 71 +u. 1·-(1-c 1)(4-c. r)(9-c. 1)!) 1-- C. 18 1 j+'2 7! j+'2 j+2 j+2 J+'2 8 j+2 j+2 
where 2!>;+.: = T/!3 - 3T/'!2 + 21j'!.1 + 2Tp - 31j~1 + 1j~2 
2 
and 0/+.: = 1j'!.3 - 51j'!.2 + 101j'!.1 - 101jn + 51j~1 - Tj~2' 
2 
However, while the high orders of the QUICKEST scheme improve the accuracy of the 
solution, the polynomial splines result in a non-monotonic solution. Leonard (1991 ) 
later admitted that "Clearly, these results are disappointing". He therefore formulated a 
gradient limiting strategy applicable to any order tf QUICKEST and other explicit 
conservative advection schemes, achieving sharp monotonic resolution of the step 
without corrupting the other profiles: the ULTIMATE strate$)'. He concluded that the 
ULTI1\1ATE QUICKEST 3rd order upwind scheme was highly satisfactory for most flows 
of practical importance. 
It should be highlighted that the ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme is generic to problems 
of higher dimension. For instance, Lin and Falconer (1997) evaluated the performance 
of the 3rd order scheme in 20 with an application to the tracer advection in the 
Humber Estuary, UK. Because their scheme is based on an explicit strategy and its 
recommended 3rd order has a wide stencil. it was not kept as the final candidate for 
the present work. although it is included in comparisons (see Section Ch.3-2). 
Ch.2-3.4. Schemes based on (approximate) Riemann solvers 
In the case of non-linear laws, Riemann solvers are used to determine the solutions of 
the Riemann problem, in other words determining the fan of waves spawned at the 
discontinuity of a step function. Assuming an initial piecewise representation of a 
function (accepting discontinuities between neighbouring cells as opposed to using a 
polynomial interpolation), the advected function result of Eq. (2.6) can be interpreted 
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as a superposition of as many Riemann problems as there are discontinuities between 
neighbouring cells. 
Godunov (1959) first introduced a conservative first order upwind scheme based on 
finding the advection solution to a step function. The work is summarised by Roe 
(1981) as follows, "Godunov supposed that the initial data could be replaced by a 
piecewise constant set of states with the discontinuities at the interface of two 
cells/nodes. He then found the exact solution to this simplified problem. After some 
time steps, he replaced the exact solution by a new piecewise constant approximation, 
whilst preserving integral properties of the conserved variable." It is noted that 
although Godunov's paper was published before those of Boris (1971) and Leonard 
(1979), the application of Godunov's work to high order multi-dimensional shock 
capturing schemes was only published later with the arrival of simpler iterative 
procedures, such as proposed by van Leer (1979). 
In any case, these approaches are similar to other two-stage approaches with. 
> Stage 1, Starting from a piecewise constant set of states with discontinuities at the 
interface of cells, use a Lagrange type resolution of a Riemann problem (following 
particles along characteristic curves) at all interface sides to define the exact fluxes 
over a small time period so to avoid interaction between the fluxes within the cells. 
> Stage 2, Reconstruct a piecewise constant set of states by projecting the new 
solution onto the original grid of cells whilst preserving integral properties of the 
conserved variables. 
In practice, finding the exact solution to this simplified problem requires the design of 
an iterative numerical procedure involving a system of differential equations of the 
flux function (or evaluating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix representing the 
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advection) as well as limiters to maintain numerical properties such as monotonicity. 
Again . many choices are available regarding the stages and steps included in these 
approaches. For the reconstruction of Stage 2. for instance. higher order schemes build 
on more precise piecewise approximations of the solution with hig her order schemes 
and wider stencils. These are based on combining numerical methods. some of which 
were developed in the context of upwind schemes such as WENO (Weighted 
Essentially Non-Oscillatory) . with methods that were taken from the central 
differencing framework. The work of Aboiyar et a l. (2006) is notable for its original 
use of polyharmonic splines instead of the tradi tional polynomial WENO 
reconstructions. The work of Levy et a l. (2000) is also hig hlig hted for the development 
of a total variation bounded condition (as opposed to diminishing) and the so called 
Centred WENO scheme. 
To solve the Riemann problem of Stage I. the problem is usually posed along the 1 D x-
axis for the parallel made with waves produced in a shock tube used to produce high 
velocity and high temperature gas over a short period of time. for instance by Hug hes 
& Brighton (1 999). 
Figure 2.6 shows an illustration of the structure of the solution of a Riema nn problem 
with characteristics curves in the x - t plane starting from the discontinuity between 
cells j and j + 1. 
t 
Riemann fan 
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Figure 2.6 - Structure of the solution of a Riemann problem 
The characteristics curves represent either rarefaction. shock or contact discontinuity 
waves depending on the advection within what is called the star region (see 
Figure 2.6). Each characteristic curve is defined by one of the eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian matrix representing advection. There are 3 waves in the case of 2D shallow 
water equations and just 2 in 1 D shallow water equations. In the case of 3D problems. 
the Riemann solver becomes rather more complex. In order to simplify the problem. 
the design of approximate Riemann solvers started with the work of Roe (1981). 
followed by Harten et al. (1983) and more than 10 years later by Toro et al. (1994): In 
particular. 
> The HLL scheme (Harten. et al.. 1983) assumes only one intermediate wave state 
between the left and right wave speeds. This assumption was shown to be correct 
for a 2-equation system (such as the 10 shallow water equations) but not for 
higher dimensions. 
> The HLLC scheme (Toro. et al.. 1994). a modified version of the HLL scheme 
Contact waves. assumes two intermediate wave states. i.e. three wave speeds. Later. 
Batten et al. (1997) suggested algorithms for computing the wave speeds required 
by HLLC. resulting in a positively conservative scheme. 
Because schemes based on approximate Riemann solvers remain complex and difficult 
to expand to 30 and the Navier-Stokes equations. the HLLC approximate Riemann 
solver was not kept as final candidate for the present work. In the context of scalar 
transport. the work of Ahmad et al. (2007) is noted. however. for an implementation 
of a Godunov type scheme to unstructured meshes combined with a Runge-Kutta high 
order time integration. 
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Ch.Z-3.S. Schemes based on averaging Riemann solvers 
As observed so far. a large number of advection schemes exist. several of which are 
potentially good candidates for implementation in SUUS and TELEMAC. Most high-
resolution schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws are based on upwind 
differencing. The most recent schemes based on (approximate) Riemann solvers 
remain complex and time consuming because they have to identify the waves 
spawned from the Riemann fan. 
Instead. the approach taken herein is based on the latest evolution by Kurganov. et al.. 
(2001) of a series of schemes first introduced by Nessyahu and Tadmor (1990). As 
described in Section Ch.3-2. the use of second order piecewise linear approximants 
(instead of the first order piecewise constant) compensates for the excessive viscosity 
and results in a family of second order accurate. central difference schemes. The main 
advantage is simplicity with no Riemann problems solved. while excessive numerical 
viscosity is compensated for by using high-resolution MUSCL type reconstruction. 
The Nessyahu and Tadmor (1990) scheme was further refined by Kurganov and 
Tadmor (2000). and advanced to aID centred-upwind form by Kurganov. et al .. 
(2001). The latter scheme is based on bounding the minimum and maximum speeds of 
the Riemann solver and averaging over the Riemann fan. Again. the scheme docs not 
need to solve the Riemann problem. and as a result. it can be extended to multiple 
dimensions and sets of equations with a relatively minimal effort. Kurganov and 
Tadmor (2000) also showed that the scheme is applicable to the diffusion terms as 
well as advection. The centred-upwind form was later generalised to a 2D 
unstructured finite volume form by Kurganov and Petrovna (2004). 
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Ch.2-4. Time integration 
As discussed previously. both suus and TELEMAC-3D (see Sections B. I and B.2 
respectively) use a first order time integrator. whether fully implicit or semi-implicit. 
One of the goals of the present work is to retain advection schemes compatible with 
time integrators that are implicit. the main idea being that the size and complexity of 
the matrix representing the problem should not be a barrier to the choice of the time 
integrator. Even though the implementation of a higher order time integrator is not 
part of the research objectives. higher order time integrators would be welcomed to 
increase time order accuracy of either SUUS or TELEMAC 3D solver. 
For reference. commonly used high order time integrators include multi-step and 
Runge-Kutta methods. both of which are extensively discussed. including in their 
implicit form. by Hairer. et al (1987) and Hairer & Wanner (199 I). Also. implicitness 
has been the subject of many publications. some less optimistic than others. For 
instance. Gottlieb. et al. (200 I) concluded on the non-existence of SSP (Strong Stability 
Preserving) implicit multi-step or Runge-Kutta methods of order higher than I. Later 
Gottlieb (2005) added that if the explicit Euler terms are included. the methods 
obtained would be SSP but only under a CFL restriction similar to explicit methods. 
Conversely. Ferracina & Spijker (2005) highlighted a 2nd order singly diagonally 
implicit Runge-Kutta method with a CFL greater than 4. having first extended the 
representation of Shu-Osher (1988) and (1989) of general Runge-Kutta methods. 
Several high order time integration schemes exist. the most promising of which are 
based on the Runge-Kutfa method, 
> First. this method allows explicit. semi-implicit. explicit-implicit formulations 
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allowing use of direct matrix resolution technique. and fully implicit formulations. 
> Second. the Runge-Kutta scheme can preserve monotonicity under certain 
conditions. although theoretical proofs have only been found for explicit and 
semi-implicit formulations (with respect to the total variation norm). 
It should also be noted that second order Runge-Kutta schemes only make use of two 
time levels. equivalent to the scheme presently implemented in SUUS (backward Euler) 
and TELEl\1AC-3D (semi implicit). The order of accuracy is obtained through the 
computation of intermediate solutions. In comparison. high order schemes that make 
use of more than two time levels such as Leapfrog allow the growth of one or more 
time splitting errors with own amplification factors. Filters for non-physical errors can 
be used (for instance the leapfrog scheme used in a trapezoidal correction. which 
assressively damps the non-physical solUtion) although the accuracy of the integrator 
is reduced to lower orders. 
It is noted that. having chosen to switch numerical framework from the finite 
difference solver SUUS to the finite element solver TELEl\ tAC. the implementation of a 
higher order time integrator was deemed too complex with dramatic impact on all 
modules of the TELEl\ tAC system for it to be included in the present work. 
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Chapter 3 
Mathematical and numerical framework 
As discussed in Chapter 2. the 3D numerical modelling of free surface flows is a 
relatively mature field. mostly based on the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations 
where the free surface is directly calculated and related to the pressure field under the 
hydrostatic assumption. The projection method usually extends the work to non-
hydrostatic pressure fields. The present Chapter first presents the mathematical 
framework. in particular the Navier-Stokes equations and its various forms followed 
by the numerical framework including a description of the numerical solver. 
Ch.3-1. Mathematical framework 
In this section. particular attention is given to the theoretical representation of the 
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for applications to stratified waters. In the 
context of environmental hydraulics and with a specific focus on deep reservoir 
stratification and recirculation devices. the hydrostatic assumption and the 
computation of the dynamic pressure will be revisited. 
It is noted that. although diffusion and by extension turbulence closure are presented 
here. the work will focus on advection. 
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Ch.3- I. I. The advective form of the equations 
The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are fundamental equations of motion for 
an incompressible fluid (for which changes in density do not relate to the pressure). 
The Navier-Stokes equations are established in an Eulerian (fixed referential) 
Cartesian (orthogonal) 3D space from the vector balance between two sums: 
(a) The sum of changes in momentum of the mass within a control volume of fluid 
and in fluxes of momentum through the sides of that same control volume and; 
(b) The sum of all external forces acting throughout the body of the fluid (such as 
gravity and Coriolis forces) and of all external forces acting on the surface of 
the control volume of fluid (such as pressure and viscous forces). 
The viscous forces are expressed in the form of linear functions of the velocity 
gradients. so-called the Newtonian fluid assumption. given an isotropic molecular 
dynamic viscosity coefficient. The dynamic viscosity is eventually replaced by the 
turbulent dynamic viscosity. which leads to the Navier Stokes equations in their 
advective form (or non-conservative form): 
where (x. y. z) defines the axis of the 3D space. t defines the time. p is the fluid 
density. J.l is the dynamic viscosity coefficient. and where Fx. Fy and Fz represent the 
three components of the body forces. The four hydrodynamic variables are the 
pressure p and the velocity components u. v. and w· 
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(3.1 ) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
A fourth equation is given by the conservation of mass of fluid in the control volume, 
au av aw 
p ax + p ay + P a; = Sw (the continuity equation) (3.4) 
where Sw is a generic source or sink of fluid and all other quantities have been 
defined previously. 
For most applications in environmental hydraulics. the three components of the body 
force are the gravity force component Fz = -pg (where 9 is the gravitational constant) 
and the Coriolis force components Fx = pfv and Fy = -pfu (where f is the Coriolis 
coefficient function of the latitude). 
Similarly. with regard to the transport of a tracer T. the conservation of its mass may 
be written as follows (the advection diffusion equation), 
where K is the turbulent (or eddy) diffusivity. or the tracer equivalent of the turbulent 
dynamic viscosity. and ST is a generic source or sink of tracer. All other quantities 
have been defined previously. The advection terms directly correspond to the 
transport of the tracer along streamlines of the velocity field. while the diffusion 
terms correspond to energy exchanges induced by shear stresses. or between 
molecules of different fluid velocity. 
The derivation of equations Eq. (3.1) to Eq. (3.5) is the subject of many publications. 
including Blumberg and Mellor (1987). Beckmann and Haivogel (1993). and Hughes 
(3.5) 
and Brighton (1999). The resulting form is conducive to finite differences because it is 
characterised by the multiplication of linear gradients with the velocity (or viscosity) 
components. The author of the present work previously wrote the finite difference 3D 
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solver SULIS (Bourban. 1997) on the basis of the advective form of the Navier -Stokes 
equations. 
Ch.3- I .2. The divergence fonn of the equations 
The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are based on the conservation of mass and 
momentum defined by boundary fluxes within small control volumes. and use of the 
divergence theorem linking surface integrals with volume integrals. The assumption of 
a smooth solution. for which all derivatives exist. results in the advective (non-
conservative) form of the equations (Eq. (3.1) to Eq. (3.5) in Section Ch.3-1.1). 
However. in a few particular cases such as hydraulic jumps or strongly stratified watcr 
columns. the solution is discontinuous. thc derivative tcrms are undcfincd and the 
differential equations are therefore invalid. 
As highlighted by Abbott and Basco (April 1997) a different form of the Navicr-Stokcs 
equations exists for these situations "in which mass and momentum are used as 
functions of space and time. in place of velocity and pressure. Such equations can be 
cast into a conservation form and as such they can be generalized. through thc use of 
integral formulation. so as to hold both continuous and discontinuous flows. thus 
providing a more general formulation". Toro (1999) re-stated in morc dctail that. by 
definition. a partial differential equation is written in its conservative form whcn its 
advective term is such that: 
where qJ is the time- and space-dependent quantity. F is a flux vector function of cp 
and t7 is the spatial gradient operator. the scalar product of which with F represents 
the change of the quantity in the control volume. 
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(3.6) 
With regard to the hydrodynamics. the conservative form of the Navier-Stokes 
equations reads as follows: 
apu + apu 2 + apuv + apuw = _ ap + ~ [v apu] + ~ [v apu] + ~ [v apu] + F-
at ax ay az ax ax ax ay ay az az x 
apv + apuv + apv 2 + apvw = _ ap + ~ [v apv] + ~ [v apv] + ~ [v apv] + F-
at ax ay az ay ax ax ay ay az az y 
apw + apuw + apvw + apw 2 = _ ap + ~ [v apw] + ~ [v apw] + ~ [v apw] + F-
at ax ay az az ax ax ay ay az az z 
where v = (Ill p) now represents the kinematic viscosities. The fourth equation. the 
continuity equation. is as follows: 
Similarly. the divergence (or conservative) form of the advection-diffusion equation 
for the tracer reads: 
where X = (Kip) and all other quantities have been defined previously. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
For comparison purposes. the author of the present work re-wrote the original finite 
difference 3D solver SULIS (Bourban. 1997) on the basis of the divergence 
(conservative) form of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
The conservative form of the Navier-Stokes equations is the preferred formulation for 
most recent developments for discontinuous or shock capturing methods. For instance. 
its implementation based on finite differences is detailed in user manuals and 
technical reports associated with the solvers ELCOM. MICOM. MOM. POM. ROMS. 
UnTRIM. ELCIRC. etc. (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B). 
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Ch.3-1 .3. Equivalence between advective and divergence forms 
The equivalence of the linear g radients between the non-conservative and the 
conservative forms (see Section Ch.3- 1.1 and Ch.3- 1.2 respectively) assu mes 
constancy of coefficients (density. viscosity and diffusivi ty). The non- linear terms 
(convection and advection) are derived from the conservation of the mass of fl uid. Eg. 
(3. I 0). For instance. the convection (momentum advection) terms in Eg. (3. I ) can be 
re-arranged as follows: 
all au all pu-+pv -+ pw-ax ay az 
opu2 opu opuv opv opuw opw 
= ---U-+---U-+---U--
oX ox oy oy oz oz 
= opu2 + opuv + opuw _ u (:;%~= 0 
ox oy oz y oz 
Constancy of coefficients and smoothness of the solution are not assumptions in the 
formulation of the conservative form of the equations anymore. harp gradients and 
discontinuous solutions could therefore be captured in theory. 
Ch.3-1.4. Introduction of vorticity in the equation 
For completeness. there exists a third form of the Navier- Stokes equations. the so-
called rotational form (see the work of Perot (2000) . for instance). in which the 
vorticity of the fl ow is factorised as follows: 
p au +p(w xu) = -V(p+!'pu .u)- VX(j.lw)+F 
at 2 (3. 12) 
where the vorticity vector w is defined as the cross product of the spatial grad ient V 
and the velocity vector U. or the curl of the velocity w = t7 x 11. 
It is interesting to note that a kinetic energy term has been added to the pressure 
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gradient term in Eq. (3.12) and that the convection term only acts perpendicularly to 
the velocity. It can indeed be verified that the scalar product 11· (w x 11) = o. 
An implementation of the rotational form of the Navier-Stokes equations on 
(unstructured) sta:s:sered grids is detailed by Perot (2000) and further expanded by 
Zang et al. (2004). Perot showed that sta:s:sered grids are well suited to this form of the 
equations. and in particular for the natural conservation of kinetic ener.gy. vorticity 
and rotational ener.gy. Vorticity reflects the fundamental rotational property of a fluid 
at any leveL from ocean recirculation to turbulent eddies near solids. including 
reservoir recirculation and the swirling of vortices. These physical processes aside. the 
significance of the rotational form over the divergence form is. however. yet to be 
established. and in particular its ability to deal with discontinuities. 
Ch.3-1.5. Hydrostatic and dynamic pressure 
The vast majority of 3D hydrodynamic solvers applied to large-scale environmental 
hydraulics (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B) are based on the hydrostatic assumption. 
where the variations in the vertical momentum are small when compared to gravity 
and vertical pressure gradient. In that case. the third equation of momentum. Eq. (3.9). 
simplifies to: 
iJp 0= --- pg. 
iJz 
where 9 is the gravitational constant. the body force being Fz = -pg. 
The vertical integration of this equation gives the linear pressure distribution 
(ignoring spatial variation of atmospheric pressure): 
I II p(z) = z pgdz + Patm' 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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or pCz) = pgC.,., - z) + Patm if the density is constant 
where Patm is the atmospheric pressure at the free surface 1]. which in tum leads to 
the spatial derivatives. ap/ax = pgac.,., - z)/ax and ap/ay = pgac.,., - z)/ay 
The hydrostatic assumption therefore helps reduce the size of the system of 3D 
hydrodynamic equations by replacing the third equation of momentum. Eq. (3.9). by a 
relationship between the pressure term. the density and the distance below the surface. 
If the density is constant. the pressure spatial gradients are then replaced in the first 
two momentum equations Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) by a gradient in free surface 
elevation. At this stage. it is important to note that a new variable. the free surface 
elevation .,.,. has been introduced whole spatial gradients can be replaced by those of 
the water depth h for problems where the bed is fixed. 
Ch.3- 1.6. Further simplifications 
The vast majority of 3D hydrodynamic solvers applied to large-scale environmental 
hydraulics (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B) based on the hydrostatic assumption 
further simplify the solution of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations by 
decoupling the system of equations. Within each time step. each hydrodynamic 
variable is calculated assuming that all the others are known. 
> Stage 1. The two velocity components u and v are solved independently based on 
the first two momentum equations. Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) respectively and in the 
absence of free surface gradient. the pressure is zero; 
> Stage 2. The free surface h is updated based on the 20 continuity equation of fluid. 
integrating the continuity equation. Eq. (3.10). over the water column from bottom 
to top; and 
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> Stage 3: The velocity component w simply results from the conservation of mass of 
fluid Eq. (3.10) for each control volume within the water column bounded by the 
relative positions of the free surface and bottom of the model 
Beside the evident gain in calculation time with a series of smaller matrices (if any). 
the decoupled solution is ideal for semi-implicit and explicit time integration (i.e. 
virtually all solvers listed in Appendix B but COHERENS and SULIS) or alternate 
direction integration methods. for which iterative solvers are most often circumvented 
(the structured version of 1\1IKE-3. for instance. see Appendix B). However. the scope 
of the present work encompasses some physical processes that are not trivially 
modelled using a decoupled system of equations. One example is the modelling of 
source (or sink) terms at a certain depth within the water column. In stratified 
reservoirs. these terms are used to represent de-stratification devices. such as bottom 
outlets. jet-circulations. or bubble diffusers. the latter modelled as a series of source 
and sink terms within the same water column. Under the hydrostatic assumption. the 
source term solely appears in the 2D vertically averaged continuity equation. when 
solving for the free surface h (at Stage 2). and when solving for the vertical velocity 
component w using the continuity equation (at Stage 3). 
Figure 3.1 schematises the 3 stages described above plus 1 from the next time step. for 
a source placed within a water column of 4 cells. and where the velocity field is 
defined on a staggered mesh for illustrative purposes. with fluxes computed 
perpendicularly through the sides of the control volume. 
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Figure 3.1 - Procedure to update variables in a non-hydrostatic solver 
At Stage 3. the source of fluid creates an upward velocity w above the source location 
with no impact below the source or sideways. which leads to unrealistic w magnitudes. 
At Stage 1 of the next time step. the horizontal velocity field is the result of the 20 
surface gradient terms pgcJh/cJx and pgcJh/cJy. constant through the depth. These 
terms do not account for a vertically located source presence. It is only at tage 1 of 
the time step after the next that the entrainment terms cJuw/cJz and cJvw/cJz . computed 
from the vertically constant u and v and unrealistic w above the source triggers a local 
inward horizontal velocity field around the source. The fluid is drawn towards the 
source instead of being pushed away from it. With the same reasoning. sink terms 
within the water column would trigger exactly the opposite response. resulting locally 
in horizontal velocity components being pushed away from the sink. 
Similarly. for a sink of the same magnitude placed above or below the source. Stage 2 
results in no changes to the free surface. which would lead in turn (at tage 1 of the 
next time step) to no changes in the horizontal velocity field . Further. the en trainment 
terms eJuw /cJz and eJvw /eJz in equation Eg. (3.7) and Eq . (3.8) respectively would 
remain zero as u and v remain zero. The hydrostatic assumption on its own is 
therefore not applicable to de-stratification devices. such as bottom outlets. jet-
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circulations. or bubble diffusers. 
Other examples for which the hydrostatic assumption is not valid include deep 
reservoirs. lakes and fjords. for which the water depth can be of similar order of 
magnitude to the width of the fluid body. The Coquitlam Reservoir. Canada. providing 
drinking water to the Greater Vancouver Regional District. for instance. is more than 
185 m deep while only being 750 m wide at its deepest. 
Ch. 3-1. 7. Pseudo non-hydrostatic formulation 
For such applications. the third equation of momentum. Eq. (3.9). has to be 
reintroduced in the system and another equation has to be found for the dynamic 
pressure (as opposed to the hydrostatic pressure on its own). The difficulty resides in 
the fact that the Navier-Stokes equations are driven by a spatial pressure gradient 
term but do not solve for the pressure itself. Rather. the system of momentum equation 
is closed by the continuity equation. which does not include a pressure term. 
In order to compute pressure. the vast majority of 3D hydrodynamic solvers applied to 
large-scale environmental hydraulics having a non-hydrostatic option (see Chapter 2 
and Appendix B) use the projection method as described. for instance. by Brown et al. 
(2001) and by Guy and Fogelson (2005). The projection method adds the following 
equation of type Poisson equation to the system to compute the dynamic pressure, 
(3.15) 
where /lp is the Laplacian of the pressure p. also div(Vp) the divergence of the 
a2 a2 a2 gradient of the pressure p. also ax~ + ay~ + az~' and all other quantities have been 
defined previously. 
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It should be noted that. given the importance of hydrostatic pressure in environmental 
hydraulics. the pressure term is sometimes split in two components, a hydrostatic 
pressure and a dynamic pressure. For instance ong and Haidvogel (1994) or K~yigi t 
et al. (2002) describe such approach. As a result. the horizon tal free surface gradients 
derivatives. pgoh/ox and pgoh/oy are added to the Navier- tokes equations instead of 
inserted in place of the horizontal pressure gradients. 
In this context. the horizontal velocity field Cu, v) is computed through the first and 
second momentum equations. Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) respectively. The free surface 
elevation is computed through the 2D depth averaged continuity equation. Eq. (3.10) . 
The pressure term p is computed through the projection method. Eq. (3 .15) . The 
remaining vertical velocity component w is therefore computed through the 
continuity equation Eq. (3.10) since the third momentum equation is indirectly 
included in the projection method 
The projection method. Eq. (3.15) . is derived using the divergence of the momentum. 
sum of the derivative of each of the 3 equations Eq. (3.7). Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3. ), 
o (OPU OP) 0 (OPV OP) 0 (OPW OP) 
ax at + ax + ay at + ay + oz at + az - 0 
=~(apu . ap~)~ Ll ot -t-~) p 
aFx aFy aFz apu 2 apv 2 apw 2 apuv apuw apvw 
= -+-+-------- - --2---2---2--
ax ay az ax2 ay2 az2 axoy ~axoz ayaz = 0 
a [a_(~-L~] a [ a opu a pw 
+ax vax -+ oy' azTz)J +oy Vay - ay +az = 0 
= 0 a [ a 0 pu a W)] +- v- -- +--
az az ay az 
However. the Poisson equation is computationally time consuming as it leads in 3D to 
a linear system of equations. with 7 diagonals. which requires a (direct or iterative) 
linear algebra solver. For that reason. several authors have explored an explici t 
discretisation of some or all of the components of the pressure gradient within the 
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Laplacian, therefore reducing the number of diagonals in the linear system. For 
instance, the work of Namin et al. (2001) is notable for considering both an implicit 
and semi-implicit methods to replace the vertical pressure gradient component by a 
simplified version of the third equation of momentum Eq. (3.9). 
Ch.3-1.8. Direct non-hydrostatic formulation 
Instead of using the projection method, whether computed or simplified as described 
in the vast majority of 3D hydrodynamic solvers, a new approach is here introduced, 
where the pressure p is directly computed from the third equation of momentum Eq. 
(3.9), without transformation: 
(3.16) 
where all quantities have been defined previously. 
In this context, the horizontal velocity field Cu, v) is computed through the first and 
second momentum equations, Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) respectively. The free surface 
elevation is computed either through the 20 depth averaged continuity equation, Eq. 
(3.10) or as a function of w at the surface, together with the dynamic surface 
boundary conditions. The pressure term p is computed through the third equation of 
momentum, Eq. (3.16), knowing that the pressure above the free surface is the 
atmospheric pressure. Finally, the remaining vertical velocity component w is 
computed through the continuity equation Eq. (3.10), similarly to the solution under 
the hydrostatic assumption. 
The author of the present work wrote the finite difference 3D solver SULIS (Bourban, 
1997) on the basis of a fully implicit solver, where all equations are coupled within 
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one linear algebra system. The 3D continuity equation Eq. (3.10) being linear. the 
three velocity components u. v and ware defined at the sides of every cell on a 3D 
staggered mesh and are solved implicitly with equal weights. Any source (or sink) 
term of the 3D continuity equation at any depth within the water column therefore 
affects all velocity components in all directions at the same time. The third equation of 
momentum is solved on the w-sides (except for the bottom of the water column). 
where the vertical gradient of the pressure term ap is also defined. based on a central 
az 
finite difference computation. therefore leading to a pressure term p defined within 
each cell. 
It is noted that the geometric location of pressure term is the same as for finite volume 
and finite element framework. This approach can therefore be implemented in 
TELEMAC-3D. in particular. 
The validity of the approach taken to compute the dynamic pressure is demonstrated 
through the comparison against an analytical solution (see Section Ch.4-2). 
Ch.3-1.9. Viscosity and turbulent closure methods 
In general. turbulence closure is attained when the Reynolds stresses are fully 
quantified. either by creating a relationship with existing unknowns. such as velocity 
components (zero-equation model) or by introducing one. two or more unknowns 
(such as kinetic energy k and viscous dissipation E) where each unknown adds a 
further advection-diffusion equation to the system. The popularity of most recent two-
equation turbulence models such as the k - E Mellor-Yamada model (1982) (referred 
to in 8 of the 24 3D solvers listed in Appendix B) seems to dampen interest in the 
mixing length hypothesis of PrandtI. which is now only referenced in earlier work. 
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Falconer explains in his doctoral thesis (1976) that turbulence closure is achieved in a 
first step by assuming a direct relationship between the velocity components and the 
eddy viscosity (or Reynolds stresses): the Prandtl hypothesis for instance. assumes that 
the relationship coefficient is function of the mixing length taken from the theory of 
gas dynamics. Other instances introduce mixing length as a more or less complex 
function of the Richardson number (the ratio of buoyancy and inertia). The arbitrary 
nature of the mixing length coefficient spawned one-equation turbulence closures. 
introducing the kinetic energy k. In this case. the eddy viscosity varies with the square 
root of the kinetic energy but is also function of an empirical length scale. Falconer 
(1976) concludes that there is no advantage to use a one-equation model over the 
simpler mixing length model because the arbitrary or empirical nature of the mixing 
length remains. 
In order to remove the presence of an arbitrary mixing length scale. two-equation 
turbulence closures are developed. For instance a viscous dissipation E can be defined 
and added to the system of equations. or a specific dissipation w can also be 
introduced and combined to the kinetic energy. An empirical function then links the 
kinetic energy and the viscous dissipation or the specific dissipation back to the eddy 
viscosity. 
Turbulence closure methods are numerous. In addition to the two-equation 
turbulence closure of Mellor-Yamada (1982) the following three publications are 
noted for completeness of the mathematical framework. 
> Large and Gent (1999) introduced a series of zero-equation models. including the 
so-called K-profile parameterisation; 
> Kantha and Carniel (2003) present a generic two-equation turbulence closure. 
which enables to simulate any desired length scale equation including those in the 
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k - E and k - w as well as k - kl. k - kr and variations: and 
> .\1cDonough (2004) presents a more general appreClalll-,n l-,f turbulent pr(l("esses 
for the fluid flows. 
Nonetheless. the present research work docs not investigate these but ~-'nmanl)' ((X-US 
on advection. 
Ch.3-2. Numerical framework 
The numerical framework is based on a series of advectil-'n schemes first II1trlxitKed 1,v 
Nessyahu and Tadmor (1990) in a 1 [1 centred finite difference fl-,rrn. further refilled 
by Kurganov and Tadmor (2000). and advanced to a I [1 a centred-upwlIld fl-'rm 1'), 
Kurganov. et al. (2001). TIle centred-upwind fOrlll was later generalised tl-' a 2[1 
unstructured finite volume form by Kur~anov and Pc\rovna (2000\) 
TIlese schemes are based on semi-implicit finite differences. the comnh.-'n l-,l'Iectlve 
being to integrate the solution over the non-smOl.-,th Riemann fan rather than trYIl1$ t(l 
solve Ihe discretised equations explicitly. Of particular IIllerest here. tfm IIlte~ratll-'n 
over the Riemann fan allows a natural generalisatll-'n l-,f the schemes Il-' multJple 
dimensions and multiple sets of equations fl1r which the eigenvalue structure l-,f the 
problem is not obvious to Riemann fan solving schemes Further. the ml-'st recent fl'f1llS 
by Kurganov et al. (2000). (2001). and (2(104) admit a conservative fl-,nl1. whICh 
correspond to finite volume schemes whell in an expliCit context 
for practical reason in this thesis. the names of schemes will be (hstlll$U1shed fr",-'m l-'ne 
another by the initials of theirs authors. a convention that IS alS\.1 uscd Jr1 the a1xwe 
literature. 
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Ch.3-2.1. Advection. 1 D finite difference. numerical diffusion 
For the hyperbolic conservation law. Lax (1954) and Friedrichs (1954) introduced the 
following first-order explicit yet stable central difference scheme (the LF-scheme) 
along the lOx-axis, 
n+l _ 1 [n n] M [f( n) t( n )] Wj - 2 Wj+l + Wj-l - 2flx Wj+l - wj - 1 . (3.17) 
which leads to infinite numerical viscosity -wxxC.1x)2 jC2M) as M ~ o. having 
written the above in its viscous form 
wr1-wj + It(w}..1)-t(wl-1)1 = (flX)2 [(wl+1-wj)-(wl-Wl-1)] 
M 2flx 2M (flx) 2 
In order to decrease excessive first-order dissipation of the LF-scheme. Nessyahu and 
Tadmor (1990) observed that the average component of Eq. (3.17) could be written as 
a second-order piecewise linear average and that the difference of fluxes could be 
averaged over the non-smooth Riemann fans using a staggered cell of fixed width !1x 
(see Figure 3.2). Finally. implicitness was also introduced in the difference of fluxes by 
using the mid-point rule. second order in time. 
t 
W n : 
J : 
, 
, 
' 1 " 
-Wj+l ' 
.1x : 
j j 1 
, 
, 
, X , 
Figure 3.2 - Nessyahu & Tadmor (1990). Staggered integration over the Riemann fan 
As a result. a two-substep time integration approximation is constructed (the NT-
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scheme) where the intermediate step is discretised on the adjoining stencil such thaL 
n+l -n M n+;; n+;; [ ( I) ( 1)1 W 1 = W 1 - - w. - w. j +2 j +2 llx f ) + 1 f ) (3.18) 
where wj:.!.. is a Znd order integration of the form HW/~l + wp] - ~ [w;~ l' - wtJ with 
2 
1 
Win, / I1x an approximate slope at grid point i and where w n +;; := w n - ~ FIJI with 
I I 211x J I 
ft' / I1x the numerical derivative of the function f. 
To prevent oscillatory behaviour. Nessyahu and Tadmor (1990) recommended that 
slope and derivative terms be calculated using the non-linear minmod limiter. 
n'._ . d([ n n J [n n J) h wi .- mmmo Wi - Wi-I' Wi+l - Wi ,were: 
[
minj{Zj} if Zj > 0 'Vj 
minmod{zj}:= maxj{zj} if 2} < 0 'Vj (3.19) 
o otherwise 
With this, the NT-scheme is second-order in time and space. However, the numerical 
viscosity, -wxxxxCI1X) 4 /(2M), tends to infinity away from extrema as M --t 0 even 
though its value for a finite time step is considerably smaller than the that obtained 
using the LF-scheme (see also Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 for a comparative illustration 
of the schemes applied to the non-linear Burgers' equation). 
In order to further decrease numerical viscosity, or at least bound its dependency on 
M, Kurganov and Tadmor (ZOOO) presented a modified version of the scheme (the KT-
scheme) shrinking the region over which the Riemann fan is integrated. Instead of 
using a staggered cell of fixed width I1x, Kurganov and Tadmor (2000) used a tighter 
bound based on the maximum of the local speeds of wave propagation (see Figure 3.3). 
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t 
I 
I 
I 
~: ~, U I : II I n+ J+J I 
.J"' n+1 \. L--l--- ------. ::-.-"....,_~_.:;._ ::..; __ ::::.~~_ • U f' •• I : W n I I n " ••• •• I j+l I 
Wj-l --::-~.' .• \.. I .... : 
(
I V! : 
1 ~----- ------: : 
I I n I I 
Llx Wj+l : Wj I : 
: : x 
j-1 j j+1 
Figure 3.3 - Kurganov and Tadmor (2000). Bounding the Riemann fan integration 
Again. a second-order piecewise linear approximation is constructed. summing up the 
contributions over two non-smooth Riemann fans and the one smooth region as 
follows: 
n+1 _ M n n+1 [1 M ( n n)] n+1 M n n+1 Wj - -;;:a . 1U , 1 + - -;;: a. 1 + a . 1 Uj + -a. 1U. 1 
X } -'2 J -'2 X} -'2 } +'2 t:..x J +'2 J +'2 
/)"x [D.t n 2 I /)"t n 2 I ] +- (-a . 1) w, 1 - (-a . 1) W. 1 2 D.x }-I }-'2 D.x J+'2 j+I 
where the left and right terms. u~ 1 . are defined given by the staggered integration }+-
-2 
term of the NT-scheme in Eq. (3 .18). while the middle term .uj+1 . is what is left of 
the piecewise linear term in the middle of the j -th cell. In the KT -scheme. an 1 is the 
J±'2 
maximum local speed of propagation at the discontinuity Xj±~ disregarding the 
direction of the propagation. 
As demonstrated by Kurganov and Tadmor. one of the main advantages of the KT-
scheme is that the following semi-discrete formulation can be derived. written in 
conservative form as, 
where the numerical flux is given by: 
(3.20) 
(3.21 ) 
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with intermediate values 
> /::'X, d -< /::,X , 
W 1:= W 1 + 1 - - W 1 + I an w 1:= W. I + I + - W. I:;: I' J±z }+~ 2 }+~ }±z }--2- 2 }+-2 
in which the superscripts> and < are the risht and left sides respectively of the 
discontinuity. 
As a result. this formulation is simpler than the fully discretised form and can 
therefore be extended to multi-directional problems and to hisher order time 
intesrators and represent other terms such as diffusion. ~ toreover. the conservative 
form of the KT -scheme also corresponds to a finite volume scheme when in an explicit 
context. 
Kursanov. Noelle and Petrovna (2001) enhanced the central differencins KT -scheme 
by introducins the left and risht local speeds of propasation (as opposed to 
disresardins the direction of the speed). thus further shrinkins the width of the 11011-
smooth resion over the Riemann fan. As a result the KP-scheme is central-upwind. 
Kursanov and Lin (2007) further improved the KP-scheme by makil1S an anti-
diffusive correction to the final spatial summation step based on a method used in 
partial characteristic decomposition. The semi-discrete formulation of the resultins 
KL-scheme is written as follows: 
(3.22) 
where the numerical flux is siven by: 
[
a. d(w'" 1)+a'" If(w' I)] [W~ l-W' I 1 
._ 2. J±z J±z l.±Z J±z _ > -< l±z l±z_ H. I .- ,""" a. 1 a . I >- • q . + I • J±z 2 a I-a 1 }±z }±z a I-a I }-z 
l±z J±z l±z l±z 
(
W>- I-Uinll U
1nl
l -w' I) 
with correction term q .+1 := minmod ~±z ~IZ. l~±z. ~Iz. and 
}_- a I-a I a I-a I 
2 J±z lIz l±z lIZ 
a'" lW'" I-a- IW"' I-{r(a'" l)-ffa< ,)} 
. d' t l'ty int lIZ. lIZ. J±z lIZ. lIz. lIZ. mterme la eve OCI w.,:= }±z a'" ,-a< I Hz lIZ 
between w> I and w-< 1. in which all other quantities have been defined previously. 
J±z }±z 
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The semi-discrete formulation of the KL-scheme is identical to that of the KP-scheme 
except for the extra term q . 1. }+-
2 
By means of an illustration. the numerical schemes introduced are implemented as 
1 D-solvers of the non-linear Burgers' equation (1948) . We consider a case where the 
solution temporally converges to a discontinuity from an initial sinusoid. The 
characteristics of the models illustrated are based on a regular grid of 200 cells over a 
total length of 2 m. and closed with a circular boundary condition. Figure 3.4 and 
Figure 3.5 present the numerical solutions for the LF-. NT -. KT - and KP-schemes for a 
non-dimensional time step l1t equal to half and to one tenth the non-dimensional 
spatial grid step b.x respectively. 
I. so 
1.00 
o.so 
0.00 
0 0.2 0.4 0 .6 0.8 1.2 
-o.so 
-1.00 
Figure 3.4 - 10 advection. Burgers' equation. !1t = b.x /2 
I.S0 
1.00 
o.so 
0.00 
0.2 
-050 
-1.00 
-- -
... --
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 
Figure 3.5 - 10 advection. Burgers' equation. !1t = b.x/ l0 
I. 
Init ial state (tlme=O) 
IF-solution (time=1) 
... NT-solution (time=!) 
• KT-solution (time::1) 
- KP-solution (time=l) 
1.6 .~ __ r---. 
Initial state (time=O) 
IF-solution (time=l) 
• NT-solution (tlme: 1) 
• leT-solution (tlme:1) 
- KP-solution (t lme=1) 
Comparison between Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 highlights the increased dissipation 
when l1t reduces for constant b.x. more so for the LF-scheme than for the NT-scheme. 
whereas the KT - and KP-schemes seem fairly insensitive in this case. As anticipated. 
the discontinuity is well represented by the most recent schemes. with only a central 
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node at the discontinuity. 
Ch.3-2.2. I D linear laws. scheme convergence 
The specific case of pure advection (where thc flux function is linearly dependent on 
the quantity beinS transported) is an application of the movement of tracers in water 
(includins temperature. salinity. sediments). In that case. if the quantity u is 
transported at a constant uniform speed c. thcn one of the propasation speeds a> 1 or J±z 
a~ 1 is zero and the other is c. Thus the product a> la< 1 = 0 and the KL- and KP-
i±z l±z i±z 
schemes reduce to a simplified KT -scheme as follows: 
d () c [< > J C [ 1, 1,] C, 
-W' t =-- W l-W 1 =-- W·+-W·-W·+-W· =--W dt ) t.x j +- j -- t.x 1 2 ) 1 2 1 t.x ) 
2 2 
(3.23) 
where the slope term W; = minmod(wj+l - Wj' Wj - wj-d· 
Because of the limiter. it is difficult to introduce implicitness in the case of pure 
advection in uniform flows. By comparison. the slope term is written as ~ [Wj+l - Wj-tl 
in a central difference scheme such as the LF-scheme (see Eq. (3.17)). which can be 
written as a fully implicit term. 
For verification purposes. the numerical schemes are implemented as 1 D-solvers of 
the pure advection equation. The characteristics of the models considered are based on 
a resular grid of 800 cells covering a total length of 2 m. The transport speed c is 
constant and uniform. and set to 0.5 m/s. Four types of initial solution profiles are 
considered as a function of x along the 1 D-axis: 
(a) A discontinuity. where the concentration To = 1 on the left of x(a) = 0.1 m and 
To = 0 on the right; 
(b) A linear variation with a triangular profile. where the concentration is 
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piecewise linear around X(b) = 0.5 m, with TO(X(b)) = 1 and a base of 0.25 m 
where TO(X(b) ± 0.125) = 0; 
(c) A quadratic variation with an elliptic profile, where the concentration is 
centred around x(c) = 0.9 m, with To (x(c)) = 1 at horizontal tangent and a base 
of 0.25 m where To (X (c) ± 0.125) = 0 at vertical tangents; and 
(d) A smoothly varying sine-squared profile, where the concentration is centred 
around xed) = 1.3 m, with TO(X(d)) = 1 at horizontal tangent and a base of 
0.25 m where TO(X(d) ± 0.125) = 0 at horizontal tangents. 
The tracer concentration is transported at speed c for 1 s, covering a distance of 0.5 m. 
The tracer concentration is imposed at the left boundary at T(t, x=o) = 1 (a Dirichlet 
condition at the inflow) and let free at the right boundary (a Neumann condition at 
the outflow). 
For comparison and reference purposes, Figure 3.6 shows the numerical solutions 
obtained with the LF-. NT-and KT -schemes for a time step M equal to the grid step flx 
(Courant number of 0.5). A second-order QUICKEST scheme (Q2-scheme) combining 
centred and upwind terms over a large stencil. was also implemented using 
backward-Euler time-integration. The QUICKEST scheme was introduced by Leonard 
(1979) and further expanded in its ULTIMATE form by the same author (1991). The 
details of the ULTIl\tATE QUICKEST schemes are also presented in Ch.2-3.3. The 
solution predicted by the Q2-scheme is also displayed. For graphical comparison 
purposes with the analytical solution. the final solution obtained with each scheme is 
shifted back 0.5 m (moved left) to match the initial condition. which is also the 
analytical solution. 
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1.00 
-ANIytiQ I (tl~ - 1.01 
- IF-.oIutoon (ti~' 1 01 
0.80 
- Q2-soIuloon (b~1.01 
0.60 - NT-.oIut1on (t~- 1.01 
KT -solutoon (tlm~' 1.0) 
0.40 
0 .20 
(m) 
0.2 0 .4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
.(l.20 
Figure 3.6 - 10 advection of tracer profile. M = D.x. c = 0.5 
The profiles obtained for all schemes except the KT - scheme exhibit increased 
dissipation in that the profiles' amplitude attenua tes as the base widens. In contrast. 
the solution for the KT -scheme evolves into prog ressively narrow wave forms with fla t 
crests. Interestingly. the NT-scheme is less dissipa tive than the Q2-scheme for the 
same stencil while maintaining monotonicity but it is identical to the LF-scheme in the 
case of the first step discontinuity. 
In order to verify the appropria teness of the chosen paired space and time steps. the 
next set of figures shows the results of numerical convergence analyses in the norm L2. 
where numerical convergence is as defined by Morton and Mayers (1 994). for 
instance. and where the norm L2 is defined as the sum of the square of the difference 
between a g iven solution and the corresponding analytical solution. These 
convergence analyses also serve as a verification i11 the sense defined by Roache 
(Roache. 1998) . and in pa rticular as means to evaluate the order of accuracy of the 
numerical scheme. 
In this case. the Courant number remains unchanged. and both the time step M and 
space step D.X steps are being reduced (divided by 4 each time) so as to observe a 
g radual convergence toward the continuous (analytical) solution. 
Figure 3. 7 shows the convergence test profiles obtained for the KT -scheme for 4 pairs 
of decreasing steps .. In purple. the solution is coarser. with the pair multiplied by 4 . In 
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red, the solution is identical as on Figure 3.6. In orange and yellow, the solution is 
finer with a pair divided by 4 and 16 respectively. A separate larger figure of these 
results for the triangle form is shown in Figure 3.11. 
1.20 (concentration) 
1.00 
0.80 
0 .60 
0 .40 
0 .20 
- Analytical (time . 1.0) 
- KT·5Olution (i\J!.- 1E· 2) 
- KT·5Olutlon (i\xo /4 ) 
KT solution ( i\xo /16 ) 
KT·5Olution (i\xo /64 ) 
0 .00 
(m) 
a 0.2 0.4 0 .6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
.(l.20 
Figure 3.7 - 10 advection of tracer profile, Convergence profiles for the KT -scheme 
It is clear that the KT -scheme converges numerically to the physical (analytical) 
solution when both 6.x and M tend to O. For comparison purposes, Figure 3.8 and 
Figure 3.9 show the same convergence tests for the Q2- and the LF-scheme 
respectively. Separate larger figures of these results for the triangle form only are 
shown in Figure 3. 13 and Figure 3.15 for the Q2- and the LF-scheme respectively. 
1.20 (concentration) 
100 A 
A 
- Analytical (time ' 1.0) 
- Q2·$olutlon (i\xo- 1E.2) 
- Q2·solution (i\xo / 4 ) 
- Q2·solution (i\xo /16) 
O.SO 
0 .60 
0.40 Q2-5Olullon ( i\xo /64 ) 
0 .20 
0.00 
a 0.2 0 .4 0.6 0 .8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
.(l.20 
Figure 3.8 - 10 advection of tracer profile, Convergence profiles for the Q2-scheme 
1.20 (concentration) 
1.00 
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0 .60 
0.40 
0.20 
0.00 
o 0.2 0 .4 0 .6 
0 .20 
0.8 1.2 1.4 
- Analytical (time ' 1 0) 
- IF-5Olutlon (11,.' 1 E-2) 
- IF-solution (i\xo /4 ) 
1.6 
IF·solutlon (i\xo /16) 
IF-5Olution ( i\xo /64 ) 
1.8 
(m) 
Figure 3.9 - 10 advection of tracer profile, Convergence profiles for the LF-scheme 
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Here again, it is clear that both these schemes also converge numerically to the 
analytical solution, albeit not as fast as the KT -scheme. 
It should again be noted again that the KT-scheme tends to narrow the base of the 
individual profile forms distorting their crests into hats, whereas the dissipation of the 
Q2- and LF-scheme tends to widen the bases and flatten the crests of the profile forms. 
Consequently, when applied to environmental hydraulic studies, physical diffusion 
could improve the KT -solution by dissipating hat- shaped crests. 
In order to verify the second-order nature of the KT -scheme, the triang ular (linear) 
initial profile form from the convergence analysis above is considered. Figure 3.10 
plots the spatial step normalised to its larges t value modelled (4Llxo ) against the error 
between the computed and the analytical solutions. The point hig hlighted in orange 
represents the solution shown previously (Figure 3.6). Key results are listed in Table 1 
and Figure 3. I 1 shows the resulting profile forms. 
Name x-axis y-axis 
Norm L2 1/(4Llxn) 
lIT (4Llxo) 6 .02 10 .01 1 
lIT (Llxo) 2 .84 10 .01 0.25 
lIT (Llxo/4) 1.5510 ·01 0.625 
lIT (Llxo/16) 8 .19 10 .02 0.015625 
lIT (Llxo/64) 4 .211 0 ·02 0 .00390625 
Table I - I D advection of tracer profile, Scheme order analysis of the KT -scheme 
1 
0.9 
0.8 
0 .7 
0 .6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
o 
-- ------
• Norm L2 
- Y = 3. 1667x2.110S 
R2 = 0.9988 
+------ ---.~---~ 
(concentration) 
--~---.----rl---'-
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 
Figure 3.10 - I D advection of tracer profile, Scheme order analysis of the KT -scheme 
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Figure 3.11 - 10 advection of tracer profile. Convergence of the KT -scheme 
The results indicate that the KT -scheme is slightly higher than second-order of 
accuracy within the range of time / space steps chosen. For comparison purposes. 
Table 2. Figure 3.12. Figure 3.13 and Table 3. Figure 3.14. Figure 3.15 present the 
same convergence information for the Q2- and the LF-schemes respectively. 
x- axis y-axis Name 
Norm L2 1/(4Llxo) 
Q2 (4Llxo) 8.4310 -0 1 1 
Q2 (Llxo) 4.90 10 -0 1 0 .25 
Q2 (Llxo/4) 2.4410 -0 1 0.625 
Q2 (Llxo/16) 1.22 10 _0 1 0.01 5625 
Q2 (Llxo/64) 6.08 10 -02 0.00390625 
Table 2 - 10 advection of tracer profile. Scheme order analysis of the Q2-scheme 
1.2 
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Figure 3,12 - 1 D advection of tracer profile. Scheme order analysis of the Q2-scheme 
(concentration) 
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Figure 3, I 3 - 1 D advection of tracer profile. Convergence of the Q2-scheme 
x-axis y-axis 
Name 
Nonn L2 1/(4.1x()) 
Lf (4t1xo) 2,46 10 .00 1 
LF (Mo) 2.39 10 .00 0.25 
Lf (tlxo/4) 1.30 10 .00 0.625 
LF (tlxo/16) 6.4910 · 0 1 0.015625 
LF (tlxo/64) 3.24 10 · 0 1 0.00390625 
Table 3 - 1 D advection of tracer profile. cherne order analysis of the LF- cherne 
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Figure 3.14 - 10 advection of tracer profile. Scheme order analysis of the LF-scheme 
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Figure 3.15 - 10 advection of tracer profile. Convergence of the LF-scheme 
1.2 
As for the KP-scheme. the results confirm that the Q2-scheme and the LF-scheme are 
second-order accurate. Unlike the KP-scheme. the results obtained previously for the 
Q2- and LF-scheme (highlighted in orange on the middle inset of Figure 3.12 and 
Figure 3.14 respectively) lie on a parabola but not the results for larger steps. As the 
principal multiplier of the parabola for the KP-scheme is almost 100 times larger than 
for the LF-scheme. the KP-scheme converges much faster. The KP-scheme shows grid 
and time convergence for larger steps. which allows for faster simulation of longer 
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periods in environmental hydraulics applications. 
The same numerical convergence analysis was also carried out with the norm 
maximum with similar conclusions, where the norm is defined as the maximum of the 
absolute difference between a given solution and the corresponding analytical solu tion. 
Finally, Figure 3. I 6 shows the KT -scheme predictions as a function of time step. When 
applied to environmental hydraulic studies, the time step of the entire model is indeed 
likely to be driven by the hydrodynamics, which would usually be smaller than for 
tracer advection in isolation. The time step of the solution shown previously in 
Figure 3.6 has been successively reduced by more than 2, 10 and 50, while keeping 
the grid space unchanged . 
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1.00 
- 4N1ytlaJ 
0 .80 - KT I 6t. • 6x.o/5(J I 
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Figure 3. 16 - 10 advection of tracer profile, Time step convergence of the KT -scheme 
This confirms that the KT -scheme preserves the individual profile form of the solution 
relatively well without dramatically widening the bases or lowering the crests. For 
comparison purposes, Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show the same results for the Q2-
and the LF-schemes respectively. 
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Figure 3.17 - 10 advection of tracer profile. Time step convergence of the Q2-scheme 
Unlike the KP-scheme. the Q2-scheme becomes less dissipative as the time step is 
reduced. However the Q2-scheme also becomes non-monotonic (oscillatory) where 
the function or the gradients of the function are discontinuous. This is not acceptable 
in the context of the present work. 
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Figure 3.18 - 10 advection of tracer profile. Time step convergence of the LF-scheme 
As shown in Figure 3.18. the LF-scheme tends to become infinitely dissipative as the 
time step reduces. 
Ch.3-Z.3. Generalisation to unstructured meshes. the BCT -scheme 
Kurganov and Petrovna (2004) introduced a generalisation of the KP-scheme to 
unstructured meshes (see Figure 3.19). The principal assumption was to consider the 
mesh as an ensemble of triangular elements. where the values of certain dependent 
variables such as depth and tracer concentrations are averaged over the elements 
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(light orange) and where the Riemann fan discontinuities a re described a t the edge 
between two elements (dark orange). Hence 3 fluxes are defined perpendicularly 
throug h the 3 edges of each triangular element. This numerical framework. in its 
conservative form. is identical to most finite volume solvers such as revisi ted by T ro 
in the 3 rd edition of his book (2009). 
Figure 3. 19 - Kurganov a nd Petrovan (2004) . Element and th rough fluxes defin ition 
It is noted that Scheme CT is equivalent to the rela tive locations adopted . It represents 
natura lly the conservative form with fluxes through the sides of elements while 
keeping track of the volume in the element. This a lso confirms that finite differences 
based on Scheme CT. written in a conservative form are equivalent to finite volumes. 
a lbeit the fluxes and the computation of gradients may differ. 
A prototype solver of the Sf Venant eq ua tions based on thi s numerical framework was 
implemented for gaining understanding and for benchmarking purpo es. 
One of the goals of the present work is to retain the stencil definiti on of a fi nite 
element solver for implementa tion with the open source TELE1\1AC system. the 
mathematics of which is presented by Hervouet (2007) . The reader is referred to the 
books of Zienkiewicz and Taylor. in particula r Volume I The Basis (2000) and 
Volume 3 Fluid Dynamics (2000) . for a detail introduction to finite element methods. 
A novel implementa tion of the KP-scheme is therefore introd uced. where a ll principal 
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quantities are retained at the vertices of the unstructured mesh and where all fluxes 
are exchanged between pairs of nodes along the edges on the mesh. Throughout the 
remainder of the thesis. this numerical framework is referred to as the BCT -scheme. 
where "BCT" would appropriately stand for Bounded within Control Triangle for 
reasons highlighted in the finite element implementation of the scheme. While being 
prototyped. the scheme was referred to as the BCT -scheme following the convention 
previously adopted by the authors of the series of schemes considered (Nessyahu. 
Tadmor. Kurganov. Petrova. Noelle and Lin in various combinations). In the BeT-
scheme. "B" stands for the name of its principal author. S.E. Bourban, and "C and "T" 
acknowledge c.). Cawthorn and M.S. Turnbull respectively for their contribution 
under the principal author's lead. 
In its conservative form, the BCT -scheme defines a control volume around an 
arbitrary node by summing up the contributions of every element connected to that 
node, clement by element. therefore mimicking the finite element assembling 
methodology. The contribution of one element to the control volume around a node 
joins the node with the middle of the connecting edges and with the centroid of that 
element (see orange triangle on Figure 3.20). 
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o tn;IJ1S/c' cc'Jlfn)id /L~r Rielll.71111 f.711 discontinuities 
Figure 3.20 - BCT-scheme, Control volume and through fluxes definition 
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The Riemann fan discontinuities are defined at the mid-edge joining the centroid (in 
orange) with an edge mid-point (in green). That is defining 3 fluxes perpendicularly 
through the 3 mid-edges within each triangular element (see Figure 3.20) between 3 
constant states within each triangle (in blue, turquoise, purple). 
It is worth highlighting that, contrary to the generalisation proposed by Kurganov and 
Petrovna and also used by others as highlighted above, the BCT -scheme computes 
fluxes within each element independently of its neighbours. As a consequence, the 
scheme leads straightforward to parallelism whereby the computation of fluxes 
connects two nodes within one element rather than two neighbouring elements, 
which could be done on different processors. Moreover, the exchange of information 
(inter-processor communication) between neighbouring elements is reduced. The 
scheme is well suited to wetting and drying interfaces for which elements (as opposed 
to nodes) are either declared wet (part of the domain) or dry (removed from the 
domain). Further, the BCT -scheme makes use of the finite element assembling 
methodology and of its associated algebra regardless of whether or not the product 
matrix-vector are computed in assembled form. That goal to retain the stencil 
definition of a finite element solver and all of its features has been achieved. 
As a generalisation of the KP- scheme (see Eq. (3.22)) and making use of the Gauss 
divergence theorem, the BCf -scheme is written as follows. 
v.n+1U~+1 = Vnu~ - Llt ~]. HI"]" I I I I . £.. (3.24) 
where the sum Ej corresponds to the finite element assembly and the flux is given 
by. 
with fC.) the flux function of the principal variable u, with Vi the volume around 
the ith vertex, with nij the normal vector to the mid-edge used to project the flux 
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term perpendicularly to the mid-edge and lije the surface area of the mid-edge. and 
all other quantities defined previously. 
The BCT-scheme has been implemented in the open TELEMAC system (2007). For 
comparison purposes. reference to available schemes based on the open TELEMAC 
system will be prefixed by "oTM". a notation that is used by developers of the system. 
Ch.3-2.4. 2D linear laws. comparisons with 1 D profiles 
For 20 linear laws. the flux function f(. ) reduces to (Ui Ti). where Ui represents the 
advective velocity field and Tj the principal variable replacing the variable Ui in Eq. 
(3.24). In that case. the BCT-scheme becomes: 
V·n+1 y,n+l = V.nTn - Llt ~. H·· 1 1 1 1 . i..) I) 
where the flux is given by: 
H .- rij < --< I > (T)-< -< ( T» > + ~a-<.a~.(T.>: - y,<:) ij .- aij-a'ti nij aij U ij - aij U ij aij-a'ti I) I) I) I) 
and where the right and left values are approximated by (for example for the 
tracer): 
Ti; = Tj - (Tj )' = Tj -lje(llTj ) and Tij = Ti + (TY = Ti + lie(llTi) 
with lje (and lie) the distances between node j and the centre of the mid-edge 
joining the centroid with the ij-edge mid-point (see Figure 3.20). and all other 
quantities defined previously. 
(3.25) 
In order to conform to the finite element convention. the node-centric formulation of 
Eq. (3.25) is rewritten to group the contribution one edge (of one element) has on the 
pair of nodes to which it is connected. The flux is. 
rij [>( --< I -< -<) T-< -« --< I -< » >] Hij := a:-.-a:<. aij < nij Uij > -aij ij - aij < nij uij > -aij Tij 
lJ lJ 
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Replacing T/; and Ttj. the flux becomes: 
(3.26) 
For verification purposes. a 20 unstructurcd triangular mcsh was set up 10 represent a 
flume under uniform and constant discharge. This follows from the cases developed 
for the 10 linear laws (see Section Ch3-2.2). 
The graphical user interface and frceware Blue Kcnuc (2011) was used to generate the 
mesh and all other meshes used throughout the thcsis. TIlC mesh generator within 
Blue Kenue was developed by the Canadian Hydraulics Centre under the leadership 
and supervision of the author of this thesis. TIlC mesh gcneration relics on an 
advancing front method. starting from known geometrical objects (modcl boundary. 
constrained lines. hard points). following an underlying user-defined map of 
maximum triangle edge lengths. The modelled domain is gradually fillcd in with 
nodes (vertices of the triangles) placed according to a sorting algorithm from the 
location of the smallest edge length to the largest. A user -defined maximum edge 
length growth criterion caps the variability (smoothness) of the mesh density as the 
advancing front progresses. A Oelaunay triangulation completcs the process. 
The 20 model is constituted of 70.688 c1cmcnts covcring an area of length 2 m by 
width 0.1 m. This is equivalent to about 1.200 reprcsentative cells in the streamwise 
direction. which is 50% larger than the number of cells used for the 10 case. Similarly 
to the 10 case. the transport speed c is set to 0.5 m/s and four types of initial solution 
profiles are used. Figure 3.2 I shows a schematic plan view of the model set up (bottom 
inset) together with the detail of part of the unstructured mesh (top inset). It is noted 
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that even though the domain is rectangle. the mesh is not necessarily regular 
everywhere. 
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Figure 3.21 - 20 advection of tracer profile. Plan view of model characteristics 
The tracer concentration is imposed on the left of the domain (a Dirichlet condition at 
the inflow) and let free on the right (a Neumann condition at the outflow). 
Figure 3.22 shows the numerical solution obtained with the BCT -scheme on the 20 
unstructured mesh. compared with its 10 equivalent. the solution of the KP-scheme. 
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Figure 3.22 - 2D advection of tracer profile. Comparison with 10 equivalent 
The results of the 2D solution are very similar to the 10 solution. except that the 20 is 
only slightly more diffusive. This is to be expected given the nature of the elements of 
the unstructurcd mcsh as opposed to regular 10 segments. Even so. the BeT-scheme is 
an appropriate extcnsion of the KP-scheme with similar behaviour. 
Figure 3.23 shows a comparison of the BCT -scheme with the available schemes of the 
open TELE1\ tA system considered. in particular oTM-schemes 1 and 5 as defined by 
Hcrvollct (2007) . It is n ted that oTl\1-scheme 2 is highly oscillatory and unstable 
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under these conditions. It is not presented here for this reason. It is also noted that 
oTM-scheme 3 and 5 are similar in the case of tracer advection. Therefore only oTM-
scheme 5 will be presented. 
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Figure 3.23 - 2D advection of tracer profile. Comparison with TELE.MAC schemes 
Table 4 summarises the error for each scheme between the computed and the 
analytical solutions. The norm L2 is here used for the error computed over the whole 
length of the model; L2 is defined as the sum of the square of the difference b tween a 
2 
given solution and the corresponding analytical solution. The error for the 10 solution 
of the KP -scheme is also presen ted. 
Scheme Nonn L2 Nonn L2 Nonn L2 Nonn L2 Nonn L2 
(domaiI1l Jprofile~ (profile (b)) (profile (c)) (profile (d)) 
KP-scheme (ID) 1.51 0.30 0.28 0.57 0.36 
SCT -scheme (2D) 2.03 0.43 0.38 0.82 0.41 
oTM-scheme 1 (2D) 10.12 6.40 0.75 1.96 1.00 
oTM-scheme 5 (2D) 9 .40 5.69 0.75 1.96 1.00 
Table 4 - 20 advection of tracer profile. Comparison of norm L2 errors 
It is clear that the BCT -scheme is less diffusive than the other available schemes 
considered in the open TELEMAC system. particularly around the discontinuity of 
profile (a) . 
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Ch.3-Z.5. ZD linear laws. implicitness and linear algebra 
Having verified the explicit form of the BCT -scheme, an implicitness factor is 
introduced by replacing the linear term in Ti in the flux term Hij of Eq. (3.26) by its 
semi-implicit equivalent 8Tt+ 1 + (1 - (J)Tt- As mentioned previously, one of the goals 
of the present work is to retain the stencil definition of a finite element solver. By 
extension, the implementation of the BCT -scheme is to conform to the following linear 
algebra of the open TELEl\1AC system as described by Hervouet (2007): 
(I - M. A) . Tn+1 = Tn + M. (b + c) (3.27) 
where I is the identity matrix the size of the diagonal of which is also the number of 
point in the domain, A is the matrix representing all implicit terms for a given 
scheme (advection, diffusion, sinks, outflows and other implicit external forcing), 
and the vectors band c represent all explicit terms for a given scheme (advection, 
diffusion, sources, inflows and other explicit external forcing) with b those terms in 
Tn and c those terms in VTn, and all other quantities defined previously. 
Introducing the implicitness factor (J in Eq. (3.26) , the flux rewrites: 
Hij := (OTt+ 1 + (1- O)Tt) [a:~~:<. aGe < nij 1 uil > -ail)] 
[) [) 
- (8Tt+l + (1 - 8)Tt) [a:~ja:'. ail( < nij 1 ui) > -aG)] 
[) [) 
l VTn[rij >-( --> 1-< -<)] + ic i a>-a:' aij < nij Uij > -aij 
[} [} 
l VT n [rij -« --> 1 -< >-)] 
- jc j a:.-a:' aij < nij Uij > -aij 
[) [) 
which leads to the details of the terms of Eq. (3.27): 
Aii = (j [a:~~:' aG( < nij 1 ui) > -ai))] 
[) [) (3.28) 
-8 [~a-<·e< n .. 1 u-<· > -a?-.)] a>.-a:'. IJ IJ IJ IJ [) I} 
hi = (1 - (J)Tt [a:~ja:' ai)( < nij 1 ui) > -aG)] 
[) [) 
hJ· = -(1 - O)r.n [~a:<.( < n·· 1 u:<· > -a?-.)] J aiJ-aiJ IJ IJ IJ IJ 
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where all quantities are defined previously. 
For reference. the open TELE1\ lAC system includes a number of linear algebra matrix 
solvers including various forms of the conjugate gradient (including the double 
conjugate gradient. the conjugate gradient stabilised) and of the generalised minimum 
residual method. Hervouet (20 13) provides a detailed and exhaustive description of all 
iterative solvers implemented in the open TELE1\lAC system. The so-called conjugate 
gradient with normal equation was used to produce the outputs shown in this thesis. 
While the implementation of the numerical fluxes defining the BCf -scheme follows 
the framework of Eq. (3.27) . it is noted that the resulting terms of Eq. (3.28) are node-
centric. They represent contributions that neighbours j would have on an arbitrary 
node i (see Figure 3.20). However. the algebraic matrix and vector terms are not 
assembled but rather defined by element (see Section 8.2 in Appendix B). The lincar 
algcbra of the open TELEl\lAC system (including its iterative and direct solvers) is 
implemented on that basis. 
The BCT -scheme follows the framework of Eq. (3.27) as well as the implementation by 
element in a non-assembled form. For an arbitrary triangular element of node 
numbers i. j. and k. the implementation loops over the 3 pairs of nodes. ij. jk and ki. 
filling in the non-assembled a 3x3 matrix terms Au. Ai}' Aji and Ajj and the 
permutations with jk and ki. A similar permutation is also used for the vectors band c. 
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Ch.3-Z.6. Boundary conditions. implicit differentiation 
As introduced previously (see Section Ch.3-2.3) the BCT -scheme computes 3 fluxes 
within each triangular element between each pair of nodes through the mid-edges 
(orange mid-edges and blue normal vectors on Figure 3.24). Contrary to most finite 
volume solvers such as revisited by Toro in the 3rd edition of his book (2009). the BCT-
scheme does not compute fluxes across the edges of the element. 
However. there is one exception. In order to allow for boundary fluxes through the 
edges of the domain. two additional flux terms are computed. independently of the 
internal fluxes. Figure 3.24 highlights in orange an arbitrary element ijk for which 
the edge j k in green (normal vectors njjk and njkk in red) is also an edge of the model 
domain. 
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Figure 3.24 - BCT -scheme. Additional boundary flux term 
In the context of an implicit framework. boundary fluxes can be categorised in two 
classes: 
(a) When the flow through a boundary edge is incoming. the tracer concentration 
is imposed. The advective flux terms are explicit and contribute to the vector b 
of Eq. (3.27); and 
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(b) When the flow through a boundary edge is outgoing. the tracer concentration 
leaving the domain is given by the concentration inside the domain. which 
varies with time. The advective flux terms are therefore implicit and contribute 
to the diagonal of the matrix term A of Eq. (3.27). 
It is noted that in the absence of a linear algebraic system. it is difficult for explicit 
solvers to remove the correct amount of tracer on outgoing flows. 
Ch.3-2.7. Sources and sinks. implicit differentiation 
In the context of an implicit framework. sources and sinks are similar to incoming and 
outgoing boundary fluxes respectively: 
(a) When a source is used to discharge water to the domain. the tracer 
concentration is imposed. The source is explicit and contributes to the vector b 
of Eq. (3.27). even though it is acting on a node and not computed as an 
advective flux; and 
(b) When a sink is used to withdraw water from the domain. the tracer 
concentration leaving the domain is given by the concentration inside the 
domain. which varies with time. TIle sink is therefore implicit and contributes 
to the diagonal of the matrix term A of Eq. (3.27). even though it is acting on a 
node and not computed as an advective flux. 
Similarly to outgoing boundary conditions. it is noted that it is difficult for explicit 
solvers to remove the correct amount of tracer on withdrawn flows. 
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Ch.3-Z.8. Generalisation of the BeT-scheme to layered meshes 
Similarly to many 3D solvers such as ELCOM. MICOM. MOM. paM. ROMS. UnTRIM. 
ELCIRC. etc. (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B). the vertical structure of the 3D domain 
of the open TELEl\ lAC system is based on a sigma-stretched transformation. where the 
20 mesh is extruded vertically into a volume between the surface defining the bottom 
of the model and the surface defining the water free surface (see Figure 1.1 in Ch.1-
1.3). Each surface is supported by 20 unstructured mesh; all surfaces are stacked one 
above the other and project to the same 20 unstructured mesh; each layer is made of 
prism elements. It is noted that the 3D element are wedges rather. and that the name 
only comes from the 3D finite element method computed on a prism. 
For reference in the rest of the thesis. N PO I N2 is the number of vertices in the 20 
mesh and N E LE M2 is the number of triangular elements. The total number of surfaces 
is NPLAN. including the bottom plan PI and the surface plan PNPLAN' 
By extension of the work in 20 (see Section Ch.3-2.3). the BCT-scheme defines a 
control volume around an arbitrary node by summing up the contributions of every 
element connected to that node. element by element. again mimicking the finite 
element assembling methodology. The contribution of one element to the control 
volume around builds on the base of the 2D element and joins vertically the node with 
the middle of the connecting edges above and below that element (see Figure 3.25). 
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Fig ure 3.25 - BCT-scheme, Control volume and throug h flu xes definition 
The Riemann fan discontinuities a re defined throug h the vertical trapezoidal surface 
(in blue) based on the mid-edge joining the centroid (in orange) with an edge mid-
point (in green) and throug h the triangle (in red) midway between the two surfaces. 
That is defining 9 fluxes perpendicularly through the 6 vertical faces and 3 plan faces 
within each prism element (see Fig ure 3.25). 
With this, the BCT -scheme in 3D space is computed as a combination of its 20 version 
for the horizontal fluxes and the KL-scheme for the 10 vertical fluxes. In 20, the 
scheme is defined by Eq. (3.24), where the computa tion of the flu xes throug h the 
vertical trapezoidal surface fij c as a function of the water depth is replaced by the 
same computation but restricted to the half the thickness of a layer (in blue on 
Fig ure 3.2 5). In 10 the scheme is defined by defined by Eq. (3.22), where the 
computation of the fluxes a t the mid- point of the connecting edge is replaced by a 
computation of fluxes through the triang ular element (in red on Fig ure 3.25) where 
all vertices are placed on the same verticals. The 20 definitio l1 of the scheme through 
Eq. (3.24) remains valid in 3~. 
Again, it is worth highlig hting tha t, contrary to what is being considered by other 
authors of 3D solvers such as ELCOM, MICOM, MOM, POM, ROMS, UnTRlM, ELCIRC, 
etc. (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B), the BCT -scheme computes flu xes with in each 
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prism element independently of its neighbours. Similarly to the its 2D version and for 
the same reasons. the scheme leads straightforward to parallelism while being also 
well suited to wetting and drying interfaces for which columns of prism elements (as 
opposed to columns of nodes) are either declared wet (part of the domain) or dry 
(removed from the domain). Finally. the 3D version of the BCT -scheme also keeps on 
making use of the finite element assembling methodology and of its associated algebra 
regardless of whether or not the product matrix-vector are computed in assembled 
form. The goal to retain the stencil definition of a finite element solver in 3D and all of 
its features has been achieved. 
The BCT -scheme has been implemented for the 3D linear laws in the open TELEMAC 
system following an extension to 3D prism elements of the algebra described through 
Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.28) in a non-assembled form. to which vertical fluxes are added 
to the sum of all contributions to a node. 
Ch.3-Z.9. Generalisation of the BCT-scheme to moving meshes 
An important point of the sigma-stretched transformation is that the vertical 
placement of the surfaces (or the thickness of the layers) is a function of time and of 
the physical problem. Whether in the form of velocity shear layers or rapid changes in 
saline or thermal stratifications. thin layers with large gradients form an important 
part of many hydrodynamic processes. Providing a finer resolution vertically in area of 
strong tracer gradients is necessary to identify and refine around such gradients. 
At this point it is noted that the physical vertical velocity component of the fluid is 
independent of the vertical movement of the surfaces. although the vertical placement 
of the top surface plan PNPLAN results of the conservation of the fluid in the water 
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column. 
The principal idea of the generalisation of the BCT -scheme to vertically moving 
meshes is to consider the advective velocity as the sum of the physical velocity and the 
local velocity of the mesh. Both the flux function 1(,) and the local speeds a-< ana a> IJ IJ 
bounding the Riemann fan on the right and on the left respectively are modified 
accordingly. With these definitions. the semi-discrete formulation of the KL-scheme 
Eq. (3.22) remains unchanged. 
It is noted that the principles of the developments made to generalise the BeT -scheme 
to 10 moving meshes are also applicable to 20 unstructured moving meshes. A 
prototype solver of the rotating profile forms (see Section Ch.4-I) has been 
implemented for which the tracer profile forms and the hydrodynamics remain still 
while the unstructured mesh is rotating. Just as is done vertically. there is indeed a 
duality between fluid passing through a surface and a surface passing through a fluid. 
The implement of the prototype was carried out to gain additional understanding of 
the scheme by C.]. Cawthorn under the lead of the author of the present work. 
For validation purpose. the following 3 cases illustrate the correctness of the vertical 
implementation of the BCT -scheme with respect to the relative movement of the 
surfaces with respect to both physical changes (sources and sinks introduced in the 
water column. for instance) and surface position changes (arbitrary mesh movement). 
The principal objective is to validate the computation of the fluxes by looking at the 
conservation of the mass of an arbitrary tracer. 
Figure 3.26 illustrates an example of a 12-meter deep water column. constituted of 
NPLAN = 7 non-equidistant horizontal surfaces. based on a 20 mesh of NELEM2 = 6 
non-equilateral triangles. While the 20 mesh remains unchanged throughout the 
series of cases. the property of the surfaces (horizontal or at an angle) their numbers 
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and their relative positions vary, the position of the top surface resulting from the 
continuity equation. An arbitrary intermediate plan (in red) is used to drive the 
movement of the surfaces, assuming standard sigma-stretched transformation above 
and below that intermediate surface. 
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Figure 3.26 - 3D column of water. Validation of the vertically moving mesh 
Several other cases were also set up within the same water column to verify further 
the combination of other physical aspects such as wind. hydrostatic or 110n-
hydrostatics assumptions. These do not bring more to the demonstration for the 
present work and are not presented but augment the number of validation cases 
available for the open source distribution of the TELEMAC system. 
Case I. Hydrodynamics at rest, vertical mesh advection 
In the first case. the surfaces remain horizontal and the water remains still (no 
hydrodynamics). The vertical position of the intermediate surface P4 is set to evolve 
between 3 m and 9 m following: ZP4 = 3 * (1 + 2 sin2 (rrt/100)) . where t is the current 
time in seconds and zP
4 
is the elevation of all vertices of the intermediate surface P4 . 
The model mesh comes back to its original position after 100 seconds. The model time 
step is 1 second. 
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Fig ure 3.2 7 shows 5 vertical cross sections along the y- axis th rough the wa ter column. 
each captured at a different time. The positions of the 7 surfaces a t the corresponding 
time are hig hlighted in colour and in particular the position of the intermediate 
surface (dashed line) driving the vertical movement of the mesh. 
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Figure 3.27 - Case 1. hydrodynamics at rest. vertical advection of the mesh 
The integration of the mass of tracer within the wa ter column shows that the model 
conserves mass exactly. The computation of the fluxes as the mesh moves vertically 
independently of the hydrodynamics is correc t. 
Case 2. Hydrodynamics at rest, angled mesh advection 
In the second case, both the vertical position and the angle of the surfaces evolve with 
time. while the water remains still (no hydrodynamics) . The vertical position of the 
intermediate surface P4 is set to follow: 
ZP4 = 3 * (1 + 2 sin 2 (rrt/100)) + 2 * (x - 0.5) * sin(rrt/100) 
where x is the abscissa of the vertices on the intermediate surface P4 • and all other 
quantities defined previously. The model mesh comes back to its original position a fter 
100 seconds. The model time step is 1 second. 
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Similarly to the previous case. Figure 3.28 shows 5 vertical cross sections along the y-
axis through the water column. each captured at a different time. The position of the 
intermediate surface (dashed line) highlights the angle driving the vertical movement 
of the mesh. 
- Time, Os - Time, 25s Time, 50s Time, 75s - Time, laOs 
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0.00 1.12 2.24 0.00 I.l 2 2 24 000 1.1 2 2.24 0.00 1.12 2.24 0.00 1.12 2.24 
Figure 3.28 - Case 2. hydrodynamics at rest. angled mesh advection 
Again. the model conserves mass exactly. The correctness of the computation of the 
fluxes has been verified even though the fluxes are projected on the non-horizontal 
mid-way triangles (in red on Figure 3.25) as the mesh moves vertically. 
Case 3. Balanced sets of sources and sinks 
In the third case. thc hydrodynamics is varying within the water column. driven by a 
balance of sources (at the bottom) and sinks (at the top) in order to prevcnt 
movements in the vertical position of the surfaces. The total discharge exchanged 
between the sources and sinks is 1.8 m3/s. The model time step is 1 second. The model 
stabilise around steady state with a few time steps. 
Figure 3.29 shows the one cross section along the y-axis through the water column 
with the fixed positions of the surfaces (in orange). 
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Figure 3.29 - Case 3. Balanced sets of sources and sinks 
For this case also. the model conserves mass exactly. The computa tion of the fluxes as 
the mesh remains sti ll and the hydrodynamics of the vertical flows th rough the water 
column is correct. 
Ch.3-2.10. The adaptive mesh displacement method 
As discussed previously (see SectionCh.3-2. I) . the KL-scheme in I D. applied to the 
vertical tracer profile. maintains sharp gradients of tracer and converges rapidly 
towards the analytical solution when the grid resolution increases. With the 
generalisation of the BCT -scheme to vertically moving meshes (see Section h.3-2.9). 
it becomes only natural to use the latter feature in an a ttempt to provid the BCT-
scheme with an increased resolution around high grad ients without any add itional 
computation cost. The principal idea of the method is here to automate the 
displacement of nodes within one water column so it adapts to high gradien ts. 
It should be acknowledged that while the following method and its improvements 
were designed by the author of the present work. it was prototyped in TELEMA by r 
C.]. Cawthorn under the author's line management a t the time. The final verified 
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version of the code was later completed by the author and parallelised for final release 
of TELEMAC in collaboration with ).-M. Hervouet at Electricite de France. 
The adaptive mesh displacement (Al\iD) method was designed to move the 
intermediate surfaces based on certain aspects of the local solution profile. whether 
the profile relates to a tracer profile or a velocity shear profile. or a combination of 
several profiles. for instance. 
The implementation of the Al\iD method was eventually refined according to the 
"variational formulation~ of Winslow (1966) further explained by Tang and Tang 
(2003). The principles of the formulation consist in finding the map Zen that 
minimises a function of the form, 
2 E[Z(~)] = f w(zC~)) la~~~)1 d~. 
where 0 ~ ( ~ 1. and the elevation of the bottom and the free surface are Zl = ZCO) 
and ZNPLAN = Z(1) respectively. and where the monitor function w(z) is positive 
definite function that can typically take the form. for instance. 
wCz) = Cdf /dZ)2 l+A-----::-
max(df / dZ)2 
where A is a tuning parameter and f the tracer profile. and where the maximum 
runs over the nodes on each water column. 
It is noted that the normalisation of the function derivative of the monitor function 
prevent very large solution gradients in one part of the 3D mesh to affect the mesh 
(3.29) 
layering in another region with smaller (yet still significant) gradient. The parameter A 
can be tuned globally to increase or decrease the sensitivity of the intermediate surface 
position to the profile gradient. 
From a numerical computation viewpoint. minimising the function E[ZC~)] is 
equivalent to solving the 1 D Laplace equation. 
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: ( [ w (z (~)) ~~ (~) J. (3.30) 
where ( takes NPLAN distinct values for each water column at each time step. 
independently of its neighbouring water column. and where the resulting mesh 
placement is given by Z(~) . 
The monitor function varies spatially and depends upon the profile of the conserved 
quantities. This makes it possible to attract nodes to regions of interest. such as where 
the profile has large gradients. For illustrative purposes. aID prototype of the AMD 
method was implemented prior to its application in TELE1\1AC. The prototype reads in 
a prescribed discretised along aID-grid. (Zi ) ~~)l .NPLAN ' and a tracer profile f 
interpolated on that 1 D-grid. and displaces each node to produce a varying 1 D-grid 
(Zi)~:)l .NPLAN according to the monitor function w(z) of Eq. (3.29) . The profile is then 
iteratively re-interpolated on the modified 1 D-grid. Figure 3.30. shows. for instance. 
the final results of the vertical placement of each node with A = so. depending on the 
initial profile. The initial profile is here chosen as T(z) = tanh [a (z - DJ with various 
values for a shown in purple. 
- a - 2 - a-3 - a-5 - a- IO - a -50 
T I 
j 
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/ 
I I 
I ; 
o _'_ ___ lIZ) 0 0 1-_- o o 
- 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 
Figure 3.30 - MiD method. refinement around a hyperbolic tangent profile 
The test demonstrate that the AMD method is flexible regarding choice of both the 
tuning parameter and monitor function and can adapt to and track sharp gradients. 
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It is observed that exaggeration in the variability of the mesh could lower the order of 
accuracy of the solution. The reader is referred to the analysis of Roache (1998). for a 
detailed discussion. Similarly the advection of the sharp gradient would also result in a 
lower order of accuracy in the vicinity of highest gradient. Therefore. the increased 
resolution produced by the AMD method remains beneficial. 
Ch.3-Z.11. Additional improvements to the AMD method 
The presence of extrema in the profile within the water column (as opposed to at the 
free surface or at the bottom) locally results in low gradients. which in turn moves the 
intermediate surfaces away from these positions. which in turn changes the position 
and magnitude of the extrema resulting in a sort of numerical diffusion. In order to 
eliminate this problem. the positions of all local extrema are first identified in each 
water column and retained in the new distribution. As a result. no interpolation takes 
places at extrema and the solution magnitude there is not diminished. 
In addition. the Al\1D method places nodes along the vertical independently of its 
horizontal neighbours (see Section Ch.3-2. 10). In order to reduce the local steepness 
of the horizontal variations of intermediate surfaces between two neighbouring 
verticals. the monitor function is smoothed using a simple low-pass filter in two 
dimensions before solving the Laplace equation Eq. (3.30). The low pass filter simply 
consists of averaging the value of one node with half the value of its neighbouring 
nodes. 
For illustrative purposes. consider a point source of tracer located at the bottom of a 
straight channel with rectangular cross-section with a constant flow in the absence of 
friction. The channel is 1 km long. 100 m wide and 10 m deep. A depth-averaged 
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velocity of 1 m/s is applied at the entrance of the channel. At the source. the tracer 
concentration is arbitrarily set to 215 units. discharged at a rate of 0 .5 m3/s. The 
steady state results of the following two test cases are considered: 
> A standard vertical discretisation based on 21 horizontal surfaces. which in this 
case of a flat bottom and free surface can be associated either to a sigma-stretched 
transformation or a fixed horizontal layers . 
The top right inset of Figure 3.31 shows the concentration contours of the tracer in 
a vertical cross section along the xz-plane. through the middle of the channel. The 
21 horizontal lines from the bottom of the channel a t z = -10 m to the top of the 
channel at z = 0 m highlight the locations of the 21 surfaces in the 3D mesh . The 
top left inset also shows a vertical cross section but along the yz-plane. a t x = 
250 m. The bottom inset of Figure 3.3 1 shows a horizontal cross section along the 
xy- plane. through the bottom plane of the channel. 
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> Use of the A1\.1D method based on only 11 surfaces. or half the number of layers 
Again . the top left and right insets of Figure 3.32 show the concentration contours 
in vertical cross-sections along the xz-plane and yz-plane respectively. The 11 
curvatures of the mesh in the vicinity of the highest gradient of the concentration 
highlig ht the successful adapta tion of the 3D mesh. The bottom inset of 
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Figure 3.32 shows the concentration contours in a horizontal cross section along 
. ,~ 
-' , 
the same xy-plane as in Figure 3.31. 
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Figure 3.32 - Bottom source case. tracer concentration for AMO. 10 adapted layers 
The top insets of Figure 3.32 show the effect of a 20 low-pass filter with a smooth 
transition between refined resolution near the region of maximum gradient and the 
coarser resolution used elsewhere. 
A comparison of the vertical cross-sections (see top insets of Figure 3.31 and 
Figure 3.32) shows that the most concentrated part of the plume is resolved by further 
layers with the AMO method despites the model utilising half the overall number of 
surfaces. The increased resolution in the source region near the bottom gives the 
resulting plume a more rounded front than that predicted using a sigma-stretched 
transformation with 20 fixed layers. The rounded front is similar to that observed in 
analytical solutions based potential flow theory. as derived by Rutherford (1994). for 
instance. using the method of images superposing the solution of the equivalent 
unbounded dispersion problem. 
A comparison of the horizontal cross-sections (see bottom insets of Figure 3.31 and 
Figure 3.32) shows that the horizontal extent of the tracer is strongly affected by the 
choice of layering strategy. In the case of the standard vertical discretisation (both 
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fixed horizontal layers or sigma-stretched transform). the volume dlsch.lrged IS 
vertically extended because of the thicker layenng. resultmg 111 a larger ('1htmclh ..... n h.' 
the ambient tlow forcing it around the plume In the case "'f ,\.\1P. the vl,lume 
discharge occupies a much smaller vertical extent. thus II Ius .1 .. edlKed cifcll, .... 11 Ihe 
ambient tlow. 
Last but not least. the A.\1f1 method uses half the number l. .... f layers. and ~ .... IS IWlll' as 
fast cl.')mputatiLmally as the standard fixed grid sigma-stretched Iransfl .... rnulJ" .... n TillS 
particular aspect is a welcomed solutiLm to sea~''I1al i annual stratified tllW:S m(xkllll1g 
in enVir('1IHllental hydraulics. 
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Chapter 4 
Analytical and experimental validation 
This Chapter reports the tests used to evaluate the performance of certain numerical 
schemes against analytical solutions and to validate the models against published data 
in the scientific literature. Section Ch.4-1 presents the case of the 2D rotation of an 
initial tracer profile to demonstrate that the BCT -scheme is far less diffusive than the 
schemes currently available in TELEl\ lAC. Section Ch.4-2 presents the case of the 
source and sink pair to show that the new approach to compute the dynamic pressure 
(sce Section Ch.3-1.8) is valid. In stratified reservoirs. these source and sink are used 
to represcnt. for instance. dc-stratification devices. such as bottom outlets. jet-
circulations. or bubble diffuscrs. Finally. Section Ch.4-3 presents the lock exchange 
casc highlighting the developing front of sharp stratification to show that the new 
method of mesh displacement produces far better results than current sigma stretched 
transformation method. 
Ch.4-1. Tracer advection. 2D rotating profile forms 
In Section Ch.3-2. the BCT -scheme has bccn applied to a problem that is essentially 
one dimensional for comparison with solutions of the KP-scheme. For further 
validation pUf1X"'scs. a similar problem of the advection of a tracer profile is presented. 
for which the IKT -scheme is applied to a rotating flow field and the results compared 
with available scheme in the open TELEMAC system (2007). 
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The 2D model is constituted of 6 7904 elements covering a circle of radius 20 m. 
Figure 4 .1 shows a schematic plan view of the model set up (left inset) together with 
the detail of part of the unstructured mesh (right inset) . It is noted that even though 
the domain is a circle. the mesh is not necessarily regular everywhere. 
hn , ; I .. ' .. . . \ Imposed , 
' / , 
""- /' 
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>: 
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x(m) .... 
---
r 
/ 
/ / I 4 f ~ 12 
Figure 4 .1 - Rotation of tracer profiles. Plan view of model characteristics 
At the perimeter of the circle. the tracer concentration is either imposed explicitly (a 
Di richlet condition) or let free implicitly (a Neumann condition) depending on 
whether the projection of the velocity vector on the mesh segment representing the 
circle (see Section Ch.3-2.6) is entering or exiting the circle. In this instance. the 
hydrodynamic rotational flow field was imposed stationary. 
Two initial profiles are considered. a cone (linear variation of concentration) and a 
cylinder (discontinuous variation of concentration). each associated with a given 
tracer (Tracer 1 and 2 respectively). Figure 4.2 shows 2D plan views of the initial 
values for Tracer 1 (left) and Tracer 2 (right) . The profiles are centred at 8 m from the 
centre of the disk. 
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Figure 4.2 - Rotation of tracer profiles. Initial solution for Tracer 1 and 2 
Cross sections transverses to the advection (along the radius) are used to evaluate the 
evolution of the tracer profile. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show Tracer 1 and Tracer 2 
respectively. for a rotation of Y4 of the flow field. Vz. % and a full rotation of the flow 
field . 
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Figure 4 .3 - Rotation of Tracer 1 profile. Evolution of the BCT -scheme 
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Figure 4 .4 - Rotating of Tracer 2 profile. Evolution of the BCT -scheme 
Figure 4 .5 show the 20 plan views of the final values for Tracer 1 (left) and Tracer 2 
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(right) . After a full rotation. the tracer profiles have been reasonably well preserved. 
This confirms that the BCT -scheme is correctly implemented in 2D. 
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figure 4.5 - Rotation of tracer profiles. BCT - scheme 20 solutions 
for comparison and reference purposes. figure 4.6 and figure 4 .7 show a comparison 
of the BCT - scheme with one of the other available schemes considered within the 
open TELE1VIAC system. in particular oTM-scheme 5 as defined by Hervouet (2007) . 
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fig ure 4.6 - Rotation of Tracer 1 profil e. Comparison with oTM- scheme 5 
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fig ure 4 .7 - Rotation of Tracer 2 profile. Comparison with oTM- scheme 5 
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Finally. Figure 4.8 shows the 20 plan views of the final values for Tracer 1 (left) and 
Tracer 2 (right) for the oTM-scheme 5. 
TRACER TRACER 
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Figure 4.8 - Rotating advection of tracer profile. oTM-scheme 5 20 solutions 
The distortion of the profile towards the inside of the circle shows a greater 
dependency of the solutions with grid size. Given a constant mesh resolution. the 
outside track is longer than the inside track for the same angular velocity. Table 5 
summarises the error for the BCT -scheme between the computed and the analytical 
solutions. The norm L2 is here used for the error computed over the whole domain; L2 
is defined as the sum of the square of the difference between a given solution at nodes 
and the corresponding analytical solution. 
Scheme (rotation) Norm L2 Norm L2 
Tracer 1 Tracer 2 
Ber -scheme (1 /4) 0.77 15.34 
Ber-scheme (2/4) 1.90 21.68 
Ber-scheme (3/4) 3.16 26.03 
Ber- scheme (4/4) 4.64 29.75 
oTl\1-scheme 5 (4/4) 90.12 127.05 
Table 5 - Rotation of tracer profiles. Comparison of norm L2 errors 
It is clear that the BCT -scheme is much less diffusive than the other available schemes 
in the open TELEMAC system presently considered. 
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Ch.4-2. Dynanlic pressure: the source-sink pair 
As introduced in Chapter] . it is imp.."'rtallt to ml.x1e1 Ihe elltrammelll .11ld dJlull(111 
aroulld intakes, outfalls and de-stratification devICes III envlrl'nmenlal hydraulKs 
studies of reservoirs and lakes, particularly when assessing water quality. Il1IXlf1g l'r 
thermal or saline outfalls. In addition. as discussed 111 Scctll.'" lh :L J X. mcJusl"'fl ",j 
non-hydrostatic pressure is necessary for numerical schemes il.' nh.xiel reClrnl/;Jlll'l1 
devices. particularly when these arc witlllll Ihe same water Cl,luf1m .'''.xieillng the 
correct streamlines and pressure conil.'urs around x"'urces and smks IS thcrd,,'re ,,'ne (If 
the goals of the work presented here. \'alidatk,n ""'f the new apprlxlCh h.' (l'rnpute the 
non-hydrostatic pressure will also be tested thrl'ugh tim example 
For validation against an analytical x,/util.'n. cl."'nslder a x'urce-sink pair. (ll1e ah .. we 
the other in otherwise still water in a flat-lx,ttomed ck"'sed 2£1 verllcal tank nle 
analytical solution is introduced here for hoth the :~[) case (axisymmetnc clx'rdmates) 
and its associated vertical 2[1 case (p..)lar coordinates) nle analYSIS IS llased l'n 
potential flow theory and inspired by the deVelopment l.,f electrl.'magnelac field arl'und 
a dipole. although the dipole formulation assumes the distance between the Sl.'urce and 
sink to reduce to zero. Contrarily. the representation of bubbles nsing through the 
water column as a mean to de-stratify stagnant waters. for instance. reqUIres mulhplc 
sources and sinks through the water column. at dlshnct kxations. nle dlrx'ic 
assumption is not valid in this case 
Of interest here. a parameter study of a Jane smk in 2£1 has prevIl'us/y been rqx)rted 
by Stokes et al. (2()(l7). who examined the impact l1Il the frce surface profile ,)f Pl"'sslble 
variations in the intensity of a line sink and induced the effect l,f surface temll'n 
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Analytical fannulation for one sink 
A sink induces a radial inflow. Where the flow is assumed incompressible and 
irrotational. ooth a scalar and vector velocity potential can be defined from the radial 
inflow itself (see Section C.l in Appendix C). 
> In 2D polar coordinates. if the source is placed at the origin. the angular velocity 
lie is zero. The radial velocity lir is defined through the discharge of the source 
qSrce' which is unchanged across any circle of radius r and perimeter (2rrr). 
lir = -qsrce/(2rrr). 
(a) The velocity potential tp is defined by its gradient. li = Vtp = (~~; (~) !: = 0 ). 
which leads to 
tp = -qsrcein r /2rr 
(b) The vector velocity potential reduces to a stream function ljJ also defined by its 
gradient li = VljJ = ( (~) ~:; - ~~ = 0). which leads to 
> Similarly in 3D axisymmetric coordinates. the discharge is the same across any 
sphere of radius r and surface (4rrr2 ). The (tangential) zenithal and azimuthal 
velocities lie and licp are zero while the radial velocity lir = -qsrce/( 4rrr2 ). 
(a) The potential velocity tp is defined by its gradient with. ur = atp/ar. which 
leads to 
tp = +qsrce/(4rrr) 
(b) The vector velocity potential reduces to a stream function ljJ also defined by its 
gradient with u r = (1 /r2 sincJ> )aljJ / acJ>. which leads to 
The same ~'Iutions are found for a source. replacing qSrce by its opposite. 
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Analytical solution for a pair of source and sink 
Now consider both a source and a sink of same intensity separated by a fi nite distance. 
The pair could influence the liquid free surface depending on the strength and 
distance of the source and sink from the free surface (Stokes. et aI. . 2007) . It is here 
assumed that this is not the case and that the strength remains small. 
The source is placed on the vertical axis at -zo below the origin and the sink placed at 
+zo above the origin (see Figure 4.9). Since the Laplace operator is a linear operator. 
potential velocity fields can be added or superimposed. 
z 
Figure 4.9 - Forces form a balanced sets of cources and sinks 
In 20 polar coordinates. the resulting velocity potential. stream function and velocity 
components are as follows: 
/2 )L ( r- ) - qSrce L (r2+z~+2zor SinO ) (a) m = - (q rr n - - - -- n 
'1' Srce r+ 4rr r2+z~-2zor sinO (4.1 ) 
(b) l/J = -(qsrce / 2rr) [ g - - g + ] 
with distances defined as: (r±)2 = r 2 + Z6 =+= 2Z0T s ing = x 2 + Z2 + Z6 =+= 2zo z 
(4.2) 
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For a comparison with the predicted numerical results in Cartesian coordinates. 
algebraic manipulation leads to: 
In 3D axisymmetric coordinates. the resulting velocity potential. stream function and 
velocity components are as follows: 
(a) qJ = +(qsrce/4rr) [r~ - rl+ ] 
(b) t/J = +(qSrce/4rr) [ cos4>- - cos4>+ ] 
with distances defined as: (r±)2 = r2 + Z5 + 2zor cos4> = x 2 + y2 + Z2 + z5 + 2zzo 
and angles as r±cos4>± = z + Zo 
(c) 
(d) 
_ qSrce [2r+2zocoS¢ 2r-2ZoCOS¢] _ qSrce [ 4Zocos¢(r2-z5) ] 
Ur - -~ r2+Z~+2zorcos¢ - r2+z~-2zorcos¢ - 4;- (r2+z~)2 -4r2z~cos2¢ 
__ qSrce [ -2zosin¢ + - 2zosin¢ ] _ qSrce [ 4zosin¢(r2+Z5) ] 
u¢ - 4" r2+z~+2zorcos¢ r2+Z~-2zorcos¢ - 4" (r2+z~)2 -4r2z~cos2¢ 
The potential velocity and stream functions are particular forms of the general 
solutions to the Laplace equation for both the 2D polar and 3D axisymmetric 
coordinate system (see Appendix C.2.4). 
Analytical solution for a pair of souroe and sink in a bounded box 
In deriving the above. the analytical solution for a source and sink pair. it has been 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
assumed that the domain is unbounded. In practice. a reservoir has finite dimensions. 
the boundaries of which are impermeable including at the free surface (fixed lid 
assumed in the analytical solution). In order to account for the finite domain. the 
method of mirror images is considered. Just as was done when adding the scalar 
velocity potential (and the stream function) of a single source and sink together. the 
scalar functions of all virtual pairs of sources and sinks are added to produce the final 
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analytical solution. 
The following layout of virtual pairs of sources and sinks is envisaged (see Figure 4.10). 
In theory. the symmetry axis is such only if the pattern is repeated indefinitely. In 
practice only a few source-sink couples are relevant for comparison with the 
predicted numerical solution. 
i) i) i) 
* * * i) Source _.-
* 
Sink 
* t * b" a i) i) \'irtual source 
* 
\' irtual sink 
_.-,. • 0 (J (Jan I (J Reservoir 
* * * 
Symmetry axis 
Figure 4.10 - Mirror images for a pair of cources and sinks within a box 
In 20 polar coordinates. the resulting potential. stream function and velocity 
components are as follows: 
(a) m = _ qSrce . ~+_oo ~ +..:o in ( rii ) 
." 2rr L..L-- OO L.. ) _- 00 r .+ 
LJ (4.6) 
(b) ,I, = _ qSrce ~7 OO ~ ~ oo [() -:-. - () .+.] 
'f/ 2rr . L.. L=-oo L..J =- OO LJ LJ 
with distances defined as: 
(riy )2 = r2 + Z6 + Uao) 2 + (ibO)2 - 2jaorcos() - 2iborsin() =+= 2sizO(rsin() - ibo) 
and anoles as r.±sin() ~ = rsin() - ibo + SiZO where Si = +1 if i even or -1 otherwise. 
b LJ IJ -
(c) Ur = (4.7) 
qSrce + 00 +00 [2r-2 jaoCOSO-2ibosinO+2SjZoSin8 _ 2r-2jaoCOSO-2ibosinO -2SjZoSin8] 
- ~. L i=-oo L j=- oo (rij)2 (rjj) 2 
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The same approach applies to the 3D axisymmetric coordinates but with 
three indices instead of two. For instance, 
m = + qSrce ~ +oo ~+ oo ~+ oo [_1 ___ 1_] 
.." 4rr . L...l= -OO L...J=- oo L...k= -oo r- r+ 
ijl< ijk 
with the distances computed as, (Tilk )2 = T2 + Z5 + UaO) 2 + (ibo)2 - 2jaoTCOS¢ -
2iboTsin¢ =+= 2S;Zo(Tsin¢ - ibo) + (kaO) 2 - 2kaOTcos8. 
Model setup 
The 3D solver SULIS is the basis of the test case. A 2D vertical tank was set up for 
comparison with the analytical solution developed under 20 polar coordinate system. 
The width of the tank ao is set to 99 m, where the odd distance is to accommodate the 
parity on either side of the central column containing the pair. The mean depth of the 
tank bo is set 120 m with a distance between the source and the sink 2zo set at 19 m. 
The grid spacing is chosen to be 1 m in all direction. Finally, the strength of the pair, 
or the discharge qSrce is set to 10-3 . Figure 4.11 shows a sketch of the model setup. 
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Figure 4.11 - Sketch of the source and sink pair model setup 
In order to converge to the steady state, the initial conditions are set to still water 
where the following ramping curve (infinite derivative) is used to gradually increase 
the discharge from 0 to qSrce within 120 seconds, q(t) = qSrce ~ (1 - cos C~to)) . 
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Model comparison 
Figure 4.12 shows a vertical slice th rough the iso-contours of the velocity potential <p 
for both the analytical solution (left inset. Eq. (4 .6)and Eq. (4.1)) compared to the 
velocity potential computed by the 3D solver SUUS. as a re-integration of the 
predicted flow field. 
Analytical solution Numerical solution 
Figure 4.12 - Model results comparison with analytical solution 
The comparison shows that the new approach to the direct calculation of the dynamic 
pressure term is adequate. From this it can be concluded that: 
> All 3D solvers assembling and solving a Laplace eq uation th rough the projection 
method could save a significant amount of time by implementing the new 
approach. 
> Because the new approach does not add much to the computation cos t (and can be 
implemented explicitly. based on a vertical integration starting from the free 
surface). there is no need for any 3D hydrodynamic solver to be based on the non-
hydrostatic assumption. 
> Applications to long term simulations of water quali ty processes in deep reservoirs 
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and lakes, for instances, is possible with the new approach. 
Ch.4-3, Stratification: the lock exchange case 
As introduced in Chapter 1, it is important to model the interaction between fluids of 
different density in environmental hydraulics studies, be it either the interaction 
between fresh (landward) and salt (seaward) waters in an estuary, or the positive or 
negative buoyancy of a thermal or saline outfall respectively in coastal waters. Also. as 
discussed in Section Ch.2-3, the monotonic representation of the sharp gradients of 
conserved quantities is necessary to model the opposite gravity-driven movement of 
one layer (plume of lower density) above another (plume of higher density). 
Identifying and refining the interface between the two layers of different density is 
therefore one of the goals of the work presented here. Validation of the new approach 
to automatically displace the mesh will also be tested through this example. 
It should be highlighted that the density difference observed in environmental 
hydraulics studies is very small (within 2 to 5% at most). except for highly 
concentrated sediment-laden flows. As a result. the Boussinesq approximation is used 
in virtually all 3D solvers listed (see Appendix B). where gradient of density is 
neglected in the inertia term. but retained in the buoyancy term where it is multiplied 
by the gravitational constant (see the Navier-Stokes equations in Section Ch.3-1.2). 
Experimental results 
The work of Shin. et al.. (2004) forms the basis of the present test case. In the lock 
exchange experiment. immiscible fluids of different densities initially at rest in a tank 
are separated by a vertical lock gate. The right half contains the less dense fluid while 
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the Jeft half contains a denser fluid . For reference and comparison. Figure 4. I 3 is 
extracted from Shin. et aJ.'s description (2004) of the experiment. 
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Figure 4.13 - Lock exchange experiment (Shin. et aI.. 2004) 
When the gate is instantaneously removed. differences in the hydrostatic pressure 
cause the lighter density (Pl' positiveJy buoyant) fluid to flow over the denser fluid 
along the surface of the tank. while the heavier density (Ph ' negatively buoyant) fluid 
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flows underneath along the bottom of the tank (Ph> pd. In this case the densities on 
the two sides of the lock gate are very similar (the density ratio y = Ph/Pl is close to 
unity) . The strongly sheared flow at the interface between the two fluids leads to 
Kelvin-HelmoItz instabilities. 
Interestingly, Shin, et aI., (2004) demonstrates that, contrary to early publications, the 
dynamics of gravity currents are not influenced by dissipation due to turbulence and 
mixing when the Reynolds number is sufficiently high (the Reynolds number being 
defined as the dimensionless ratio of the product of the fluid front velocity and the 
tank depth by the kinematic viscosity) . Instead, Shin, et al.. (2004) provide an 
alternative theory that predicts the current speed and depth based on energy-
conserving flow that is in good agreement with experiments. That work was followed 
one year later by the Part 1 - Theory and experiments of Lowe, et aI., (2005) and the 
Part 2 - High-resolution simulations of Birman, et aI., (2005) . 
For illustration and comparison purposes, Figure 4.14 is an extract of the latter article 
by Birman, et aI., (2005) . It shows the numerical results of a high resolution simulation 
of the formation of a Boussinesq gravity current at a Reynolds number of 4 ,000. 
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Figure 4.14 - Lock exchange from a Boussinesq simulation (Birman, et al.. 2005) 
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The mesh resolution is based on a regular g rid. for which each vertical contains 200 
points regularly spaced and fixed throughout the simulation. The time t" is 
dimensionless and defined as t* = t.Jg(l - y)/H . 
It can be visually observed from both the experiment and the high resolution solution 
that the Boussinesq flows are virtually symmetric. that the dense and light fronts travel 
at almost the same speeds. and that the currents of ei ther fronts occupy about half the 
channel depth. although they may be shallower immediately behind the head where 
Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities are. 
Analytical characteristics 
In their theoretical demonstration. Shin. et al .. (2004) use the following diagram (see 
Fig ure 4.15) to define the principal quantities and write the hydros tatic pressure along 
the lines BE and CD and the Bernoulli 's equation along the BO. DC resulting in 
U2 (1 - y) h(2H - h)(H - h) 
= - -------::-----
gH y H2(H + h) 
followed by the Bernoulli 's equation along the interface leading to, 
U2 (1 - y) h(H - h)2 
- = 2 ------::--gH y H3 
which in turn defines the solution h = H /2. 
E D 
PI u ( ( 
H 
h 
B C 
Interface 
Surfaces 
Fig ure 4 .15 - Idealised gravity currents in the rest frame of the heavier current 
Therefore. an energy-conserving current occupies one half the depth of the channel 
. . u 2 1 ( l - y ) 
and travels with a non-dImensIonal speed of - = ---. g H 4 Y 
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Results from other 3D solvers 
Because of the importance of this type of density driven exchanges in environmental 
hydraulics, in estuaries for instance, some 3D solvers present that test case as a mean 
to verify applicability to modelling stratified flows. For instance, the following two 3D 
solvers were selected for that they are often compared to the capabilities of the open 
TELEl\ lAC system. 
The solver FVCOM from the University of Massachusetts (see Section 8.3.9 in 
Appendix B), is a 3D solver using a sigma-stretched transformation combining both 
finite element method and finite-difference methods. Figure 4.16 shows results for the 
lock exchange case, for similar times / displacements. 
Figure 4.16 - Lock exchange case applied to solver FVCOl\1 
While the resolution of the model is sufficiently fine to resolve the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instabilities at the interface of the two fluids, some of the analytical characteristics 
identified previously do not seem to apply here. The solution is not entirely 
symmetrical and the front does not appear to travel with half the depth. The distinctive 
curve at both propagation fronts with a virtually horizontal plateau seems absent. 
The solver FLUIDITY from Imperial College, London (see Section B.3. 12 in Appendix B), 
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is a 3D solver using a complete unstructured mesh (vert ically and horizonta lly) tha t 
automatically adapt to the physics of the problem by refin ing its mesh close to sharp 
gradients. Fig ure 4 .17 shows results for the lock exchange case. fo r similar times / 
displacements together with the adaptive mesh resulting refinement. 
Fig ure 4 .17 - Lock exchange case applied to solver FL IDITI 
The increased resolution a t the interface between the two fluids is well resolved (with 
no visible lig ht colours) . However. the solution is not entirely symmetrical with a 
refinement of the bottom of the flume 110t observed a t the surface. Also. the front does 
appear to travel with half the depth but only for the denser (blue) fluid and a lig hter 
(red) fluid traveIIing faster. 
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MOOe1 setup 
The 3D solver TELE1\ lAC-3D is the basis of the test case. A 20 vertical tank was set up 
for comparison with the experimental solution (Shin. et al.. 2004) and its high 
resolution simulations (Birman. et al.. 2005) . The length of the tank L is set to 32 m. 
The mean depth of the upper free surface in the tank H is set 1 m. Again. the graphical 
user interface and freeware Blue Kenue (2011) was used to generate the mesh. The 
unstructured mesh is formed of triangles of similar sizes. with an average edge length 
of the 0 .05 m. The 20 model is constituted of 9.632 elements covering an area of 
length 32 m by width 0.4 m. This is equivalent to about 3.850 representative cells in 
the streamwise direction. Figure 4.18 shows a schematic plan view of the model set up 
(bottom inset) together with the detail of part of the unstructured mesh (top inset) . 
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Figure 4.18 - Lock exchange case. Plan view of model characteristics 
The tank is split in two regions. where the tracer concentration on the right is zero. 
and the tracer on the left has a concentration of 1 units for visualisation purposes. The 
density ratio y is set to 0.9995. the reference density is set to 1.000 kgjm 3. The 
hydrodynamics is at rest at the start of the simulation. With these. the theoretical 
velocity of the front is U / = Uh = .J g(l - y)1Y = 0.07 m/s and we note with H = 1 m 
that t * is also the travelled distance of the front. 
Model comparison 
For comparison purpose. the results of three simulations are presentcd here for 
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different time C . The first two simulations are based on the standard sigma-stretched 
transformation (10 horizontal layers in the first simulation; twice as many layers in 
the second) . The third simulation is based 011 10 layers (11 surfaces) but combined 
with the AMD method developed through the present work (see Ch.3-2.1 0) . The 
simulations were conducted in the absence of any other forces except gravi ty. 
Overall. the symmetry of the heavier and lighter propagating fronts is seen for all 
times and all simulations. This is a result of the symmetry of the governing equations 
under the Boussinesq approximation. 
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Figure 4. I 9 - Model results comparison. 11 a -levels 
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Specifically for the first case, Figure 4 .19 shows the results of the lock exchange based 
on 11 surfaces of the standard sigma-stretched transformation. It is observed that the 
horizontal interface is varying gradually between the lighter and heavier fluids and 
that what seems to be three steps in the central part of the interface is in fact the result 
of the positions of the horizontal surfaces, defining the vertical resolution of the model 
and supporting the interpolation of the solutions. 
Specifically for the second case, Figure 4.20 shows the equivalent results but based on 
21 surfaces of the standard sigma-stretched transformation (twice as many layers). 
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It is observed that the horizontal interface remains large and is still varying smoothly 
(linearly) between the lighter and heavier fluid . It is also observed that the influence f 
the positions of the horizontal surfaces is less significant with the increased resolution. 
Finally the oscillations forming at a later stage in the central part of the interface could 
be interpreted as genuine Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and related to the stronger 
eddies seen in the reference simulation (see Figure 4 .14). However. these instabilities 
appear much earlier in the experiment (see Figure 4.13) and in the hig h resolution 
simulation (see Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4 .2 I - Model results comparison. 11 automatically displaced levels 
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Specifically for the third case. Figure 4.21 shows the results of the lock exchange based 
on 11 surfaces combined with the A1\10 method. As anticipated. the high gradients at 
the interface are better refined and tracked with a central band (light colours) 
virtually absent when compared to the gradual variations highlighted in the case of 
sigma-stretched transformations. 
From a hydrodynamics viewpoint. some eddy structures are observed and the shape of 
the envelope of the interface is close to the reference simulation. particularly the 
distinctive curve at both propagation fronts. The height of these fronts also remains in 
agreement with the theoretical value. i.e. half the total depth throughout the 
simulation. The increased resolution around the high gradients of tracer is indirectly 
increasing the resolution of the hydrodynamics quantities in the same region and as a 
result. dramatically improves the overall hydrodynamics. even with a fewer number of 
layers. 
Nonetheless. the velocity of the fronts is a little slow. even though they are slightly 
faster with the A1\ 10 method than with the sigma-stretched transformation. For 
instance. at t* = 10.5. the front should have travelled 10.5 m starting from a position 
Xt'=o = 16 m on the x-axis. therefore be at X t '=10.5 =26.5 m. It has only reached 
25.5 m approximately thus travelled 9.5 m. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and recommendations 
Ch.5-1. Conclusions 
Environmental hydraulics covers a very wide range of activities. including but not 
only physical and numerical modelling of free surface flows in rivers. coastal waters 
and estuaries and lakes. This thesis focused on numerical modelling within a subset of 
environmental hydraulics activities: stratified shallow flow modelling. The presence of 
at least two layers of different densities leads to 3D processes. the prediction of which 
is critical to mitigate the environmental impact on water and its quality of population 
growth. industrialisation. climate change. development of riverine and coastal areas. 
etc. 
A relatively extensive review of existing 3D free surface solvers known to the author 
to date was produced to define the state-of-the-art of stratified shallow water 
modelling. The review concluded that there were at least three areas where significant 
advances could be made. in relation to which three objectives were set out. 
First. virtually all 3D free surface solvers could be grouped in two mutually exclusive 
categories. depending on the vertical discretisation: (a) those with fixed horizontal 
layers; and (b) those with sigma-stretched transformation. The first of the three 
research objectives was therefore to develop a novel numerical method allowing a 
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greatcr flexibility of the vertical representation within 3D solvers to automatically 
adapt to the evolving physics of the model. specifically to stratified flows. 
Second. only a handful of 3D solvers implement a numerical scheme that is monotonic. 
at least second order accurate. capable of capturing strong gradients present in 
stratified waters and implicit to perform long term simulations. The second of the 
three research objectives was therefore to investigate a series of numerical schemes for 
their application to stratified flows. particularly to multi-dimensional hydrodynamics 
and tracer advection over long periods of time. 
Third. many 3D free surface shallow water solvers do not compute a non-hydrostatic 
pressure term. and those that do do so via a computationally intensive resolution of a 
Laplace cquation. Because of the importance of dynamic pressure in long term 
modelling of stratified waters subject to. for instance. the influence of natural forces 
(winds. tides. etc.) or artificial forces (recirculation devices. thermal outlets. etc.). The 
third of the three research objectives was therefore to develop a novel method to 
calculate dynamic presume without resolving to the solution to the Laplace equation. 
In response. three major developments were carried out and validated through the 
present research work. All three developments have direct applicability to practical 
environmental hydraulics applications. 
First. the herein called AMD method was implemented and validated within the 
numerical framework of the open TELEl\1AC system. The AMD automatically focuses 
vertical mesh resolution in key portions of the water column depending on a monitor 
function of the gradient of a tracer profile. for instance. or of its curvature etc. It is 
important to note that this adaptive mesh displacement does not change the number of 
nodes or elements in the mesh. Rather it allows the model to concentrate refinements 
only in places of interest. thus significantly decreasing computational costs compared 
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to other types of fixed or terrain following layering while reducing numerical 
diffusion around sharp gradients. The lock exchange case was used to validate the 
AMD method. Its use produced an area representative of the Kelvin-Hehnoltz 
instabilities at the interface between the exchanged fluids with only a few layers. 
Second. following a literature review of numerical monotonic and non-diffusive 
advection schemes. one particular series of schemes was selected for its order of 
accuracy. semi-discrete form. while being applicable to both the advection and 
diffusion terms of the Navier Stokes equations. The so-called BCT -scheme was 
developed to fit to the finite element framework of TELEMAC and its paralleIisation 
element-by-element. The main advantage is its simplicity averaging over Riemann 
problems without solving them. while excessive numerical viscosity is compensated 
for by using high-resolution MUSCL type reconstruction. The development of the 
scheme was here focused on non-diffusive tracer advection. The 2D case of a tracer 
profile rotating within a closed basin was used to validate the new scheme. Its use 
highlighted a significant decrease of numerical diffusion when compared to existing 
schemes implemented in the open TELEMAC system. 
Third. a new direct method to compute dynamic pressure was implemented and 
validated in the finite difference framework of SULIS. Rather than using the 
computationally intensive projection method. whether computed or simplified as 
described in the vast majority of 3D hydrodynamic solvers. a novel approach was 
introduced where the third equation of momentum is used to solve for the vertical 
gradient of the pressure. The method can either be implicit or explicit and requires no 
additional cost to the rest of the 3D solver. The case of a source-sink pair within a 
water column was used to validate the direct pressure computation within the Navier-
Stokes equations against an analytical solution derived from potential flow theory. 
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In the context of stratified shallow flow modelling within the field of environmental 
hydraulics. the aim of this thesis was to improve the applicability of existing 3D 
solvers to a wider spectrum of problems in order to model both short and long term 
evolution of stratified flows. The author believes that the work produced here 
significantly advances research in three distinct areas towards that aim. 
Ch.5-2. Recommendations 
The author believes that some of the novel approaches presented in this thesis could 
open new axis of research within and beyond stratified shallow flow modelling. free 
surface flows and more generally numerical modelling within environmental 
hydraulics. For each of the three objectives. a number of recommendations are made. 
First. the MID method could be extended to focus resolution at multiple locations 
within the water column. For instance. the strongly sheared flow at the interface 
bctween two fluids of different density leads to Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities. resulting 
in the formation of eddies. An extended M1D method would be able to capture the full 
circle of each eddies without requiring much additional computing. 
Second. it is recommended that the BCT scheme developed in the contcxt of tracer 
advection. be extended to the momentum of the 3D non-linear shallow water 
equations. Several articles exist on these types of equations in the context of finite 
volumes. including various methods to solve the source terms for wetting and drying 
applications. The principal goal would be to retain the same formulation for a direct 
implementation within the finite element framework in order to benefit from existing 
desirable properties of the open TELEMAC system such as finite element assembly and 
domain decomposition parallelism. Additionally. it is also recommended that the new 
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advection schemes be generalised to the diffusion terms and to other equations such as 
turbulence closure methods. 
Finally third. it is recommended that the direct implicit method to compute the 
dynamic pressure by vertically integrating the third equation of momentum. 
implemented in the finite difference framework SULIS, be implemented in the finite 
clement framework of the open TELEMAC system. Had the TELEl\1AC system be an 
open source solver at the start of this research work. the author might have opted for 
it from the start. 
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Appendix A 
List of symbols 
x. y. z Cartesian space coordinates with x and y distances in the horizontal 
plane along the x-axis and y-axis respectively. and z distance along 
the vertical z-axis. Distances are in metres. 
Llx Spatial step in metres 
r. () and </> Polar and spherical coordinates in the mathematics notation. where 
the radial distance. r is such that r2 = x 2 + y2 + Z2. the azimuthal 
angle. fJ is such that tanfJ = y Ix. and the polar angle </> is such that 
cos</> = zlr. 
t Time in seconds. 
Llt Temporal step in seconds. 
u Velocity vector in mls 
U, v Conponents of the horizontal velocity vector 11 along the x-axis and y-
axis respectively. 
h or H Water depth. function of t time and of the location (x, y). in particular . 
." Free surface elevation. function of t time and of the location (x, y). in 
particular 
P The pressure in kg/(msz). also Pascal. 
9 Gravitational constant in m/sz 
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P Fluid density in kg/m3 
/lxy and /lz Respectively the horizontal and vertical dynamic viscosity coefficients. 
Kxy and Kz Respectively the horizontal and vertical turbulent (or eddy) 
diffusivities. 
Fx. Fy and Fz Represent the three components of the body forces. 
Sw and ST Source or sink terms of water and trcaer respectively. 
W Depending on context. the vertical velocity component or an arbitrary 
vector or conserved dependent quantity. 
T Depending on context. tracer concentration. temperature. or 
conserved dependent scalar quantity. function of t time and of the 
location (x, y, z). in particular. 
F Depending on context. a flux of a dependent quantity through an area 
within a numerical framework. or a body force within a mathematical 
framework. 
i.} and k Indices at for representative nodes on a grid or mesh. 
n Depending on context. either the index of the planar surface between 
the bottom and the free surface (subscript). or the time level 
(superscript). 
nij Normal vector to the edge or the face between two cells. cell i and}. 
Lje The distance between node} and the centre of the mid-edge joining 
the centroid with the ii-edge mid-point. 
rij The area of a face at the interface between two cells. cell i and}. 
()7 Quantity located at the cell index j in a mesh. at a time n. 
()~ 1 Quantity located at the interface between cells index j and j + 1 in a j+2 
mesh. at a time n. 
H. 1 The fluxes of a dependent quantity through an area. located at the j+2 
interface between cells index j and j + 1 in a mesh. 
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The notation is based on the work of Kurganov & Tadmor (2000). 
a}:2. The maximum local wave speed at the discontinuity x. 1 at time n 
2 }+'2 
The notation is based on the work of Kurganov & Tadmor (2000). 
y. { and () Arbitrary parameters. varying between 0 and 1. 
Ai Eigen values of a matrix. 
( Y<' ( r" Superscript symbols -< and:> define the assumed right and left values 
respectively of a quantity about an interface or a dicontinuity. 
Absolute value of a quanty. 
II II Norm of a vector function. 
( . I· ) Define the scalar product between two vector functions 
or 
'V j For all indices j in the list of possible indices. 
<P The scalar velocity potential (where the flow is irrotational) 
such that 11 = V cpo 
A and t/J The vector velocity potential (where the flow is incompressible) 
such that 11 = V x A. 
In the particular case of axis symetry (or in 20 plane). the vector 
velocity potential is replaced by the stream function t/J. where the lines 
of constant <p intersect lines of constant t/J perpendicularly. 
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AppendixB 
3D free surface solvers 
A list of twenty four 3D free surface solvers has been assembled and where possible 
the source code downloaded. Although incomplete. the list illustrates differences and 
commonalities of the principal features between solvers and provides an overview of 
the present state of the art. In addition. two separate sections have been added. prior to 
the list. to provide more details about SULIS (see Section B.1) and TEL~1AC (see 
Section B.2). which were used as modelling frameworks in the present research work. 
Separately from the work presented here. it should be highlighted that the list and its 
associated analysis was in part used by HR Wallingford in an internal research and 
development strategy document (Curington & Bourban. 2009). 
B.l.Particular case of SULIS 
The author of the present work wrote the finite difference 3D solver SULIS (Bourban. 
1997) on the basis that it had to be a fully implicit solver where all equations are 
coupled within one linear algebra system. 
SULIS splits the geometrical domain with cells that are each defined by a single 
vertical segment (or water column) and one horizontal layer. Each cell has 6 
independent sides not necessarily arranged in parallel pairs. It should be noted that 
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this generic definition provides flexibility in the shape of each segment (hence of the 
cell contained) and of its connections to the neighbouring segments. The continuity 
and tracer mass conservation equations are written within cells, using the fluxes 
through all sides. The momentum equations are written at all connecting sides. The 
discretisation of the primary variables follows the Arakawa-C scheme (Arakawa & 
Lamb. 1977). 
Unlike other models, SUUS solves its linear matrix system using a cascade of iterative 
solvers, most of which are based on the conjugate gradient concept. Although it has 
never been proven, the author believes that the use of a cascade accelerates the overall 
process for SUUS. This is supported by the following observations: 
> Certain iterative solvers are faster at finding rough solutions from an inadequate 
initialisation, whereas other iterative solvers are efficient at finding precise 
solutions but only when starting from a good initialisation. A cascade of solvers, in 
an appropriate order, therefore optimises the combination of behaviours. 
> Conjugate gradient methods vary in their choice of a downhill path to find a 
solution, with the most obvious downhill directions and displacements used first. A 
cascade of solvers therefore shakes and mixes the approaches. 
A "Morse- or sparse storage is used for all solvers, where 3 arrays (a single array of 
double precision numbers A, and two arrays of integer numbers I and J) are used 
solely to store the non-zero coefficients terms of the matrix AI)' 
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B.l.l. Original assumptions 
Prior to 2006. SUUS solved the advective form of the continuity and Navier-Stokes 
equations (see Section Ch.3-1.1 in Chapter 3) under the following assumptions. (a) the 
density variations were ignored except in the pressure terms; (b) the third equation of 
momentum was reduced to the hydrostatic assumption. where the pressure gradient 
term is the result of two actions. the water surface slope and the density gradient; and 
(c) turbulent fluctuations were ignored. Further. SUUS solved the continuity equation 
under the following assumptions. (a) the fluid was incompressible; and (b) the 
variation of density with the space coordinates is negligible relative to other variations. 
In addition. a simplification was used at the free surface. in that a direct 
correspondence was made between the vertical velocity of the free surface and the 
variation of the water level in time. 
From a temporal viewpoint. SUUS was based on the fully implicit. first order 
backward Euler time integrator. Although the implicitness of the scheme would 
suggest use of larger time steps. the ability of the scheme to maintain sharp gradients 
prevented from doing so. From a spatial viewpoint. SUUS implemented a symmetrical 
centred difference scheme. even though monotonicity of the solution could not be 
guaranteed. 
B.l.2. Improvements to SUUS 
One of the first tasks of the work on SUUS was to re-write all equations in their 
divergence (or conservative) form (see Section Ch.3-1.2). A first order upwind 
advection scheme was also added to prevent oscillatory behaviour. Finally. the non-
hydrostatic terms were also included based 011 the direct pressure computation 
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through the vertical momentum equation (see Section Ch.3-1.8). The validity of the 
latter approach is demonstrated by comparison against an analytical solution (see 
Section Ch.4-2). 
B.Z. Particular case of TELEMAC-3D 
TELEMAC-30 is the 3D hydrodynamic module of the open TELEMAC-MASCARET 
system of the Laboratoire National d'Hydrauliquc et Environnement of Electricite de 
France (EOF-LNHE).It is distributed as open source software by HR Wallingford and is 
available at. IIltpJlwww (1jJI..'lllc:kll1:/c l1/X/ . Other developers of the open TELEMAC system 
include the Bundes Anstalt fUr Wasserbau in Germany and the STFC's Oaresbury 
Laboratory (Science & Technology Facilities Council) in the UK. 
TELEMAC-30 is a three-dimensional hydrodynamic solver based on a generalised 
sigma-stretched transformation. where the 20 mesh is extruded vertically into a 
volume between the surface defining the bottom of the model and the surface defining 
the water free surface. A constant number of intermediate surfaces further discretises 
the vertical columns. resulting in a layered mesh. where each layer is defined as the 
volume between two adjacent surfaces. Each surface is supported by 20 unstructured 
mesh; all surfaces are stacked one above the other and project to the same 20 
unstructured mesh; each layer is made of prism elements. It is noted that the 3D 
elements are wedges, and that the name only comes from the 3D finite element 
method computed on a prism. 
TELEMAC-30 offers the user a choice between a hydrostatic pressure and a non-
hydrostatic pressure formulation. for which the dynamic pressure is the result of the 
projection method (solving for a Poisson equation). Turbulent closure models include 
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constant eddy viscosity. Smagorinsky and k-E models (where k is the turbulent kinetic 
energy and E is the turbulent dissipation). 
The open TELMAC system undertakes parallel computations based on domain 
decomposition. whereby the computational domain is split into sub-domains grouping 
sets of triangles. In order to optimise parallel performance. i.e. limit the 
communications between sub-domains and triangles. the EBE (element-by-element) 
formulation is used. for which the majority of finite element implementation is 
compounded within triangles before being assembled globally. It is important to note 
that the EBE formulation was first developed in the open TELEMAC system as a 
technique to optimise storage to make matrix-vector products as efficient as possible 
on the assumption that it is not necessary to assemble a matrix (in a finite element 
manner) in order to multiply it by a vector. Its parallel framework is based on the 
Message Passing Interface (MPI). 
The numerical framework in open TELEMAC uses a semi implicit time integrator. Its 
finite element formulation is based on SUPG (Streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin). 
It should be highlighted that the author of the present work is currently the President 
of the TEL~1AC-MASCARET Consortium and responsible at HR Wallingford for its 
continuous maintenance and international distribution. Since 1997. the author has 
developed and used various modules of the open TELEMAC system through many 
commercial consultancy studies. 
B.Z.!. Original assumptions 
In order to refine the resolution in the vicinity of stratification interfaces in estuaries 
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and lakes, the spacing between intermediate surfaces can be reduced in two ways: 
> Increasing the number of intermediate surfaces (for the whole domain by 
definition). This, in turn, increases the computation cost while being wasteful in 
those areas where capturing the fine detail of the dynamics is unnecessary. 
> Carefully choosing the placement of the intermediate surfaces at the start of the 
simulation based on the expected solution. However, prior knowledge of the flow 
structure could require an iterative process gradually adjusting the plane positions 
and re-running the simulation for convergence on an 'optimal' configuration. 
B.2.2. Improvements to TELEMAC-3D 
Two major improvements implemented recently in TELE1\1AC-3D are detailed in this 
thesis. 
First a new advection scheme has been implemented for the tracer transport equation 
within the existing finite element and parallel framework. The same numerical 
scheme was chosen because it could be extended to the Saint Venant and the Navier-
Stokes equations as well as turbulence closure. Although not presented here, a new 
numerical scheme of the horizontal diffusion terms was similarly proto typed in 
TELE1\1AC-3D by M.S. Turnbull under the leadership of the author of the present work, 
based on the advection schemes investigated and developed herein. 
Second. an adaptive mesh displacement method was implemented to further refine the 
vertical resolution in the vicinity of high gradients of conservation quantities. such as 
found in stratified waters. Although designed by the author. the method was 
implemented in TELE1\1AC-3D by C.). Cawthorn with the help of ].-M. Hervouet at 
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EDF-LNHE. under the supervision of the author. 
B.3. Existing 3D free surface solvers 
The following list is in alphabetical order. Each item of the list is accompanied by a 
summary text usually derived from the relevant website cited. 
B.3.1. ADCIRC 
ADCIRC is available for academic use as an open source code from the University of 
North Carolina. It is being developed by teams at the University of Notre Dame, the 
University of Oklahoma. the University of Texas. and others. Commercial license 
distribution is non-exclusively available through AQUAVEO for instance 
(h ttp//WWW.:h/IIilVL.l).(.om/.sc)lilv;llti~ •. IIIS-SII11;ll.(.-Wdlcl.-IIIl).fl..IiII.-.;- .• ysh.lIl-ill/n .. /t1L 'Iiol'). 
ADCIRC is a 3D finite element system using the traditional hydrostatic pressure 
assumption. The free surface elevation is obtained from the solution of the depth-
integrated continuity equation in a generalized wave-continuity equation form. 
Velocity is obtained from the solution of 3D momentum equations. The parallel 
capabilities of ADCIRC are based on a domain decomposition strategy with 
information at sub-domain interfaces being passed using the MPI library. Performance 
is linearly proportional to the number of nodes. time steps. and processors. ADCIRC 
includes a transport model and has an implicit time scheme. ADCIRC is the closest 
relative to the open TELE.MAC system. The theoretical report can be accessed from, 
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The computational engine in ADCIRC is currently being upgraded from a Continuous 
Galerkin (CG) based solution to a new h-p adaptive Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) 
based algorithm. 
B.3.2. CH3D-WES and CH3D-SED 
CH3D-WES and CH3D-SED (Curvilinear Hydrodynamics in 3-Dimensions) are 
available from the Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL. http,/khhnlclls;IC:Cill1ll1'IllIJ) 
of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). 
The solvers are time varying three-dimensional numerical hydrodynamic. salinity. and 
temperature models. The horizontal grid is a general non-orthogonal curvilinear grid; 
the vertical grid is a sigma-stretched grid. The solvers are based on the hydrostatic 
assumption and solve a two-equation k - E turbulence model. The principal user 
manual is available through. 
http,//dJlcnk·lIs:IL·C:Il111YlluJ/<J.;5Cllcdi:l'?i5( 7<J.i5( 7<J.;5( ·j''!.;5( 111-TK-.'Jb'-2 fpdl 
B.3.3. COHERENS 
COHERENS (COupled Hydrodynamical-Ecological model for REgioNal Shelf seas) is 
available from the Management Unit of the North Sea Mathematical Models 
(MUNSM1\l, http//wWW2.J1lllll111UlCbt:lc:ohc/t·J/s1 of the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural 
Sciences. 
The solver is a mathematical three-dimensional hydrodynamic multi-purpose model 
for coastal and shelf seas, which resolves mesoscale to seasonal scale processes. The 
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solver is available as a free source code for the scientific community. The model 
equations are discretised on an Arakawa C-grid (1977) using either a rectangular or a 
curvilinear grid in the horizontal directions. The program uses sigma-stretched 
coordinates in the vertical. The principal user manual is available through. 
1(1)'/'/£1). 1I111111111.:IL·.bc,i"l )/JCli.'lIS/~':!. ( JillWllIW/ v:!. (Jpdt" 
Several further updates with improvements and additional features are due to be 
released in the near future. including an implicit scheme which removes the mode 
splitting scheme. 
B.3.4. D-FLOW of the Delft3D suite 
The Delft3D suite (and its hydrodynamic module D-FLOW) can be purchased from 
Deltares Systems. formerly WL I Delft hydraulics (http,f/wwwdcllill"t'ssystcmsL·om/hydlP). 
Delft3D is a flexible integrated modelling suite. which simulates two-dimensional (in 
either the horizontal or a vertical plane) and three-dimensional flow. sediment 
transport and morphology. waves. water quality and ecological proceses. and is 
capable of handling the interactions between these processes. Its D-Flow module 
simulates non-steady 2D hydrostatic flows in relatively shallow water on curvilinear 
and rectilinear grids. D-Flow covers salinity. temperature and species transport. 
density driven flows. float (drogue) tracking. meteorological influences. and wave-
current interaction. D-Flow also includes 3D flow and turbulence modelling. 
spherical grids. domain decomposition. and horizontal large eddy simulations (sub-
grid turbulence in the horizontal plane). Vertical representation is based on a sigma-
stretched transformation. 
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Current developments in the Delft30 suite include: unstructured mesh support (an 
integrated engine based on 10 networks and 30/20 layered mesh of mixed triangles. 
quadrilaterals. and more complex cells). a non-hydrostatic and a z-layer option. and 
parallel computing. 
B.3.S. DieCAST 
OieCAST (Dietrich Center for Air Sea Technology) is available from the National 
Taiwan University (11IIJ)'//('Jdlils,nlll,('dll, Iwlt's(':Ilt'l1 /dj(·(·ilsl.). 
OieCAST is a primitive equation. z-level ocean and lake model patterned after the 
Sandia Ocean Modeling System (SOMS). The original DieCAST model is hydrostatic. 
incompressible. rigid-lid. partially implicit. and uses an ~Arakawa A" grid (1977). 
OieCAST uses a higher order treatment of the dominant terms in ocean dynamics. i.e. 
pressure gradient and Coriolis. This leads to accurate and robust (stable with 
realistically small dissipation) models. In the latest version. the model includes the 
non-hydrostatic. free surface. immersed boundary method and two-way coupling 
capabilities. The principal user manual is available through. 
I1ttJJj/CldlilS,l1tll('dllI w/r('sc:ln"/l/£Ik'('i/sl/J'llblk·;tlli.)j//IlscrS_lll;tlllwlpd/ 
B.3.6. EFOC 
The Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFOC) is available from Dynamic Solutions-
International. LLC (DS-INfL. I1ttP//wwwd~-jJ1tlbj;:) as open source. EFOC was originally 
developed at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science. 
EFDC is a general-purpose modelling package for simulating three dimensional flow. 
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transport. and biogeochemical processes in surface water systems including. rivers. 
lakes. estuaries. reservoirs. wetlands. and near-shore to shelf-scale coastal regions. In 
addition to hydrodynamic and salinity and temperature transport simulation 
capabilities. EFDC is capable of simulating cohesive and non-cohesive sediment 
transport. near-field and far-field discharge dilution from multiple sources. the 
transport and fate of toxic contaminants in the water and sediment phases. and the 
dissolved oxygen/nutrient process (i.e. eutrophication). Special enhancements to the 
hydrodynamics of the code. including treatment of vegetation resistance. drying and 
wetting. hydraulic structure representation. wave current boundary layer interaction. 
and wave-induced currents. allow refined modelling of wetland and marsh systems. 
controlled-flow systems. and near-shore wave-induced currents and sediment 
transport. The solver solves the hydrostatic. turbulent-averaged equations on an 
orthogonal curvilinear horizontal grid and a sigma-stretched vertical grid. A Mellor-
Yamada (1982) level 2.5 turbulence closure scheme is implemented. 
B.3.7. ELeOM 
ELCOM (Estuary and Lake Computer Model) can be purchased from the Centre of 
Water Research of the University of Western Australia 
(hflpdwWIVCWJ'.lI Wil.cdll.;I/I/.~(1aW;IJ'L' f/llll1£lcls l.php!llldld~;~. 
ELCOM is a three-dimensional solver of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations (see Section Ch.3-1. 1 in Chapter 3) offering both hydrostatic pressure and 
non-hydrostatic pressure calculation. The equations are represented on an orthogonal 
z-layered mesh. The numerical discretisation is based on a second-order accurate 
Crank-Nicolson scheme. The scalar transport uses a conservative 3rd order scheme 
expanding similar concepts adopted in TRIM. The Cartesian grid solver uses a 
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traditional staggered-grid approach. ELCOM has been developed over an extended 
period and has a unique formulation of vertical stratification. where consecutive 
layers may be grouped according to stable. unstable. or mixed stratifications. Heat 
transfer. and density stratification are computed through the water column on a 
layer-by-Iayer basis. by computing the available mixing energy at each time step. The 
principal scientific documentation is available through. 
B.3.8. FEOM 
FEOM (Finite Element Ozean Model) is available from the Alfred Wegener Institute 
(AWl). in Germany (flttpj/lnvw"widc//cIl/JlOll1e/~. 
FEOM uses a vertical coordinate scheme which supports z-level and sigma-stretched 
coordinates as well as any possible combinations of these. On z-Ievel meshes. FEOM 
supports full cells. shaved cells and partly shaved cells. on an unstructured plan mesh. 
Vertical prismatic cells are used for the Galerkin Finite Element numerical 
computations. FEOM utilises the Boussinesq approximation in hydrostatic cases. 
Advection schemes. FEOM permits selection between Taylor-Galerkin. Crank-
Nickolson and nux-Corrected-Transport advection schemes. The time stepping is 
based on a variant of the implicit free surface method. which simultaneously serves to 
stabilize the pressure modes allowed by the chosen discretization. 
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B.3.9. FVCOM 
FVCOM is available as open source from the School of Marine Science and Technology 
of the University of l\1assachusetts (lJttl'/lli'L·llI1l.S11I:lSf.lIllwssd.cdu/J'I'('( 1i\1/indcxht11l1. 
The solver is a three-dimensional solver using a sigma-stretched transformation 
vertically and an unstructured triangular cell grid horizontally. The finite-volume 
method used in FVCOM combines the advantages of a finite element method for 
geometric flexibility and a finite-difference method for simple discrete computation. It 
is closed physically and mathematically using the Mellor and Yamada (1982) level 2.5 
turbulence closure scheme. FVCOM supports both local and global momentum. mass. 
salt, heat. and tracer conservation. The principal user manual is available through. 
Recent additions include non-hydrostatic and spherical coordinate schemes to resolve 
vertical convection. internal waves. and small scale baroclinic instability. Recent 
efforts to improve parallel computational efficiency are based on mesh partitioning 
with METIS. and MPI communication layers. 
B.3.10. HEMAT 
HEMAT (Hydro-Environmental Modelling and Analysis Tool) is a 3D research system 
developed by M.M. Namin of the Water Research Centre. Tehran. Iran in collaboration 
with R.A. Falconer at Cardiff University. UK. It is. however. not generally available 
except to students of Cardiff University. 
HEMAT solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the kinematic free 
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surface boundary condition simultaneously, so that the water surface elevation can be 
integrated into the solution together with the velocity and pressure fields. An efficient 
numerical algorithm has been developed, deploying implicit parameters similar to 
those used in the Crank-Nicholson method, and generating a block tri-diagonal 
algebraic system of equations. The model has been applied to simulate a range of 
unsteady flow problems involving relatively strong vertical accelerations. HU tAT 
includes both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic modes, on triangUlar meshes. 
B.3.1!' hpGEM / DG-FEM 
hpGUt / DG-FE1\1 is a research system available at the University of Twente 
The solver was developed by Ambati and Bokhove. It uses 20 and 3D finite-element 
discretisations of the shallow water equations, based h - p Discontinuous Galerkin 
(DG) methods. The hpGEN / DG-FEM is second-order accurate in both space and time 
for linear polynomials, is able to follow irregular bathymetry, and can model 
discontinuities such as bores and hydraulic jumps. It has been applied to intermediate 
scale ocean waves, coastal currents and breaking waves. The linear algebra solver uses 
LAPACK. 
B.3.1Z. ICOM - FLUIDITY 
IC01\1 and FLUIDITY are research hydrodynamics solvers from the Applied Modelling 
and Computation Group at Imperial College, London. They are available as open 
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source software from 
The ICOM solver is non-hydrostatic. using an unstructured 3D tetrahedral Finite 
Element grid to conform to coastlines and steep beds with adaptive re-meshing to 
track flow and bathymetry gradients. with application to tsunami. and coastal ocean 
modelling. FLUIDITY is a closely related generalised CFD model with application to 
fine scale eddy. vortex formation and complex boundary geometry. ICOM and 
FLUIDITY are particularly suited to fully 3D problems with significant transient flow 
features such as tsunami and flow-structure dynamic interaction. Arbitrary vertical 
flow is addressed over a range of large to local scales. Applications to tidal. tsunami. 
and ocean thermohaline circulation are emphasised by the authors on the website 
serving the solver. ICOM also has research extensions for internal wave breaking. LES. 
salt fingering. spherical coordinates. wetting & drying. A Mellor-Yamada (1982) level 
2.5 turbulence closure scheme is implemented. FLUIDITY employs an SUPG equation 
solver. 
The principal user manual is available through. 
IIttp//l:ilIlIchpil£lnt'f/IJII1£Uty/4. 1/4 I. .'J/+dt1wnlo:ld/lluidi(v-llI:llllwl-4 I. I (1.pdl 
B.3.13. MICOM. HYCOM and HIM 
These solvers are available from the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric 
Science (RS~1AS) of the University of Miami (IIttp//h)'l't1/1WJ;-.i,1 HYCOM and HIM are 
based on MICOM. 
These are based on the primitive equations horizontally discretized on an "Arakawa C" 
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grid (1977). Vertical turbulence is implemcntcd through the mixed layer depth 
approach by Krauss Turner (1967). HIM includes Smagorinsky's biharmonic viscosity. 
with parallel versions on MPI libraries. The hybrid coordinate is one that is isopycnal 
in the open. stratified ocean. but smoothly reverts to a terrain-following coordinate in 
shallow coastal regions. and to z-level coordinates in the mixed layer and/or 
unstratified seas. The hybrid coordinate extends the geographic range of applicability 
of traditional isopycnic coordinate circulation models (the basis of the present hybrid 
code). such as the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM) and the Navy 
Layered Ocean Model (NLOM). toward shallow coastal seas and unstratified parts of 
the world ocean. The principal scientific documentation is available through: 
B.3.14. MIKE 3 
MIKE3 can be purchased from The Danish Hydraulics Institute (DHI). Denmark 
( Illll),,/H lV1I'.11l ikd~vdhiL '(JIII/PIt >dllL 'Is/( (JilstA//(IS<.'d.~ \ flKE';';ISI)X) 
It is a three-dimensional hydrodynamic solver of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations (see Section Ch.3- 1. I in Chapter 3). It offers a choice between a 
hydrostatic pressure assumption combined with a generalised sigma transformation 
and a non-hydrostatic pressure formulation combined with a z-level coordinate 
formulation. A total of five different turbulent closures can be employed, constant 
eddy viscosity. Smagorinsky subgrid scale model. k model. k - € model. or a mixed 
Smagorinsky / k - € model. Using "FM" flexible mesh. MIKE 3 offers a triangulated 
plan grid scheme. A parallel multi-core version is available. The FM version is 
currently restricted to hydrostatic. but is able to model shocks as it solves 
hydrodynamics using a Roe approximate Riemann solver. with 2nd order accuracy 
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using a linear gradient reconstruction. The structured (non-FM) version uses an ADI 
finite difference scheme with selective upwinding to model hydraulic jumps. 
B.3.15.MOM 
MOM (Modular Ocean Model) is available at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). USA 
It is a hydrostatic three-dimensional solver of the primitive equations using 
generalised orthogonal horizontal coordinates. with spherical curvilinear coordinates 
for special cases. Bottom topography is represented using a partial cell approach. 
Vertical mixing schemes include various mixing length turbulence closure model. 
MOM is one of the oldest and established models still in use. The principal scientific 
documentation is available through, 
Current developments include integrating features from HIM (Isopycnal Z) and 
MITcgm (Coupled Ocean-Climate models). 
B.3.16. paM 
POM (Princeton Ocean Model) is co-developed at the Atmospheric and Oceanic 
Sciences Program of Princeton University. at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). and The 
Dynalysis of Princeton. USA (iJttp//IVl-V\V.,/LWPI'l/1L ·t'loJl.cdll/W~VWl'l!HL/(!htd(x",·poIll1 
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POl\ 1 is a three-dimensional solver based on the "Arakawa C" differencing scheme 
with a vertical sigma transform and a horizontal curvilinear orthogonal coordinates. 
The turbulence closure sub-model is the Mellor and Yamada (1982) level 2.5 
turbulence model. The principal list of scientific documentation is available through. 
B.3.17. QUODDY 
QUODDY is available from the Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, USA 
( 1111/ J, //WI VIt' -} II Illd;1 rill h 11/111. ('dll/5i. )11 Willi.'lq I {( )d(~I'/d,)L 'Ill ilL'} I Iii lic)1/. 11 1111 J ). 
QUODDY is a three-dimensional solver of the shallow water hydrodynamics with 
implicit linear triangular finite elements. The turbulence closure scheme can either be 
set to a mixing length model or to the Mellor and Yamada (1982) level 2.5 turbulence 
model. The principal scientific documentation is available through. 
II I IP.,!;"www -} WI I dill"/} 11, )11 III. ('Lil ,,~""()/i w:m.'/qllL )l"~V/q I/odd)'" /q lIudd)' 3. 3/d,l('/I mL'1I1i1 ti, )11/<.."'3_ 3.ps 
B.3.18. RMAIO 
RMAI0 is available from Resource Management Associates, California, 
(IIttp./lchlmk'lIs;IL'C;lI7llYIllJl/l1l1i1 /(~ with modifications made by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) Waterways Experiment Station (WES). 
Rl\ fA lOis a three-dimensional finite element hydrodynamic model of the Reynolds 
averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equations (see Section Ch.3-1.1 in Chapter 3). It 
assumes hydrostatic pressure. Vertical turbulence is estimated with either a quadratic 
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parameterisation of turbulent exchanze or a Mellor and Yamada (1982) level 2.5 
turbulence model. RMA lOis only available commercially. and uses an unstructured 
mesh. 
B.3.19. ROMS and TOMS 
ROMS (Rezional Ocean Modelinz System) and TOMS (Terrain-followinz Ocean 
Modelinz System) are available from the Office of Naval Research (ONR). of the US 
Navy (http//chlcrdc.lIs,/(,:C.,1I111Y.lllil/l1l1,I/(1 and several universities includinz Rutzers 
University. Stanford University. Princeton University and the University of California. 
ROMS and TOMS are identical. althouzh ROMS remains the scientific community 
model while TOMS is the operational community model. They are split-explicit. free 
surface. hydrostatic primitive equation ocean models with horizontal orthozonal 
curvilinear coordinates and stretched terrain-followinz vertical coordinates. The 
alzorithms include a computational non-linear kernel and a tanzent linear and adjoin 
kernels. The closure schemes are based on the l\1ellor and Yamada (1982) level 2.5 
turbulence sub-model. These models are widely used. spawninz other derived 
research codes such as SYMPHONIE. and CHIMP. 
Currently. the data exchanze between nodes is done with MPI. However. other 
protocols like MPI2. SHMEM. and others can be coded without much effort. 
B.3.20. SeRUM 
SCRUM (S-Coordinates Rutzers University Model) is available from Rutzers University 
( h ttpJ/llWJllll..'. J'lINCI:,·.cdll/P(~/1110dds/s( 'J'lllll.h tl1l1 
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SCRUM solves the free surface. hydrostatic. primitive equations over variable 
topography using stretched terrain-following coordinates in the vertical and 
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal. Earlier versions of SCRUM are 
described by Song and Haidvogel (1994). The model equations are solved separately 
for total momentum and vertically integrated momentum and then coupled. The total 
momentum and tracer equations are time discretized using a 3rd Adams-Bashforth 
scheme; the vertical viscosity/diffusion terms are treated implicitly using a Crank-
Nicolson scheme. The free surface and vertically integrated momentum equations are 
time discretized using a trapezoidal Leapfrog scheme. Horizontal and vertical 
derivatives are evaluated using finite differences on a staggered horizontal 
Arakawa C-grid (1977) and a staggered vertical grid. 
New features will include vertical staggered grid. replacing vertical finite elements by 
finite differences. an option for horizontal and vertical Smolarkiewicz advection. 
rotated mixing tensors to mix on constant z-surfaces and constant "in situ" density 
surfaces several turbulence closures including Mellor and Yamada (1982) level-2.5 
closure. 
B.3.2 I. SHELf[ and ELCIRC 
SHELFE and ELCIRC is a closely-related pair of codes available from the School of 
Science & Engineering of the Oregon Heath & Science University. USA 
(httP//WWWSh·L·/1/()I'()J:..;/k/10wk(~";L'- /mlJsli.'F/SL)/~Wdnisc/li: and 
hill Jj/WWWL 'L~'1IJ1JrL!..;iL'dll/( '( W/FlllILl(ldilN/L'kin'/ respectively) 
SHELfE and ELCIRC are three-dimensional solvers. greatly inspired by UnTRIM. 
combining horizontally unstructured grids with vertical z-coordinates. ELCIRC is an 
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unstructured-grid model designed for the effective simulation of 3D baroclinic 
circulation across river-to-ocean scales. It uses a finite-volume/finite-difference 
Eulerian-Lagrangian algorithm to solve the shallow water equations. written to 
address a wide range of physical processes and of atmospheric. ocean and river 
forcing. SELFE uses a semi-implicit finite-element/volume Eulerian-Lagrangian 
algorithm to solve the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations (in either hydrostatic or 
non-hydrostatic form). The numerical algorithm is low-order for ELCIRC and high-
order for SELFE. SELFE is able to follow bed slopes with a hybrid SZ vertical mesh 
scheme whereas ELCIRC uses a stair-step discretisation on bed depth. Geophysical 
turbulence closure is based on a generic length-scale equation. The principal user 
documentation is available through: 
hllJ 7/lwlVw.slc.:l lI( 1]'. (7ls1 kl IOlVk,{"iI.'- Inll lsI, 'J"/soJi IV/I 1"(.'/81. 'lk/v:1 1 I Iii 1 I /1/11 and 
Higher order and non-hydrostatic enhancements are in development. The parallel 
version uses the mesh decomposition package ParMetis. with MPI. 
B.3.22. SUNTANS 
SUNTANS is available from Stanford University (hllp//wwlV.slill1li.mlcdlll."iJtl[lplslIlJl:msAsi-
bilJ/illdCXj7hp) 
SUNTANS is a non-hydrostatic. unstructured-grid. parallel. coastal ocean simulation 
tool that solves the Navier-Stokes equations (see Section Ch.3-1.1 in Chapter 3) under 
the Boussinesq approximation with a large-eddy simulation of the resolved motions. 
The formulation is based on the method by Casulli at the University of Trento. where 
the free surface and vertical diffusion are discretized with the theta-method. which 
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eliminates the Courant condition associated with fast free surface waves and the 
friction term associated with small vertical grid spacing at the free surface and bottom 
boundaries. The grid employs z-levels in the vertical and triangular cells in the 
horizontal plane. Advection of momentum is accomplished with the 2nd order accurate 
unstructured-grid scheme of Perot (2000). and scalar advection is accomplished semi-
implicitly using the method of Gross (1999). in which continuity of volume and mass 
are guaranteed when wetting and drying is employed. The theta-method for the free 
surface yields a two-dimensional Poisson equation. and the non-hydrostatic pressure 
is governed by a three-dimensional Poisson equation. The message-passing interface 
(MPI) is employed for use in a distributed memory parallel computing environment. 
Load balancing and grid-partitioning are managed using the ParMETIS package. 
B.3.23. TriVAST (and its 2D related cousin DIVAST) 
TriVAST and its 2D related cousin DIVAST (Depth-Integrated Velocities and Solute 
Transport) are developed at Cardiff University. sponsored by the Halcrow Group 
(f1ttP//Il/t·L'/{'<Jj/(·t'l1j{'.:(.'/:IL'lIk~. The solvers are exclusively available to students at Cardiff 
University and close collaborators. 
The solvers are used to predict a range of water quality indicators. including salinity. 
temperature. coliforms. biochemical oxygen demand and nitrogen and phosphorous 
cycles. phytoplanktonic algae. non-cohesive and cohesive sediments and heavy metals. 
The 20 hydrodynamic module is based on the solution of the depth integrated Navier-
Stokes equations (see Section Ch.3-1.1 in Chapter 3) solved using the alternating 
direction implicit (ADI) finite difference technique. The advective accelerations are 
written in a time centred form for stability. with these terms and the turbulent 
diffusion terms being centred by iteration. The finite difference equations are 
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formulated on a space staggered grid scheme. with the water surface elevations and 
the x-direction velocity components being initially solved for during the first half time 
step by using Gaussian elimination and back substitution before proceeding to the 
second half time step and repeating the process for the implicit description of the y-
direction derivatives and velocity components. The advective terms are treated using a 
higher order accurate ULTIMATE QUICKEST formulation. 
B.3.24. UnTRIM and TRIM 
UnTRIM and TRIM are developed by the University of Trento. Italy and have been the 
starting point of many other solvers such as ELCOM or SHELFE and ELCIRC or 
SUNTANS. At the time of writing of the present thesis. these codes are not available for 
download through a website. 
UnTRIM and TRIM are semi-implicit finite difference (-volume) models based on the 
three-dimensional shallow water equations. UnTRIM is able to work on unstructured 
orthogonal grids. where the line joining the centres of two adjacent cells is orthogonal 
to the edge common to the two cells. whereas TRIM is the structured grid predecessor. 
UnTRIM supports both hydrostatic. and non-hydrostatic modes. with Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). vertical turbulent viscosity influenced by 
density stratification. and both barotropic and baroclinic vertical pressure gradients. 
The parallel version uses shared-memory OpenMP. suitable for multi-core PCs but not 
clusters. 
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AppendixC-
Tools for the development of analytical solutions 
Appendix C introduces a summary of the general concepts and notations behind 
analytical solutions of the Laplace and Poisson equations in various coordinate systems. 
following Bowles (2007). American notation (or mathematics notation) is chosen for 
the spherical coordinates because of its compatibility with polar coordinates. 
Therefore the following are defined: the radial z 
distance. r such that r2 = x 2 + y2 + Z2 . the 
azimuthal angle. () such that tan() = y Ix . and the cP 
polar angle cp such that coscp = zlr . where x. y . and 
z are the three axis of the Cartesian space. 
C. I.N otions from potential flow theory 
C. 1. 1. Scalar and vector potentials 
(r,8,¢) 
(x,y,z) 
(x.y) 
y 
In potential flow theory. it is customary to derive the velocity vector 11 from a scalar 
velocity potential cp and / or a vector velocity potential A: 
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> Where the flow is irrotational (V x 11 = 0) there exists a scalar velocity potential tp 
such that 11 = Vtp. in which case the continuity condition V.11 = qSrce leads to a 
Poisson equation for tp. V. Vtp = Iltp = qSrce' or a Laplace equation qSrce = 0; and 
> Where the flow is incompressible (V. 11 = 0) there exists a vector velocity potential 
X such that 11 = V x X. in which case the rotational condition V x 11 = w leads to 
three Poisson equations. V x V x X = 3J = w. one for each component of J (hence 
the vector notation of the Laplace operator) or three Laplace equations where 
w= o. 
C. 1.2. Change of coordinates 
When restricting potential flow theory to a 2D plane. the potential velocity vector 
becomes perpendicular to the 2D plane and reduces to its third component. noted t/J. 
the stream function. As a result. where the flow is both irrotational and incompressible. 
> In 2D Cartesian coordinates. Ux = orp = otJ! and uy = orp = _ otJ! ox oy oy ox 
> In 2D polar coordinates. Ur = orp = .!. otJ! and Ue = .!. orp = _ otJ! or r oe r oe or 
Further. since Vt/J. Vtp = 0 everywhere on the 2D plane. the lines of constant tp intersect 
lines of constant t/J perpendicularly. 
Similarly. developing potential flow theory in 3D cylindrical coordinates. the potential 
velocity vector is invariant in () and 11e = 0 (American notations). Again. where the 
flow is both irrotational and incompressible. 
> In 3D cylindrical coordinates. Ur = orp = _l_OtJ! and UA. =.!. orp = __ l_OtJ! or r2 sincp ocp 'P r ocp rsincp or 
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C.l.3. The unsteady Bernoulli equation 
As seen in Section Ch.3-1.4. the Navier-Stokes equations can be modified to highlight 
vorticity w (or the curl of the velocity w = V x IT) where the flow is incompressible. 
au C-~) V~ ( 1 ~~) V~ C -) ~ p- + P w xu = - p + -pu· u - x f-lW + F at 2 
Where the flow is also irrotational (w = 0). the modified Navier-Stokes equations can 
be written as, 
afi ~ ( 1 ~~) ~ I ~. h f h b d (" d· I p - = - V P + - pu . u + F. w lcrc F IS t e sum 0 teo y ,orces an IS lere 
at 2 
assumed to reduce to the sole gravity (the Coriolis forces are ignored in this instance). 
As seen in Section C.1. where the flow is irrotational and incompressible there exists a 
scalar velocity potential cp solution of the Laplace equation such that 11 = V cpo 
Replacing the velocity by the velocity potential and switching the spatial and temporal 
gradients. gives. 
V (p ~~ + P + ~piVcpl2 + pgz) = o. which leads to the pressure equation. 
iJcp 1 1 ~ 12 I· f . f· p- + P + -p Vcp + pgz = Poet). w lere PoCt) IS a unchon 0 tlme. 
iJt 2 
The pressure equation. also known as the unsteady Bernoulli equatiOJ1. gives pressure 
everywhere the scalar velocity potential can be solved. 
C. 1.4. The kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions 
Theoretically. finding a solution to the Laplace equation for the scalar velocity 
potential requires that all boundary conditions be known at all times. For the free 
surface (or the interface between two fluids of different densities) the unknown 
position of the interface introduces an additional dependent variable h. Two 
conditions are therefore used. 
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> First. the kinematic free surface boundary conditions result from defining the free 
surface as a material surface (no flow through the surface). therefore expanding 
the material derivative as follows aT] + Un all + Vn a71 - w = o. where." is the free at ./ ax ./ ay 
elevation. or replacing the velocity field: 
ary + arp a71 + arp a71 _ arp = 0 
at ax ax ay ay az 
> Second. the dynamic free surface boundary condition is given by the unsteady 
Bernoulli equation (see Section C.1.3) assuming the pressure is constant along the 
free surface (PoCt) = 0): 
arp 1 /-< /2 Pat + "2 P 'V <p + P g." = 0 
It is noted that the set of equations are non-linear due to the products of dependent 
variables. In addition. they lead to an unsteady problem where the velocity potential is 
a function of space and time. 
C.l.5. Other boundary conditions 
Again. finding a solution to the Laplace equation for the scalar velocity potential 
requires that all boundary conditions be known at all times. For solid boundary 
conditions. the normal velocity is zero. which is written as follows. 
11 . n = O. where n is a nonnal vector to the boundary. therefore 
a<pjan = O. 
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C.2.Solutions to the Laplace equation 
c.z. 1. The Laplace equation 
The Laplace equation for the spatial variable <{J can be written as follows. depending 
on the coordinate system: 
> In 3D Cartesian coordinates: aZIP + az~ + azlP = 0 
axz ay azZ 
> In 2D polar coordinates: ~!..- (r alP) + 2... azlP = 0 
r ar ar rZ ao z 
> In spherical coordinates: 2...!..- (r2 alP) + _1_~ (sinc/J alP) + 1 azlP = 0 
rZ ar ar r2 sincp acp acp rZsinzcp aoz 
It is noted that if alP = O. the 3D Cartesian formulation leads to the 2D Cartesian 
az 
formulation. Similarly. that if :: = O. the 3D spherical formulation leads to the 3D 
cylindrical formulation. 
C.Z.Z. Separation of variables 
To solve the Laplace equation the method of separation of variables is utilised. i.e. a 
solution <(J of the form X(x). Y(y). Z(z) in 3D Cartesian coordinates or the form 
R(r). e(e) in 2D polar coordinates or of the form R(r). ct>(c/J). e(e) in 3D spherical 
coordinates. Replacing <{J by its assumed form and using simplified ordinary derivative 
notations the following relationship are established. 
> In 3D Cartesian coordinates. 
YZ. X" + XZ. y" + XV. Z" = 0 
leading to. 
(X"/X) + (ylI/Y) + (Z" /Z) = O. and in turn to the system. 
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(a) A simple harmonic motion equations X " - il.X = 0 
(b) A simple hannonic motion equationsY" - fJY = 0 
(c) A simple harmonic motion equations Z" + (ii. + fJ)Z = 0 
where iI. and fJ are separation variables. 
)- In 2D polar coordinates: 
[r 2 R"/R + 2rR'/RJ + [8"/8 J = 0, 
leading to: 
(a) A simple harmonic motion equation 8" - il.8 = O. and 
(b) An homogeneous Euler equation of the form r2 R" + 2rR' - il.R = O. 
where iI. is a separation variable. 
where: 
(a) The third term can be reduced by a constant. leading to an ordinary differential 
simple hannomc motion equation of the form 8" - il.8 = o. 
(b) Division of the equation by sin 2 cp allows replacement of the first term by 
another constant. leading to an ordinary differential equation of the form 
r2R" + 2rR' - fJR = O. also called the homogeneous Euler equation, and 
(c) Replacement of the above two constants leads to another ordinary differential 
equation, the associated Legendre equation of the form 
(sin2cp)CP" + (coscpsincp)CP' + (fJsin 2 cp - iI.)CP = O. 
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C.Z.3. Solutions to some ordinary differential equations 
Using separation of variables. the Laplace equation in Cartesian. polar and spherical 
coordinates is replaced by a system of ordinary differential equations. amongst which 
the simple harmonic equation. the homogeneous Euler equation and the associated 
Legendre equation. have known analytical solutions. 
Simple harmonic motion equation 
For a simple harmonic motion equation of the form B" + w 2 B = O. the solution 
depends on the value of w 2 : 
if w 2 = O. then B(8) = Ae + Be8. 
if w 2 > O. then B(8) = Cf)cos(w8) + Sesin(w8). with w integer for periodicity. 
and if w 2 < O. then e(8) = E;exp(w8) + Eeexp(-w8). 
where the coefficients Ae. Be. Ceo Sf)' E;. and Ee are derived from initial and boundary 
conditions. 
Homogeneous Eu1er equation 
For an homogeneous EuJerequationofthe form r 2 R" + brR' - {JR = O. the solution 
depends on the values of the band (J and particularly of the roots al and a2 of 
a(a - 1) + ba - {J = 0: 
if (b - 1)2 + 4{J = O. the roots are equal and R(r) = Irla(CR + DRlnlrl). 
if (b _1)2 + 4{J > O. the roots are real and R(r) = CRlrl a1 + DRlrl a2 • and 
if (b - 1)2 + 4{J < O. the roots are complex. and 
R(r) = Irl~(a)( CRcos(~(a)lnlrl) + DRsin(~(a)lnlrl)). 
where coefficients CR' and DR are derived from initial and boundary conditions and 
where inCa) and ~(a) are the real and imaginary parts of complex root respectively. 
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Associated Legendre ~ 
The equation of the form (sin2¢)C/J" + (cos¢sin¢)C/J' + (psin 2¢ - A)C/J = 0 can be 
transformed using the change of variable t = cos¢. Substituting C/J(¢) = pet), 
C/J' = VI - t 2 p' and C/J" = (1 - t 2)P" - tP', and dividing by (1 - t 2), the equivalent 
equation for pet) may be written: 
(1 - t 2 )P" - 2tP' + (p - A ) P = 0 (1 - t 2 ) 
where pet) is a Legendre polynomial of degree n as follows: 
p, (t) = ~int(n/2)( -1)k (2n-2k)! t n - 2k and p'm(t) = (1 _ t2)m/2 dmPn(t) 
n £"'k=O 2nk!(n-k)!(n-2k)! n dt m 
C.Z.4. Solutions to the Laplace equation 
The solution to the Laplace equation in 3D Cartesian coordinates can be written as the 
sum of the combinations of all three solutions to the simple hannonic motion equation 
for all possible A and p. The Laplace operator being linear, the sum of known solutions 
is also a solution. 
The boundary conditions of the general problem define the most appropriate cases for 
these separation variables. For instance, assuming p = -A > 0 is possible in a practical 
problem, then a subset of the solution may be written: 
00 
<P = L (Cxcos(/px) + Sxsin(/px)) (E:exp(/py) + Eyexp(-/py))(Az + Bzz) 
!P=1 
where the coefficients Cx' Sx' E:. Ey , Az and Bz are derived from initial and boundary 
conditions. 
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2D polar coordinates 
Again. the Laplace operator being linear. the sum of the combinations of all possible 
solutions is also a solution. By definition. r ~ 0 and the solution is periodic in f) so that 
it ~ 0 with {X integer and b = 1 in the homogeneous Euler equation with opposite 
roots a = ±{X. The resulting solution is: 
00 
lfJ = Co + Doln(r) + L [( CRr..[5, + DRr-..[5,) (Cecos({Xf)) + SeSin({Xf)))] 
..[5,= 1 
where the coefficients Co. Do. CR' DR' Ce and Se are derived from initial and boundary 
conditions. 
SD spherical coordinates 
To ensure a well-defined solution (even at a point where the spherical coordinates 
degenerate. on the z-axis at ¢ = 0 [rr]) f1 should be of the form f1 = n(n + 1) with 
n ~ 0 integer. which leads to real and distinct roots for the Euler equation. The 
periodic nature of (J also leads to it = m2 with n ~ m ~ 0 integer. With this. the 
solution to the Laplace equation in spherical coordinates may be written as the sum of 
the combinations of all possible solutions: 
00 n 
<p = I I [(Cnmrn + Dnmr-n-l)Pnm(cos¢)(Cmcos(m(J) + Smsin(mf)))] 
n=l m=O 
where P: is the associated Legendre polynomial. and where the coefficients Cnm . Dnm. 
Cm and Sm are derived from initial and boundary conditions. 
As a particular case of the spherical coordinates. the cylindrical solution (m = 0) is. 
lfJ = I:=o (Cnrn + Dnr-n-1)Pn(cos(¢)). 
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C.3.Extension to the diffusion equation 
An equation that is similar to the Laplace equation. found in linear wave theory for 
instance. is the diffusion equation (also called the heat equation). which can be written: 
ihp = K LlqJ. for the spatial and temporal variable qJ. where K is a physical property of 
at 
the material or the fluid modelled. Separation of variables (i.e. assuming a solution qJ 
of the form T(t). rex, y, z) and replacing in the equation) leads to: (T' /KT) = (r" / n. 
which in turn leads to an exponential decay equation for T of the form T' - AKT = O. 
the solution of which was of exponential form. 
In linear wave theory. for instance in a 2D vertical Cartesian space. qJ can be written 
as T(t).X(x).Z(z). where X and T are solutions (XT)" - .-t(XT) = O. and where Z is of 
exponential form. solution of Z' - A.KZ = O. 
C.4.Potential flow theory applications 
Under certain approximation. analytical solutions of the shallow water equations and 
of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations can be established. 
C.4. I. I st order linear waves in finite depth 
In a I sf order approximation. the non-linear terms of the dynamic and the kinematic 
free surface boundary conditions (see Section CI.4) are here ignored by approaching 
their variations around the equilibrium state 770 leading to: 
a'l _ acp = 0 and p acp + p 977 = 0 
at az at 
This system of boundary conditions can be further transformed taking the temporal 
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derivative a.;at of the dynamic condition and eliminating ah/at between the two 
conditions. thus reducing the system to only one linear boundary condition for the 
velocity potentiaL 
a
2
lp + 9 alp. which is of the form of the diffusion equation (see Section C.3). with 
at 2 az 
Z as the solution of an exponential form. verifying Z'lz=1J - (it/g)Zlz=1J = O. 
Because <p is also solution of the Laplace equation. X is solution of X" + w 2 X = 0 and Z 
solution of Z" - w 2 Z = O. the sign of w 2 defines the form of these solutions. 
With Z the solution of an exponential decay equation at the free surface. it could be 
assumed that Z is of an exponential form throughout the domain. i.e. of the form 
£1 exp(wz) + Ei exp( -wz). which implies that w 2 > 0 hence that X is of the form 
Cxcos(wx) + Sxsin(wx). Again the coefficients Et. Ei. Cx and Sx are derived from 
initial and boundary conditions. 
In finite depth. the impermeable bottom is represented using the method of images. 
With the origin of the vertical axis placed at the bottom of the tank. symmetry in z 
leads to. Z(z) = Et exp(wz) + Ei exp(wz). or Ezcosh(wz). Thus. the velocity potential 
may be written as: <p = T(t). Ezcosh(wz). (Cxcos(wx) + Sxsin(wx)). Using this 
expression for the velocity potential. the condition on the function Z(z) at the free 
surface leads to Ezw. sinh(wrJo) - (it! g)Ezcosh(wrJo) = O. and hence it = wg. tanh(wrJo). 
With this. it is noted that it > 0 whatever the sign of w. which in turn implies that T is 
of the harmonic form CTcos(itt) + STCOS(itt). 
Finally: 
<p = (CTcos(itt) + STCOS(itt)). Ezcosh(wz). (Cxcos(wx) + Sxsin(wx)). and 
it = wg. tanh(wrJo) 
where the constants CT' ST' Ez. Cx and Sx are defined through the boundary and initial 
conditions. 
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C.5.Solutions to the 1D shallow water equations 
The I D shallow water equations result from depth integration of the continuity and 
Navier-Stokes equations. In their conservative form. they are formulated as follows: 
and 
where h is the water depth. u the longitudinal velocity component along the 1 D x-axis 
and 9 is the gravitational constant acceleration. 
c.s. I. Linearised solution (I st order approximation) 
Considering a finite water body. the non-linear terms of the 1 D shallow water 
equations can be transformed into linear terms by considering their variations about 
the equilibrium solution iJh + ho iJu = 0 and ho iJiJu + (hu)o iJiJU + gho iJh = 0 where the 
iJt iJx t x ax 
equilibrium is defined as still water. (hu)o = O. in a basin of constant water depth hOt 
These assumptions result in the linearised equations: 
ah + h iJu = 0 
at 0 ax and 
iJu + iJh = o. 
iJt 9 iJx 
In order to solve these equations. one can separate the variables by removing the term 
iJ
2
h after deriving the set by ~ and.2... and doing exactly the opposite to remove the 
iJtiJx iJx iJt 
term iJ
2
u. Two equations follow: 
iJtiJx 
and 
Both equations are of the form of a simple hannonic motion equation Y" + J1y Y = O. 
the solution of which depends on the value of the separation variable J1y = -gho (see 
Section C.Z). after having separated the dependent variable with Y(x, t) = T(t). X(x). It 
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should be noted that there are two sets of coefficients. one for each simple harmonic 
motion equation. for y = u(x, t) and for Y = hex, t). 
Having said that. the solutions are known and in the form of: 
T(t) = CTy cos(tjii;) + STy sin(tjii;). and 
X(x) = Cxy cos(x~ J-ly/ gho ) + Sxy sin(x~ J-ly/ gho ). 
where the coefficients CTy ' STy' CXY ' SXY' and J-ly are defined through the boundary and 
initial conditions. 
Finally. a solution for the linearized 1 D shallow water equation is: 
hex, t) = [CTh cos(t~) + STh sin(t~)] [CXh cos (x J::J + SXh sin (x J::Jl 
u(x, t) = [CTU cos(tfiiJ + STU sin(tJiiJ] [Cxu cos (x J:~J + Sxu sin (x J:~Jl 
where the coefficients CTh • STh' CXh ' SXh' CTu ' STU' CXU ' Sxu and J-lh and J-lu are defined 
through the boundary and initial conditions. 
It is noted that the form of the 2D averaged velocity is compatible with the form found 
for the velocity potential in a 2D vertical space (see Section C.4.1). 
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